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On The Ropes For Bondage Oversight 
While we enjoyed the "Rope 
Tricks" (International Drummer 
# 190), the article in it referring to 
The New York Bondage Club con
tains some inaccuracies we would 
like to correct. The New York 
Bondage Club is very much alive 
and active, and membership is 
steadily increasing. We meet on 
the first three Fridays and the last 
Saturday of each month. The steer
ing committee members of the 
NYBC, as listed below, take an 
active interest in the art of 
bondage, and we all agree with 
Jack Rinella (Sex and Bondage, 
International Drummer # 190) 
when he says that good bondage is 
a matter of care and common 
sense that comes from practice. We 
like the new format of Drummer 
and look forward to seeing more 
fetish issues in the future. 
De Jame, John, Michael, Phen 
New ork Bondage Club, NY 

Blowing Smoke 
Your recent issue devoted to smok
ing, as a fetish and as a behavior, 
(International Drummer #195 Puff 
On A Big One) violated the basic 
premise by which the lather com
munity has pretended to live for 
the past decade. Smoking is not 
safe; it is not sane; and it is 
emphatically non-consensual to 
the people exposed to it. Smoking 
(and the leather community's 
fetishism of it) is in fact the major 
reason I do not choose to involve 
myself with any public leather 
activities: one can't go into any 
leather function, these days, with
out being exposed to some boor 
puffing on a cigar. I find it hard to 
understand why our community, 
under siege from so many other 
medical problems, has chosen to 
embrace another one. If one may 
resort to an over-used metaphor, it 
reminds me of that famous chari
table program set up in the 
Warsaw ghetto before World War 
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II, "Adopt-Nazi." I look forward to 
your future issues devoted to the 

I 

fetishes of unsafe sex, shooting up 
heroin, dismemberment, and of 
course that ever-popular subject, 
necrophila. Sex with corpses, 
whatever its sanity or consensuali
ty, is, at the very least, safe. 
Scott O'Hara 
San Francisco, CA 

Ed. Although second-hand smoke 
is certainly an issue when it comes 
to a smoking fetish, I think your 
comparing Nazism to the eroticiz
i n g of smoking a bit skewed. 
Smokers do not engage in premedi
tated extermination of entire races, 
cultures and communities as a 
means of advancing their beliefs, 
power or economics. At worst 
smokers get irritable when a non
smoker asks then to contain their 
habit. But Nazis - I don't think so. 
Regarding our doing issues devoted 
to unsafe sex, shooting up heroin, 
dismemberment or necrophilia: one 
day I might share with you the 
requests I get from readers that we 
don't Jul.fill. 

Dear Dr. Ruthless: 
My daddy is a really good SM top. 
We have been together for a while 
and I have never had any com
plaints about his SM style. What 
has started to distress me is that 
the relationship is starting to show 
a lack of tenderness. The SM is 
great but increasingly there is little 
intimacy. I like him a lot but I 
want the situation to be different. 
Am I being too emotional or would 
I be justified in asking for more? 

D.R. As Dr. Ruthless has said 
before-SM has many different 
aspects to it , and it Jul.fills many 
different needs. SM is not about 
pure brutality, it has other aspects 
to it. Most people appreciate a 
balance between pleasure and 
pain, harshness and validation. 
SM and BD can bring up a lot of 

very intense and sometimes fright
ening issues. Many people really 
need to be given positive affirma
tion during and after a scene. Dr. 
Ruthless advises you to think 
about what you want, talk with 
him about it and if you can't get 
what you need-change your situa
tion. 

Dear Dr. Ruthless: 
I have a friend who I have known 
for a few years who has been into 
SM for a while. A few months ago 
be asked me to bottom for him at a 
play party. I agreed and we ended 
up having a great time. The prob
lem is that it has changed our day 
to day relationship. He insists on 
making frequent illusions to it
trying to regain the 
submissive/dominant dynamic that 
existed within the scene. This 
bothers me a lot. It has begun to 
make my memory of the play and 
my rel~tionship to him sour. Any 
suggestions? 
- Perturbed, New York 

D.R. This sort of situation does not 
just happen to people who bottom. 
Tops sometimes find themselves in 
situations with bottoms who 
always want to be tied up and 
beat-all the time. They feel the 
need to always exist in the dynam
ic of the scene. It takes a lot of 
energy and thought to play the 
dominant role. It is not something 
that most tops want to do all the 
time. Dr. Ruthless has had several 
boys who were so self absorbed as 
to be mindless of limits and 
boundaries. Unless you have 
specifically agreed upon some 
alternate arrangement-scenes have 
beginnings and endings. To allow 
that dynamic to bleed past the 
context of the scene can leave a 
bad taste in ones mouth. 
Dr. Ruthless suggests that you 
confront him and make him aware 
of how his behavior is affecting 
your relationship. • 
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Men of Bound and Gagged 
Audition {To Be A Bottom). 
Produced by Bob Wingate. 
Directed and edited by Joe 
Fitzpatrick and Peter B. Starring 
Chuck Taylor, Ryan Wagner and 
Greg Foster. Running time 87 
minutes. To order write The 
Outbound Press, 89 5th Ave, 
Suite 803, New York, NY 10003. 

While this video could use a 
snappier title, the one it has 
accurately describes its content. 
Three very cute, young guys, 
Chuck Taylor, Ryan Wagner, and 
Gregg Foster, are "auditioning" 
to be in future Bound and 
Gagged videos. "Men of Bound 
and Gagged: Audition (To Be A 
Bottom)." Produced by Bob 
Wingate. Directed and edited by 
Joe Fitzpatrick and Peter B. 
Starring Chuck Taylor, Ryan 
Wagner and Greg Foster. 
Running time 87 minutes. To 
order write The Outbound Press, 
89 5th Ave, Suite 803, New York, 
NY 10003. 

Of course, they must have 
already been screened at some 
point to be in this video, yet the 
audition does have an authentic 
feel to it. The three guys don't 
seem to know what orders the 
director/casting agent will give 
them next, and everything they 
do looks quite spontaneous. 

The action begins with the 
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Taylor, Wagner, and Foster sit
ting on a couch explaining why 
they are auditioning to the be 
hard-core videos and their 
attraction to S/M and BEtD. 
Eventually the director asks 
Wagner and Foster to undress 
Taylor. Once he is naked, Taylor 
licks Wagner's boots and gets his 
ass played with by Foster. Next, 
Foster and Wagner must race 
each other to see who can 
undress the most quickly. 
Wagner loses and is told that he 
will be punished for it later. The 
three take turns tying up each 
other's cock and balls and 
engage in some light vanilla sex. 
This first section is a bit slow, 
and the director starts nearly all 
of his commands with "Why 
don't you .... " Still, it sets up the 
second part of the video very 
well. 

The boys move to a room set 
up for more serious action. Here, 
they have a contest to see who 
can jack himself off first. Taylor 
wins. The other two must shove 
buttplugs into themselves. They 
are then handcuffed and gagged, 
and Taylor gives them each ten 
strokes with a paddle. Wagner 
and Foster are released to told to 
get back at Taylor by tying him 
up and gagging him. Once that is 
done, Wagner turns Foster into a 
puppy with a collar, leash, muz-

zle and tail attached to his 
buttplug. Meanwhile, Taylor has 
managed to free himself but gets 
in trouble for yanking on his 
dick. Another buttplug is 
snapped onto Fosters muzzle 
which Foster then shoves up 
Taylor's ass. Wagner and Taylor 
then jack off Foster then put him 
in his cage to rest. 

A restraining bench is brought 
in for the final sequence. Taylor 
is strapped to it first. Wagner 
paddles the gagged Taylor. 
Taylor clearly really loves to get 
his ass spanked and writhes in 
pain and pleasure the whole 
time. Taylor and Wagner then 
switch places. During the begin
ning of his paddling, Wagner is 
gagged but not bound. 
Eventually, he squirms too much, 
and the director orders Taylor to 
tie Wagner down. Taylor then 
delivers some serious punish
ment to Wagner. Foster is let out 
of his cage to join in the assault 
on Wagner. The film ends with 
both Foster and Taylor coming 
onto Wagner's abused bottom. 

While "Men of Bound and 
Gagged: Audition (To Be a 
Bottom)" drags at points, it is 
overall a fun video. There is 
enough variety in the action to 
keep things interesting. All three 
guys have gone on to make more 
porn. Wagner is, in fact, one of 
the fastest rising bottoms in 
mainstream smut. It's fun to see 
them so fresh and full of energy. 
They also seem to get some of 
their buttons pushed in this 
video which hasn't always hap
pened in their later work. 

Dirty Stories 
Directed by Chi Chi LaRue. 
Videography by John Rutherford. 
Starring Sam Crockett, Kyle 

· Brandon, Cort Stevens, J. T. 
Sloan, Adam Wilde, Adam Rom, 
Mike Chavez, and Josh Held. 
Running time 72 minutes. To 



order call 800/22 7-3 71 7 (in 
California, call 415/431-7722). 

Of all the mainstream studios, 
Mustang is the one that takes 
the most chances and lets its 
stuff wander a bit onto the 
raunchy side. "Dirty Stories" is 
an excellent example of how a 
little edge can really turn on the 
heat in a standard porn video. 
The concept of Dirty Stories is 
simple. J.T. Sloan plays a porno
graphic writer, and the first 
three scenes are what he imag
ines as he writes his dirty sto
ries. In the final scene, Sloan's 
lover, Adam Rom, comes into his 
office to give him a little inspi
ration. 

The first two "fictional" scenes 
are when director Chi Chi LaRue 

manages to slip in some raunch. 
In the first, Adam Wilde bottoms 
for both Cort Stevens and Mike 
Chavez. (You may know Mike 
Chavez as Mike Lamas or Miguel 
Lopez. This boy can't seem to 
stick with one name.) Stevens 
and Chavez are strong tops, but 
Wilde can take everything they 
give him. Wilde gets both big 
dicks in his mouth at once, and 
later he is double-fucked. The 
second scene features Sam 
Crockett and Kyle Brandon. 
Crockett plays a cop who catches 
Brandon in the act of public uri
nation. Crockett punishes 
Brandon by forcing him into 
sexual submission. Most of what 
happens is pretty vanilla with 
one exception. Crockett prepares 

-Raunch 

Brandon's ass for his dick by 
loosening him up with a night
stick. 

Sadly, the last two scenes in 
Dirty Stories are not as interest
ing as the first. The handsome 
Sloan stars in both. He is part
nered with Josh Held in the third 
scene and Rom in fourth. Held is 
a great match for Sloan, and it's 
nice to see both of them fuck 
each other. Ultimately though, 
the scenes lack the edge of the 
earlier scenes and are unsatisfy
ing. The folks at Mustang, espe
cially LaRue and videographer 
John Rutherford, have proven 
they can produce porn scenes 
that push some boundaries. Let's 
hope next time they make a 
whole video that does the same. • 

Index 
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SPOTLIGHT ON 
SPURS CINCINNATI 

Leather life is alive and well in Downtown 
Cincinnati with the crowd at Spurs. Celebrating 
its fifteenth anniversary in August 1996, the bar 
has become a fixture of the Midwest fetish 
scene. Weekends get particularly hot in Ohio 
when owner Dale Dissinger and his crew host 
Levi-Leather Night on the first and last Satur
day of every month. They proudly serve up 
recovery the next day with a "Bring Your Own" 
BBQ, out back on the patio. Grab a big slab of 
meat on Sunday afternoon and come down to 
the bar for their cookout Five bucks gets you 
all the drinks and picnic trimmings you can pile 
on! You can always call ahead for a month's cal
endar of special events and community group 
meetings. Make a stop at Happy Hour to meet 
the locals for pool, darts and live DJ (Wednes
days). Spur's host, John Moberly, invites you to 
join the crowd! 

When you're in Cincinnati, 
Remember to visit: 

SPURS 
326 East Eighth Street • Cincinnati, Ohio 

Open 7 Days a Week: 4PM to 2:30AM 
HAPPY HOUR: 4PM to 8PM 

1)ADDY~ 
~ f~ NtwtM ltAfu ti~~ 

440 Castro Street 
San Franc:laco, CA 94114 

621-8732 

SPACE AVAILABLE 

See Your Ad Here. 
Only $95! 

- G•yM-

·•120N.K.yo0oao 
lndianapoli11, IN 46205 

317-547-9210 

SM TRAINING WEEKEND 
Beginning to Advanced $365 

For Serious SM Interests 
Gay, Lesbian & Straight 

PO BOX 699 PALM DESERT, CA 
ZIP 92261 PH# (619) 776-9205 



Discover A Man's Resort 
Enclosed romµouud, 34 umts with Pao( Gym, Souuo, Jurut 11, 
Pool Tobie, (ale 8 74 Hour Desk Oothmg Opllono( Alen Only 

1129 flemmg SI., Ke~_Wesl fl 33040 
(305) 294-6284 • FAI (305) 292-0051 

SPACE AVAILABLE 
• 

See Your Ad Here. 
Only $95! 

LA&M 
Leather Archives & Museum 

Visit The Museum 
Now Open Every Saturday 

4 PM until Midnight 
Archives Are Open By Appointment For 

Serious Resear~h 

(Send for Free Brochure) 

ctively Seeking Archival Donation 
Collections - History - Papers 

5007 N. CLARK STREET 
CHICAGO, IL 60640 

(312) 275-1570 

1508 N.E. 
4.AVENUE 

FORT 
LAUDERDALE 

FLORIDA 
33305 

Open Daily 2:00 P.M 

FULL LIQUOR BIR 
"LEATHER IS OUR LANGUAGE' 

Quiet, relaxed envi
ronment. Fireplace, 
sundeck, kitchen . 

Castro Street VIClorian 
house. Minutes to 
South of Market 

Mercury 
Mail Order 
Just one of the items offered 
in our 32-page 

VALUE PACKED CATALOG 

Send $4.00, Name, Address 
and Zip to: 
Mercury Mail Order 
408418th St. Dept X 
San Francisco CA 94114 

WE 
DELIVER 

CLOSE TO EVERYTHING 
ALL THE COMFORTS ' REASONABLE RATES 

234 S. PATENCIO RO. • PALII SPRINGS.I CA 12262 
(800) 269-6830 (1119) 32.c-9675 

...,__ __ Plc!Jt 
HOUSTON'S PREMIER s~ 
DANCE, cRu1sE BAR 1 l\c'. t!T 
WHERE REAL MEN~ 
STILL DANCE ~ 
F£41URING: 
CAGED HEAT/ MEN BEHIND BARS 
713/523-0213 
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Dutch Treats 
f In Amsterdam 
I BY JACQUES HAPPE 

Amsterdam is still Europe's most tolerant and 

liberal city. There has been a strong gay-rights 

movement here since the '60s and Amsterdam 

has the oldest leather scene in Europe. The first 

leather hotel and bar, The Argos, opened here in 

1957. The bar is still in business. So for 39 years, 

Amsterdam has had a lot to offer to travelers 

who are part of the leather, SM, or fetish scene. 

We've divided the information below into 

sections to make it easier for you to find what 

you're looking for. If you see Gay News, pick it 

up. This free gay paper will give you updated 
information about the local hot spots. 

Like any major city, Amsterdam has its prob

lems with petty theft. Even a native New Yorker 

will be impressed with the local pick.pockets' 

skill. So don't carry your passport, return plane 

ticket, or all your cash or traveler's check with 
you, especially in the saunas or back room bars. 

Photocopy the front page of your passport and 

keep that with you in case you need identifica

tion. It will suffice for most purposes. 

Fetish Gear 
Taking a walk from the "Rembrandtsplein" (the 

Rembrandt Square) along one of Amsterdam's 

nicest canal's, the "Reguliersgracht" brings you 

to RoB Amsterdam (Weteringschans 253, tel. 

6254686). RoB was founded in 1974 by Rob 

Meijer, a gifted leather craftsman who packages 

brilliantly designed, high quality leather in an 

art galleiy devoted to male erotic art. This erotic 

atmosphere gave the shop legendary status and 

became a focus for leatherfolk from all over the 

world. 

RoB still prides itself in being one of the best 

leather tailors and if _you'd like to have some

thing custom made, be sure to visit them at the 

beginning of your trip. But apart from custom 

leather, custom latex, custom boots, custom 

whatever-you-want, the shop is packed with 

what is probably Europe's most extensive line of 

latex and leather goodies. RoB is also the 

European distributor for Oose Up, Donnie Russo 

and EuroMen videos and in addition to that, has 

a large collection of European made SM videos. 

Don't forget that located at RoB is Desmodus, 

lnc.'s European headquarters. Questions about 

our magazines, advertising, etc .. may be directed 

here. You will be able to buy the latest copy of 

International Drummer at RoB as well as a great 

number of other magazines published in Europe 

and the USA 

RoB also has a catalog for its world-wide 

mail-order service and will soon open its own 

WEB-site. The RoB catalogue is also available to 

take home and browse through. If your trip is 

going to involve a stopover in London, you can 
visit the RoB London store there at 24 Wells 

Street (tel. 071 735 7893), off Oxford Street. 

RoB's vast selection of latex clothing and other 

items are also manufactured at this location. 

Master's Leathers (Warmoesstraat 32, tel. 

6245573) used to be the Dutch branch of the 
London shop Expectations, before Tony Star 

and Bryan Derbyshire took over in 1992 and 

changed the name. The hotel and bar are now 

known as the Stablemaster, and the shop 

became Master Leathers. They are currently 

being supplied by the Oone Zone of Manchester 

and others. 

Demask (Zeedjik 64, tel. 6205603) focuses on 

the straight fetish market, but is worth a look for 

items that you won't find Stateside. If you'd like 

to snag yourself a cherry straight boy, it's a 

good place to find out about the pansexual sex 

parties that take place regularly. 
Robin and Rik (Runstraat 30, tel. 6278924) 

are two mends who make custom items for a 

clientele which includes straight bikers as well 

as leathermen. Their comer of the Prinsengracht 

is a nice area in Amsterdam for a stroll. 

One of Amsterdam's newest businesses is 

Black Body (Lijnbaansgracht 292, tel. 6262553). 

This is Amsterdam's first shop specializing in 

rubber clothing. It stocks quality rubber from 

London's Detainer and has a wide range of 

hoods, waders, masks, T-shirts, body suits and 
accessories. For people into leather, Black Body 

also carries some leather items, new and second 
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hand. In the Warmoesstraat, Amsterdam's most 

important leather street, you find Mr. B 

(Warmoesstratt 89, tel. 4220003), with a similar 

product range as RoB's. For quality leather rub

ber, some combat gear and several magazines 

you might check out Mr. B. 

Biker Shops & Clubs 
Rijnsport (Rijnstraat 44, tel. 6799485) or 

DeLeertent (Sarphatistraat 61, tel 6278090) are 

the shops for bikers. Rijnsport apparently knows 

how their customers feel about their gear, 

because they have a curtained alcove at the 

back of their shop. De Leertent carries Ha..-J.ey

Davidson and other highly popular brand 

names, while Rijnsport just offers quality stuff 
for protection on the road. 

Amsterdam's representative club of the 

ECMC is the Motor Sportclub Amsterdam 

(MSA). The first Sunday of every month, they 

have a social gathering in cafe West Indie (De 

Ruyterkade 110). They also organize bike runs. 

You don't necessarily need to have your own 

bike to fit in. MSA is the only biker social dub 

in Amsterdam and all are welcome to visit 

Peep Shows and Baths 
Unlike most American cities, Amsterdam is still 

full of opportunities for back.room sex. Most of 

the porn shops also have cubicles for sex (called 

cabins here), and there are many gay saunas. 

The Bronx (Kerkstraat 55) has been around 

for many years. They sell magazines, postcards, 

porn videos, sex toys, and some leather acces

sories. They have a cinema on the premises and 

a few private booths in which you can watch 

the porn star of your dreams put on a private 

performance. 

Other interesting sex shops with a touch of 

leather are Alfa Blue (Nieuwendijk 26), Le Salon 

(Nieuwendijk 20-22), and Drakes (Damrak 61). 

Drakes has an upstairs cinema, and there are 

also private booths on the same floor. So does 

Le Salon, which has been trying to get a leather 

night going on Fridays. If you like some cellu

loid accompaniment to your sex:, you should 

also check out BI (Reguliersbreestraat 4), which 

has two cinemas and an incredibly cruisy dark

room on the top floor; Man To Man (Spuistraat 

21), and Adonis (Warmoesstraat 92, opposite 

The Argos). For 11 guilders, you can come and 

go at Adonis until midnight, as long as you 

keep your ticket for proof of payment Rush 

hours for cinemas are during lunch hour (12-2 
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p.m.) and at night between 5-8 p.m. 

If you still haven't gotten enough, more day

time sauna sex is available at Thermos 

(Raamstraat 33, daytime). They also have an 

excellent restaurant 

Coffee Shops 
The bars don't open here until two in the after

noon, but the coffee shops are open if you need 

a buzz. Many of these businesses sell refresh

ments which are not available over the counter 

in this country. Ask for a menu. It will list brand 

names and prices per gram. There are two great 

places on the same street, Downtown 

(Reguliersdwarsstraat 31) and The Outside 

(Reguliersdwarsstraat 6). Downtown is famous 

for their apple pie and their spacious summer 

terrace. The Seventh Heaven (Spuis-traat 7) is 

also recommended. 

Mandate Coffee Shop (Prinsengracht 715) 

also sells porn videos and has a small gallery. It 
is part of Amsterdam's only strictly gay gym. 

Leather Bars 
If you're champing at the bit, Spijkebar 

(Kerstraat 4) opens one hour before the other 

leather bars. This popular establishment has a 

pool table, pinball machines, and seems to be 

the home bar for the English-speaking gay 

community here. The upstairs darkroom is 

always busy. One of the two television screens 

above the bar shows erotic videos; the other fea

tures cartoons. 

The Web (St. Jacobsstraat 6) and Cukoo's 

Nest (Nieuwe Zijds Kolk 6) are more or less 

neighbors. Both are great places to visit, with 

creative darkrooms. The Web has an upstairs 

darkroom with one slingroom and six private 

cabins. For impromptu orgies there is a big 

leather mattress. When the weather is good 

enough this bar has one of Amsterdam's most 

attractive offerings: a roof garden, check it out! 

They serve snacks in the late afternoon and host 

a big buffet every last 

Sunday of the month. 

The Cuckoo's Nest is 

even more cruisy 

since it has enlarged 

its basement play

ground, aptly named 

the Cellar. With over 

17 cabins, of which 

two are equipped with 

slings, a watersport 

section and video, this darkroom must be one of 

the world's most spectacular. 

The Monopole Amstel 60, opens at 4 p.m.) 

and The Company (Amstel 106) used to be more 

leather-focused. Nowadays, they attract a more 

diverse, but still butch, crowd. The Company has 

a well-manned darkroom upstairs. The booths 

are arranged in a square and connected by glory 

holes. But there's still one day in the year when 

every leatherman in Amsterdam hangs out in 

this particular part of the Amstel. That's 

Queensday (April 30), so named not because it's 

a gay pride day, but because the Dutch com

memorate their royal family. Although 

Amsterdam is the capital city, strangely enough, 

it's not where the government is based, nor is it 

where the royal family of Queen Beatrix resides. 

Part of the Stablemaster Hotel 

(Warmoesstraat 23, tel. 6250148, open 8 p.m.) is 

an intimate bar. They host large JO parties on 

Friday and Saturday nights, with pumping 

demonstrations. Oub Jaecques (Warmoesstraat 

93, across the street from Adonis, open 8 p.m.) is 

also known for its erotic action. They host a 

variety of SM- related dubs, such as Horse and 

Knight for men into big dicks and Nude Oub 

Adam for men into nudity. The patrons are open 

and very friendly, especially on the second floor. 

Play rooms are located on the first floor. They 

have a sling room and St Andrew's cross, and 

occasionally hot parties. 

Next to Oub Jaecques is one of the most 

popular leather bar in Amsterdam, and maybe 

in all of Europe, The Argos (Warmoesstraat 95, 

open 9 p.m.). This huge split-level bar with its 

great downstairs darkroom attracts a large 

crowd eager for action. On Wednesday nights, 

they hold a lottery with prizes from Mr. B. 

Across the street is the Eagle (Warmoesstraat 

90, open 11 p.m.) The Eagle used to be situated 

at Warmoesstraat 86, but it has expanded into a 

more spacious location. The old Eagle is now 

open on Fridays and Saturdays only and named 

Dirty Dicks. Dirty 

Dicks is Amsterdam's' 

sleazepit for real yel

low and brown 

adventures. The new 

Eagle has a big dark

room downstairs and 

a poolroom upstairs. It 

get busier after 1 am. 

The owners 

of the Cockring 



(Warrnoesstraat 96) don't like to classify their 

club as a leather bar, but since there hasn't been 

a fetish-oriented dance club, leatherrnen who 

want to move to the beat are more or less forced 

to hang out in this popular club. There's great 

music downstairs. However, the Cockring has 

something most bars in this town do not--a 

coat check! 
The famous Anco Hotel (Oudezijds 

Voorburgwal 55, tel. 6205275) reopened their 

bar a couple of years ago and they still have 

their fabulous darkroom. 

If closing time comes around and you still 

haven't met Mr. Right Away, don't forget you 

can head for the night sauna also called 
Thermos (Kerl<straat 58). 

Amsterdam offers regular leather parties to 

residents and visitors. COC (Rozenstraat 14), 
Sandman (POB 11950), Trash Qub (Rozengracht 

70), The Grip and Factory (both from Gala, POB 

15815) are only a few of those regulars. The 

Rubber Sex Group (POB 12913) meets lovers of 

rubber and wet sex every last Friday of the 
month. 

Hotels 
Three of Amsterdam's many gay hotel's cater 

exclusively to leathermen. Book well in advance 

to make sure you can get accommodations! 

They are Anco Hotel (Oudezijds Voorburgwal 
55, tel. 620527 5), Stablemaster (Warrnoesstraat 

23 , tel. 6250148) and Centre Apartments 
Amsterdam (Heintje Hoekssteeg 27, tel. 

6272503). The Anco Hotel is clean and comfort

able, and offers a continental breakfast for a 

reasonable price. They also have a very low 

dorm rate. There's a small, very friendly bar in 

the Stablemaster lobby. The Stablemaster also 

hosts JO parties every Friday and Saturday 

nights with a small entrance fee. Centre 
Apartments has fair-priced studios and apart

ments just around the corner from all the leather 

bars. 

Other gay hotels are Aero Hotel (Kerkstraat 

49, tel. 6227728), 

Orfeo Hotel (Leidse

kruisstraat 14, tel. 
6231347), UNIQUE 

(Kerkstraat 37, tel. 

6244785), and West 

End (Kerkstraat 42, 

tel. 624807 4). 

Most hotels 

Strippenkaarten Get the one that has 15 strip

pen. Amsterdam is divided into zones. The cen

ter and quite a bit of the city beyond it is one 

zone. 
The buses and the metro (frol!'l CS to 

Amsterdam Southeast, also know as Bijlmer) 

use the same Strippenkaarten. 

Condoms 
serve breakfast Amsterdam's laissez-faire attitude toward sex 

between 9 a.m. and noon. Call to check your 

hotel's schedule. 

Body Modifications 
If you won't already have enough trouble get

ting through the metal detector at Amsterdam 

Airport Schipol on your way home, you can 

certainly get yourself a set of tit rings or a 

Prince Albert here. Body Manipulations (Oude 

Hoogstraat 31, tel. 6384639) offers piercing, 

branding, and scarification. Mr. Roland 

(Kloveniersburgwal 135, tel. 6257812) does tat

tooing and piercing. Mr. B. (tel 4330003) offers a 

piercing service by Hasu, regular tattoo-artists as 

well as Detlef, a massage specialist. RoB 

Amsterdam (tel. 6254686) has re-installed a 

piercing studio, run by Henk-Jan. 

Transportation 
Most of you will arrive in HoUand by plane. The 

cheapest was to get to the city center from 

Schipol airport is to take the train. It costs about 

6 guilders and 50 cents, and the trip takes about 

20 minutes. Make sure you take one of the 

trains that goes to Amsterdam CS (CS mean 

Central Station). It costs 25 guilders to take the 

KLM shuttle; a taxi will cost you about 55 

guilders. 

This is a lovely city to walk around in, and 

most neighborhoods are quite safe. You can rent 

a bicycle, take a water taxi or a canal boat, or 

paddle around the canals in a canalbike. 

For those in more of a hurry, the tram is ideal 

for getting around the city, especially on rainy 

afternoons and nights when you don't want to 
walk. Line 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 24, and 25 

all start from CS and will eventually return to 

this square. Lines 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, and 14 cross the 

city from east to west. Inspectors regularly go 

through the trams to check for valid tickets. 

Some people try to beat the system, but our 

advice is to pay. You can buy tickets from the 

conductor in the back of the tram or at a vend

ing machine in front of CS. Tickets are called 

has allowed a network of public dungeons and 

darkrooms to flourish. You normally won't get 

free condoms here. You can buy rubbers in all 

of the bars. Try the Safe Sex kits. You get one 

condom and a small packet of lubricant for a 

guilder and seventy-five cents. Pharmacies may 

not carry the brand or size you're looking for, so 

it's a good idea to pack plenty of your favorite 

lube and latex so you'U be well-prepared for the 

hedonistic nightlife. 

Because many of the play areas are not well
lit, be alert. Don't assume that your partner(s) 

wiU use condoms. Fortunately, in Amsterdam 

it's easy to wave good-bye to somebody who 

refuses to take precautions. , (. you're sure 

to find somebody else just as • , another five 

minutes. 

Amsterdam Leather Pride 
For the first time in history, Holland's capital 

will celebrate an Amsterdam Leather Pride. 

Amsterdam's Leather Pride takes place from 

October 25, 1996 until November 3, 1996. There 

will be eight parties, a three-night pub crawl, a 

leather market, jack off and sauna parties, 
including the Mr. Drummer Europe contest '96. 

New York city's The Lure is also hosting a Pork 

party which includes an after cocktail party 

cruise. On the opening night (October 25, 1996) 

COC will host a Hot Leather Party on behalf of 

the Dutch Buddy Project, one of the two chari

ties Amsterdam Leather Pride will raise money 

for. The other charity is Countdown on Spanner 

Campaign. One November 1, 1996 a 72-hour 

hot and steamy weekend starts in the ARENA, a 

former nunnery, where Drummer magazine will 

host two major parties and select the new Mr. 
Drummer Europe '96. Tickets for the Arena fun 

includes two-night accommodations (plus din

ner and breakfast) and entrance to the parties 

and contest. Prices range between NLG 270,00 

(ca. $160) and NLG 360,00 ($210). For inforina

tion and bookings call: + 31 20 6276467 or fax: 

+31 20 6273220. • 
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Daddies, Boys, 
Where to begin? 

by Simon Sheppard 

Artwork by Thom Magister 

The terms "daddy" and "boy" cover a lot of 
ground. My same-age boyfriend and I call 
each other "daddy" during moments of intense 
sexual surrender. A young guy I picked up on 
Castro Street was my son during an elabo
rate verl>al incest fantasy we spun out dur
ing a long afternoon of sex which other
wise remained vanilla (give or take a 
spanking or two). A nationally-known 
gay artist who had a heavily abusive 
childhood called me "daddy" while I 
punched him till tears came to his eyes. 
A pal of mine was legally adopted by 
his older boyfriend/daddy. And on 
and on - there are as many modes 
of daddy/boy play as there 
are ... wait for it..daddies and 
boys. Even editor Pat 
Califia's excellent porn 
anthology "Doing It for <(' 
Daddy" didn't exhaust 
the possibilities. The 
roles of daddy and boy 
are, as they say in theo
ry-land, heavily over
detennined. 

And, I realize, rm no big 
expert. rm just another mid
dle-aged faggot who loves 
being called "Daddy" while my 
often-but-not-always-much
younger boy-trick is on his knees, on 
my dick, in my ropes, whatever. So all I 
can do at this point is provide some notes. 

DRUMMER COVER STORY 

All I can do is suggest some reasons for the 
appeal of daddy/boy, for its growing 
currency as a modality of desire among 
not only middle-aged geezers 

meat, but 
a m o n g 
twenty- and thir
ty-somethings 
search of a good 
dirty time and 
maybe more. 

in understandable 
of 

(Yeah, I know there are "boys" in their fifties 
out there, as well as "daddies" barely old 
enough to vote, and more power to 'em. But I 
tend toward a more traditional age/role 
approach.) 

The obvious place to start is with the com
plexly ambivalent relationships most faggots 
have with their own fathers. The first porn 
stoiy I ever sold was a daddy/boy tale which 
made verbatim use of some of my erotic 
childhood memories. Now, my own biological 

father is in many ways a stereotypical 
straight guy; a graceless emotional 

klutz, an armored personality seri
ously out of touch with himself 

He's well-meaning, but eveiy 
time he tells me he loves 

me, I wince. And he 
looks like I might look 
if I allowed myself to 
get seriously out of 
shape, an unwel
come visible 
reminder that the 

rest of my life will be 
a downhill slide. But 
deep down, I want to 
be able to say "I love 

you, Dad," and mean 
eveiyword. 

And from a cheap post
Freudian viewpoint, Dad is 

both the first man we desire 
and the first man we betray. 

We want a dick just like the dick 
that hangs from dear old Dad But 
in order to suck that dick, we 

become forever estranged from 
what Dad actually is, Le. pre
sumably straight. It's easy to 
see how even the most curso
IY of daddy/boy scenes, even 

the use of the words, gets us in 
touch with some pretty deep 
shit. 

So from this vantage 
point, daddy/boy is a sexual 

scene which, more explicitly 
than most, plays with the basic 

building blocks of who we are and 
how we got that way. When I become 
"Daddy," I tiy to be the Daddy I wish 

I had: affectionate, 
HQY\ demanding, worthy 

15Z£R.. of respect. 
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And hot Like gay men everywhere, I've had to 
become my own father figure. When I play 
Daddy, I get to tJy my best. And my boys get 
to construct a new, improved model of their 
manhood. One which may include, paradoxi
cally, a certain amount of punishment for the 
folbidden desire which brought them to me in 
the first place. It may sound pretentious, but 
it's true: when we play daddy/boy, we touch 
the deepest roots of our selfhood. -Before I 
shoot down a boy's throat, I love to tell him 
I'm feeding him the baby batter which created 
him. And when I spank him, I tell him it's "for 
his own good." Because it is. 

One reason daddy/boy sex is so fascinating 
is because it's so much like real life. Only more 
so. Even the most abusive-seeming of scenes 
can be touched by mutual affection and 
respect And even the most unequivocal decla
rations of love are informed and transformed 
by power relationships. (Oh, Foucault!) 

A nagging question: by replaying these 
tapes, by remixing them, do we make our
selves freer, happier? Or do we simply rein
force the most neurotic, dysfunctional parts of 
our lives? When I beat that artist till he begged 
me, not to stop, but to beat him more and 
more until he couldn't help but shoot his load, 
I mean, what was happening there? Catharsis? 
Or really sick shit? But then, what's happening 
during any sex, particularly homo-sex? 
Christ, I don't know; I said these were going 
to be notes. 
And why daddy/boy now? What accounts for 
its increasing visibility and popularity? Why 
did the last guy I had phone sex with start 
calling me "Daddy" before we even exchanged 
ages? (He was nineteen years younger, which 
would make it just about right) 

Several reasons come to mind. My genera
tion is the Stonewall generation, the first 
bunch of queer men to believe not only that 
we have a right to homo-sex, but a right to 
homo-sex for the rest of our lives. Just as we 
get old enough to seriously lose status in the 
ultra-commodified gay community, boom, we 
go off and invent this daddy role for ourselves 
which allows us to remain objects of desire. 
Meanwhile, young gay men have, for the 
last decade-plus, been watching their queer 
elders drop like flies. Becoming a "boy" 
allows young guys to search for mentors, to 
feel a continuity with a "community" which 
seems ever on the brink of vanishing yet is 
somehow able to renew itself. And it holds 
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out the promise that coming out does not 
doom one to extinction - sexually, emotional
ly, literally - at thirty-five. If I were a young 
queer, I'd be pissed off because the daddy-gen
eration, riddled with virus, seems to be desert
ing the kids. Daddy/boy allows the younger 
men to hang onto us, in some sense to forgive 
us, and to carve out a space into which, with 
any luck, they'll one day mature. 

Daddy/boy also gives younger bottom boys 
a commodity which remains a dirty little 
secret: power from below. This is particularly 
true in dominance/submission or SM scenes. 
No matter how submissive a young guy may 
be, no matter how helpless within a scene, he 
always has an ace up his harness : he's 
younger. You don't have to go to the gym to 
be "younger," you don't have to be smart or 
strong or even be good sex. You just have to 
be born at the "right" time. No matter what, 
that power remains real within the scenes we 
play out. At its best, that reserve of power 
allows a bottom to give himself permission to 
let go, to play deeper and harder. At its worst, 
it makes twinkies think they can jack some old 
geezer around, and that the geezer will think, 
"Oh well, that's what a predat01y old troll like 
me deserves," rather than, "What a rude little 
asshole. Oh well, it's his loss." Yes, Dad gets 
good and tired of phone calls that aren't 
returned, promises that aren't kept, plans that 
come to naught. In 
other words, the 
usual bullshit 
associated with 
self-absolbed, 
heartless 
kids. 

to empower daddy tops, who become trans
formed from importunate old guys after young 
butt into something like the godhead. And 
there's nothing better for one's self-image than 
realizing that you are indeed smarter, more 
mature, experienced, talented - hell, 
that you're a better human being than 
you were when you were young. So it can 
work both ways. 

Daddy/boy also represents, in a way, the 
return of traditional gender. Out in the main
stream, the drag queen is king, and acceptance 
awaits those whose transgressions reinforce 
fag-as-woman-trapped-in-a-man's-body 
expectations. Homos with hyper-male signi
fiers pose more of a threat to heterosexuals, 
which is why you're more likely to see RuPaul 
than Mr. Drummer when you tum on your TY. 
Likewise, in the gay men's community, the Hot 
Commodity these days is identifiably male but 
not TOO butch. We like hairless bodies, we 
don't like pattern baldness. We like lithe bodies 
that are just barely post-adolescent, not guys 
with beer guts. When you open up you 
International Male catalog, all you see is 
beardless pretty boys. Even in leather drag, 
they retain their aura of androgyny. After a 
decade of stultifying sameness, though, the 
devalued has become fetishized, as is often the 
case. Bears prove that gut-is-good Gruff guys 
with facial hair have their own sex 'zine. And 
daddies are desirable because of, not despite, 
their secondruy sexual characteristics. Daddies 
(and SM tops) base their appeal on being 
REAL MEN, not deodorized, ailbrushed little 
boys. The fetishized masculine signifiers can 
range from haiiy backs to business suits, but 

the image is Traditional Male (whatever the 
reality may be.) And that, it turns out, is what 

some, maybe many, 
young guys really 
find a tum-on. 

And when 
Daddy plays with a boy, 
a son, a pussy-boy, he is 

asserting his own 
"genuine mas
culinity." He may 
be a homo, but he's 
availed himself of a 

number of patriar
chal perks. The 
trophy wife 
becomes the cute 
boy. The male 



power position is his. It may all be rather prob
lematical, politically speaking, but Christ, life is 
hard, and we're entitled to some fun. 

The affection implicit in daddy/boy play 
gives it a potential for emotional possibilities 
less inherent in other role-playing scenes, say 
"master/slave" or "drill sergeant/ recruit." 
Sarge, after all, can't say "Hell, I love you, pri
vate" while he's kicking butt. And there are 
endless possibilities for transgression within 
the scene as well. Daddy can be a submissive 
being worked over by his strapping young 
son. Or Daddy's Little Boy can become 
Daddy's little Girl. A thirty-year-old business
man can play as a young kid. As long as the 
thought police don't find out 

Indeed, the mainstreaming of SM has 
opened, as they say, a space in the discourse 
for all sorts of previously submerged stuff to 
flourish. When I was a chronological boy, 
there was a paucity of visible daddy/boy stuff. 
(Or I willed myself not to see it. After all, I 
hung out in San Francisco's pre-epidemic 
leather bars and managed to remain blithely 
clueless about SM practice. Of course, SM cul
ture was a lot less widespread then but even 
so ... Ah, callow youth!) 

In the nineties, though, transgression is in, 
and daddy/boy scenes can be taboo-breakers 
in a variety of ways. Of course, there's the sug
gestion, more or less explicit, of incestuous 
doings. But age differentials can count, too. 
Many of us have learned that "lowering" our
selves to having sex with people we find unat
tractive, unworthy of us, or downright repul
sive can add a lot of heat to scene. And cute 
young men can find that giving it up for 

someone perhaps not-so-cute and definitely 
not-so-young makes for boundary-breaking 
fun. Older guys, on the other hand, can relax 

into chicken hawk status, finding 
a safe, legal, mutually satisfying 
way to make friends with their 

inner child-molester. But 
because the boy is looking 

for his daddy, Dad doesn't 
have to feel pathological or 
pathetic. (Although that 
can make for a hot scene 
as well, assuming the par -
ticipants can handle it.) 
For me, as I'm sure 

, you've gathered by now, 
11 

complexity is part of 
daddy/boy's appeal. 

The other day my friend Bruce said to me, 
"Isn't life great? Just when you think you've 
got it all figured out, and you can coast till the 
day you die, you get hit over the head with 
something new. Big surprises. Everything 
changes. There's always something to learn." It 
sounds like Dear Abby, but Bruce was talking 
about kinky sex. 

I know I'll never get it all figured out. 
The possibilities are endless. I mentored one 
young man and proudly watched him 
"leave home" for a relationship which, though 
mostly monogamous, still had room for a 
reunion at the Folsom Street Fair, him in a 
collar, me holding the leash. I've lost my heart 
to cute boys who flirt and encourage pursuit, 
and then run off to their rooms to play with 
their little friends. I've become the man I've 
always wanted to be. I've realized that part of 
me will always be a child. I've learned a 
lot. I've kissed some beautiful faces. And 
whipped some beautiful butt And I'm getting 
my rocks off in the process. What more 
could you ask for? 

Say 'Thank you, Daddy. 

Training Him 
The Right Way 
by Robert Payne 

Ok, so now you have a son of your own. A 
strapping young hunk that, while physically 
perfectly formed, nevertheless needs the spiri
tual leadership that only an older man can 

give, along with some very strict discipline and 
delving into his sexuality. Take a good look at 
him: he is undoubtedly the product of rniddle
dass morality, a third grade religious educa
tion, and has more confused and conflicting 
drives than anybody needs and a gnawing 
need to discover himself or, as the saying goes, 
"See where he is coming from." 

You may not be related, but there is a bond 
there that far surpasses what most sons get 
from their own fathers. The "boy" now has a 
dad who is steeped into what is going on in 
his mind. After all, Dad had been there too, 
probably to places that most straight fathers 
never venture. And Dad had the same physical 
attributes, problems and equipment as the 
"son." He knows. He understands. You can bet 
your ass. 

Now, really look at the kid. Strip him down 
and take a good, long look. There he stands, 
every naked inch of him, his hands behind his 
back, his head down, his bare feet toe to toe. 
Look him over. You've got a hundred and 
some pounds of vital, energetic male there, 
waiting to be told what it is you want from 
him. That big dick and those hanging balls 
aren't going to be used by any dull-eyed 
hooker in a back room somewhere. That prick 
ain't going anywhere but straight out. 
Untouched, unworshiped and uninserted-at 
least without his old man's explicit permission 
and instruction. "Boy'' keeps his hands off it 
and so does everybody else, bet your/his ass. 

But where does his fulfillment come from? 
We'll cover that later when we get through 
examining this young stud. You bend him 
over, make him spread his cheeks-only after 
he has been given a short-arm examination. ls 
he broad of shoulder, slim of waist? Are those 
calves big as most men's thighs? If not, that is 
obviously something for him to work on. And 
that chest. Is it full with wide, deep pees 
crowned by round firm nipples? 

Does he have good hair patterns? Enough 
hair for definition on the chest and upper belly. 
However, from the navel down it all comes off. 
He knows that and so do you. Pubic hair is for 
free men, not for someone in training. The 
manual requires a smooth crotch and a 
smooth ass. Anything else you want to shave 
is fine but, if anyone gets into his pants and 
sees your crotch/ass handiwork, they know 
this specimen belongs to someone else. 

He should be well-scrubbed, clean skin, 
nails and whatever hair he might have. The 
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balls should hang down for easy grasping, 
cock erect, shoulders back, chest and nipples 
out for your pleasure. He keeps his mouth 
shut, unless you want to put something in it. 
His vocabulaiy consists mainly of "Yes, Sir," 
and 'Thank you, Sir," not unlike boot training 
in the Marines. I certainly don't need to tell 
you what to do with him if he sasses you back 
or is discourteous. 

The intensified beginning training begins 
immediately. Your 'boy" is mainly mouth, ass
hole and muscle and all three respond to exer
cise and constant use. If you are going to 
make a man of him, don't allow any part of 
him to go flabby. Make him work out at home 
or at a gym, or just do pushups and situps. 
Hard work in the back yard or basement is 
excellent to harden him up. The more sun, the 
heavier the work, the better. It will show in 
time. Diet is important too. There are many 
schools of thought in this: health foods like 
protein powder mixed with skin milk to the 
taste and consistency of wallpaper paste, fresh 
fruits and vegetables-raw, full of natural fiber 
and goodness-are unquestioned, whether he 
likes them or not. Keep him away from rich 
foods, alcohol, desserts and all the things that 
you shove down your own throat. Let him 
watch, perhaps, but that is as close as 
he should be allowed. You want a showpiece? 
It takes time, patience and discipline on 
both sides. 

You must be as strict as a drill instructor, 
and unforgiving as the head of the Spanish 
Inquisition. His own dad spanked him, or 
should have. In either case, you show 
him what he missed or has been 
missing. The buttocks, the 
thighs, calves and soles of the 
feet are responsive to a good 
whipping, as is the upper 
back. Stay away from the 
lower back (kidneys), testicles, 
head. And don't be too hard 
on the delicate bones of the feet. 
Thick wood paddles or metal 
pieces won't give, so forget them 
except to scare him with. Make it very 
psychological. Make him bring you the 
instrument and the bondage materials 
for you to use on him, preferable in 
his mouth. And make him thank 
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er the age), "Cocksucker" and Asshole" are 
accurate synonyms; give him a number if you 
have more than one trainee to keep track of. 
Forget his given name; everybody else calls 
him that. His training is to get him over the 
"business-as-usual," everyday relationship he 
has been used to. If he, like a used car, 
has been preowned, you may find a number 
of things to change about him, learned 
from his former experience. Or you may 
be grateful that he was given such expert 
prior training and maintenance to anticipate 
your every wish. 

Keep him busy, work him hard in the day
time, use him at night. He should have as little 
freedom as is practical. Idle hands, etc., etc. 
Getting him his own transportation is a mis
take, believe me. Or if you do, keep the keys. 
Spending money should be accounted for and 
doled out very little at a time, then mostly for 
errands. If he works at another job, make him 
give you his paycheck and you put in into a 
trust account. He can not, at this point in time, 
be trusted to make his own decisions and han
dle his own affairs. 

When you are out, his "In training" T-shirt, 
his neck chain or dog-collar, his cutoffs and 

bare feet should identify 
him as somebody's 
property. If anyone 
else wants to check 
him out or strip him 

down, it must be done 
only through 

you-he cer
tainly 

has 

nothing to say about it. In time he will get 
used to exposing any or all parts of his body 
to anyone should you wish to show off a new 
tattoo, a brand, suntan, new set of rings, 
improved muscle tone or just last night's 
welts. Keeping him nude most of the time 
will get rid of his natural inhibitions and 
ingrained modesty. 

The result of all this intensified training? If 
all goes well, within a few weeks you will have 
a son not too far from what the Marine Col))S 
turns out: trim, manly, tanned, clean-cut, 
painfully polite, respectful and obedient as all 
hell. He will lick the hand that beats him, work 
himself into a frazzle, be proud and throw his 
legs up in the air on command, just like what 
you pick up coming off the Marines base. He 
know what his mouth is for, his ass is for, what 
his whole being is for and, better yet, who it all 
is for. It takes time and patience and consider
able imagination. The whole thing must be, 
more than anything else, what he wants most 
in the all the world 

The result can be the greatest Father's Day 
gift in the world 

"Training Him The Right Way" was orig
inally published in Drummer Daddies. 

The Night I 
Borrowed a Son 
By Robert Payne 

This happened some time ago, at least it start
ed 'way back then. I was in Larry's bar in Los 
Angeles that night, so you know how long 
ago that was. Lany's has been closed for a 
long time now. The two cans in the bar were 
both full, with a standing line for each. I 
picked the longer line mostly because in front 
of me was a young guy who made standing 
next to him a pleasure. He was solidly built 
(and still is), good looking with blond hair 
that was (and isn't now) a little too long for 
my tastes. His keys were on the right and, 

since I was looking him up and down, he 
turned around to face me, like he read my 
mind. I couldn't tell you the conversation 
exactly such as it was up to the point where I 
was unbuttoning his shirt for a better look at 
(and feel 06 his chest He said, very matter of 
factly, "You can do anything you want with 
me, but first I have to clear it with the guy I 



came here with." 
The syntax may have been a little off but I 

certainly respected the attitude. 
"Fine," I said, "let's go talk to him." I don't 

know how badly he had to pee but he left his 
place in line and led me over to a bigger guy, 
dressed similar to the kid. At least he had very 
little leather on. 

I introduced myself, apologized for corning 
on to his boy, told him I would like-to recipro
cate the next time when I had my Uong-gone) 
houseboy along, but I wondered if he would 
mind ifl checked his man out in the can. 

"Nothing sexual." I assured him. "Just like a 
closer look at your property." For some reason 
the stranger disinterestedly said to go ahead, 
be his guest I really didn't expect him to be so 
willing, but I didn't prolong the conversation. 
"Come on, kid," I said, and the blond followed 
me back to the line for the one can that Lany 
had told me could be locked from the inside. 

When we got in, I told him to strip, which 
he did without question. Off came the few 
remaining unbuttoned buttons on the shirt, 
then the levis dropped to the floor, displaying a 
very nice bod with some blond hair between 
those pees, trailing down in a fine line past the 
flat belly to his pubic region. And standing up 
from that small nest was as firm a hard-on as I 
have ever seen. He stood with his hands at his 
side, awaiting whatever move I was going to 
make. 

'Take off your shoes and socks, boy." 
He hesitated, then stooped over to pull off 

his high-top shoes or low-top boots, whichev
er. He pulled the jeans off, along with his 
undershorts and held them, awaiting my 
inspection of his body. I ran my hands up and 
down, had him turn around, bend over and 
spread his ass. He was a superb piece of flesh. 
''How old are you, boy?" 

'Twenty-three." 
''How long have you been with your friend 

out there?" 
''He just asked me out tonight He wants me 

to move in with him." 
''If you were my property, I would do a lot 

of things to you, but one of them would not 
be letting someone else take you to the can 
and strip you." 

'Yes, sir." A pause. ''How old are you-sir?" 
"Old enough to be your father." He bright

ened up. 
"I guess that is what I was looking for." 
Someone was pounding on the door to the 

can and I yelled at him to 
knock it off. 

"Put your pants back 
on, kid." 

He slipped his 
jeans up and started 
to put on his shirt 
'Tll take the rest of 
those clothes." 

"But..." He hesi
tatingly handed 
me his shirt, shoes, 
socks, and shorts. I 
unlocked the door and let 
the next guy, who was 
probably wetting his pants, in. 
Blondie and I walked back to the 
fellow he came in with and I hand
ed the clothing to the guy. 

'You've got a good boy there," I said. 
'Thanks for the courtesy." 

He looked srnprised and took the 
clothing, giving it to the kid, who 
looked at the two of us to determine 
whether or not he was to get dressed. 

''Put your clothes on, Ron," Mr. Personality 
said and, before I could engage him in conver
sation as to his plans for the boy, he turned his 
back on me. What a nerd! 

Too bad. The kid had possibilities. 
I moved around the crowded rooms, said 

hello to Lany, who always kept his eye on me 
to make sure I wasn't fastening someone to the 
wall-shackles he had up for decoration, or 
putting someone on the rack, which was very 
authentic and in excellent working condition. 
There seemed to be no other live ones in the 
crowd, just a lot of posers, so eventually I left. 
As I walked out the back door (the only way 
you could get in or out of Lany's) and toward 
the parting lot, who is standing there but the 
blond? 

''Hello, sir," he says. 
'Where is your man?" 
"He left. I guess he was pissed at me." 
I looked him over again. "So you are look-

ing for an old man, huh?" 
'Yes, sir." 
"And you name is Ron?" 
'Yes, sir." 
We walked together over to my bike which 

was parked back behind all the store buildings 
next to the bar. I got on it The kid just stood 
there. 

'You've got too many clothes on, kid." 

Ron peeled off his shirt, 
his shoes and socks and laid 

them down on the asphalt 
"Had any training at 

all?" 
"Some, sir, but not near 
enough." 
'You got a tight ass?" I 

already knew he did, since 
I had stuck my finger in it 

back in the can. He nodded. 
'You a good cocksucker?" 

'Yes, sir!" He dropped to his knees 
and right then and there put his face 

to my crotch. I told him to get on and 
we fired up the bike and drove off into 

the night 
When we got to my place, I made 

him strip completely in the garage; in 
fact, I did the same thing. I told him to 
show me he could take care of my cock 
anywhere, any time or place. He put his 
heart and soul into it like he really want

ed it bad. 
We went inside and I explained to 

him that, if I were to take him on as a son, 
there would be certain things he could expect 
First would be a haircut, not just a trim but 
practically a military cut He didn't look too 
pleased but he said nothing, just nodded. I told 
him I like a shaved crotch and ass and he 
could expect to get rings through those big 
nipples when we had worked them up even 
larger. I put a chain and small padlock around 
his neck and he became part of the family, 
along with my dog, the cat and my Kawasaki. 

He quit his nothing job and I made him go 
back to college to get his degree. He more than 
earns his keep around the house and yard; in 
fact, he is going hard all day long-between 
school, his new part-time training position and 
keeping the whole place up. Then in the 
evening when I get home, I use him and/or 
train him. 

It has worked out very well. The need is 
mutual as have been the benefits. Not that 
there haven't been problems, mind you, but 
there has to be give and take on both sides. 

Ron says he wonders what he would be like 
if we hadn't met that night I have grown so 
dependent on him, so filled with him, that I 
don't even like to think about that possibility. • 

"The Night I Borrowed A Son" was origi
nally published in Drummer Daddies # 1. 
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Photos of Adriano Marquez in "IML Initiation" by Catalina Video 
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They called it Ecstasy. I call it Hell. 
Where can I go for help? 

Alcohol ... drugs ... depression ... a lot of people have 
problems. And we have the solutions. Pride Institute at 
Solutions was founded 10 years and 4,000 graduates 

ago. Today we are the nation's leader in providing 
mental health and addictions treatment to the gay, 

lesbian and bisexual communities. At Pride 
Institute at Solutions, you can comfortably 

deal with the most intimate issues 
affecting your life. And we also treat 

HIV/AIDS-related stress and grief. 

PRIDE INSTITUTE 
AT SOLUTIONS 

You've got to pick up the phone before you can pick up the pieces. 
Call 800-.54-PRIDE or 800-DIAL-GAY 

Medicare and most insurance accepted 
Treatment in Los Angeles or our new center in New York 
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WORKING IT 
by Scott O'Hara 

B
eing in a sex-video is one of 
the big-time fantasies, along 
with pitching in the World 

Series and saving (or shooting) the 
President; most anyone who has an 
imagination has imagined it at one 
time or another. (You notice how 
cleverly I've omitted the Chris
tians.) So naturally, everyone's 
curious, when they discover that 
I've actually done it - not once or 
twice, but more than two dozen 
times. They all want to know the 
same things. Did you meet [x]? 
Are those cumshots real? How did 
you get into it? And the more for
ward questioners always ask "How 
big is it?" 

Do you mind if I avoid some of 
these more obvious questions? 
Yeah, I'm sure you all want to 
know; but my simple response is, 
porn is not as exciting as you'd 
expect, and I'd rather preserve your 
illusions. It's also not white slavery, 
as some people would have you 
believe; I have very few complaints 
about my time in porn. I never dealt 
with an unscrupulous director/pro
ducer; I always got paid what they 
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promised me, I never had a director 
spring surprises on the set, no one 
ever pushed drugs on me, and I got 
along pretty well with most of my 
co-stars. But I also made certain, on 
every video shoot, that I brought 
along a couple of books. There's a 
lot of "down-time" while you're 
waiting for the lighting, sound, and 
other techs to get things set up. 

My favorite videos, though, 
were the ones on which I was "more 
than just talent." On "Sighs", for 
example, Ron Pearson "allowed" me 
to be second still photographer. (It's 
a good thing I wasn't the only pho
tographer; I didn't know enough 
about it yet, and the rolls I shot 
without professional lighting are 
pretty sickly.) I've still got most of 
those slides (he didn't, as it turned 
out, have any use for them), and 
they're a vivid reminder of all the 
fun I had on-set. Joel Curry, Eric 
Stryker, Brad Mason and Cole Tay
lor: all fun to work with, and all 
extensively documented in my slide 
files. Not for public consumption; 
merely as a way of reminding 
myself that yes, it was all real. 

Sometimes, given subsequent 
events, my porn career seems oddly 
fantastic, nothing more than a 
dope-dream I might have come up 
with while lying, stoned out of my 
gourd, on the beach in Hawaii. 

But no: I have evidence. There's 
an Advocate Men video, for exam
ple, which lists me in the credits as 
"Technical Support." (I think that's 
the title.) One of my most gleeful 
moments: the director wanted me 
around to take care of fluffing the 
models, and I was delighted to 
oblige him. And yes, technically, 
that's certainly one way of support
ing the models ... 

On the set of "Oversize Load" 
well, there wasn't a lot for me to do; 
but Al Parker had been a performer, 
he knew the necessity of finding 
things to keep us busy. He asked us, 
during our spare time, to do a graf
fiti job on the porta-potty (where I 
later fucked a cute bubble-butted 
blond). Now, mind you, graffiti has 
never been one of my strong suits; 
but I did my best, as did the other 
actors. And it gave me the feeling 
that I had more of an investment in 



the video than just having mouthed 
my lines, picked up my paycheck, 
and gone home. 

That may be the aspect of my 
career that sets me most apart from 
the rest of porndom's well-known 
stars: I always wanted to be 
involved. I loved those movies, even 
the worst ones; I was always trying 
to come up with ways of improving 
them. I'd make suggestions to the 
director, and he'd generally look at 
me like I'd just popped in from 
Mars. (Whadda ya think this is, 
"Citizen Kane?") I think I once, in 
all seriousness, asked a director 
something about my "motivation." 
Yes, I had taken too many acting 
classes in high school. 
The best example of my level of 
involvement, though, dates back to 
my very first film: "California Blue." 
And yes, it was a film. Video hadn't 
taken over yet. Theatrical release 
was still an option - and a necessi
ty, if you expected any real publici
ty. And we were all amateurs, which 
means that we were doing it 
because we loved doing it; and I 
think I did everything on that set 
except drive the car. Eagerly. That 
was a cast that really felt like a 
family. Have I felt that way about 
any other cast? Maybe in "The 
Other Side of Aspen II" since we 
were all cooped up in a lodge at 
Tahoe for most of a week, we got 
pretty familiar with each other. But 
the shooting phase of Ca!Blue went 
on for six weeks or so, and then the 
editing and cutting and sound
tracking and ... well, it was two 
years later before it hit shelves. 
That's what the word "amateur" 
means. And in the meantime, I 
wrote (and spoke, and acted) addi
tional script, helped in the cutting 
process, acted as messenger boy 
between composer and producer, 
and, ultimately, even invested a 
large amount of my own money in 
the final production phase. (No, I 
never saw any return on that 
investment; and no, I can't bring 
myself to regret it. It was worth 
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every penny, just to see the finished 
product.) 

On most sets, I hesitate to say 
it, but the popular perceptions are 
probably accurate: in between takes, 
I felt like nothing so much as a 
who:c in a whorehouse, waiting for 
the next trick. We all sat around fil
ing our nails and chewing gum, 
most of us coming up with horror 
stories of directors we'd dealt with. 
(I don't remember telling such sto
ries myself, which may explain why 
I seldom felt like I was really one of 
the gang.) It's not that we hated 
what we were doing; I don 't think 
any of my co-stars would have 
characterized it that way, and I cer
tainly loved the work. But, like most 
any other job, the exciting bits can 
be overwhelmed and obscured by 
the trivia and boredom. And sitting 
around waiting for things to hap
pen, even sitting around waiting for 
sex to happen, is not exciting. 

I can bring up two more exam
pl es, before I run out of space: 
"Below the Belt" and "Switch Hitters 
II." These were probably the most 
professional productions I was ever 
involved with, in that there was a 
make-up artist on set, a person to 
handle the catering, a real lighting 
crew, and "Switch Hitters II" was 
actually filmed on a real sound
stage! (That's what happens when 
you have a major budget.) In both 
cases, the director was a bear about 
dialogue: numerous re-takes, to get 
it perfect. This didn't bother me at 
all, I was thrilled to be treated like a 
Real Actor for once, but some of the · 
other guys were a little put out by 
all the nitpicking. In the case of 
SWII, it was justified: that was a 
pretty decent script. But "Below the 
Belt" ... puh-leeze! I kept a copy of 
the script, just for laughs; yes, our 
dialogue was spelled out in detail, 
but most of the copy consists of the 
director's "vision" of what should be 
happening, and his vision was not 
quite 20/20. I think that was the 
video that taught me (by contrast 
with "Oversize Load," which had 

been shot the weekend before) that 
the most valuable directorial trait is 
knowing when to shut up. Porn per
formers know how to have sex; 
that's their job. They don't need to 
be told how to do an insertion shot, 
and writing a lyrical description in 
the script of what the insertion 
looks like is not going to benefit 
anyone, least of all the performers, 
who will likely be convulsing with 
laughter after reading it. 

The other question that every
one asks me, of course, is "Do you 
miss it?" Silly question. Of course I 
do. Garbo aside, I don't think there's 
anyone who's had a public stage 
who ever gets over the incredible 
adrenaline rush of knowing there's 
an audience out there in the dark, 
worshipping you. I found it more 
stimulating to have a live audience, 
at my jack-off shows; but I could 
easily imagine the same audience 
behind the camera Jens. And of 
course I still have many of the 
advantages of celebrity: when I'm at 
a bathhouse, and one of my videos 
comes on (for some reason, it's 
always "Below the Belt"), I play 
along, and "perform" for the other 
patrons; sometimes it turns into a 
pretty intense competition between 
the me on-screen and the me in the 
audience. That's a fairly intense 
high and it's not gonna change. 
Videos do have a finite life (I hope, 
somewhere, that someone is pre
serving those master tapes!), but I 
suspect that in twenty years, I'll still 
occasionally see myself on those TV 
monitors. 

And would I make a "come
back" in twenty years, if asked? You 
damn betcha. 

Scott O'Hara is the former editor of 
Steam magazine; his first book of 
short stories, "Do-It-Yourself Piston 
Polishing (for Non-Mechanics)" will 
be released in August, and his mem
oir of life in the porn industry, 
''Autopornography," in Spring '97. • 
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AL, MS, NE & WY) Item# 4003 . Unrated, contains full nudity & graphic sexual situations. 















Oh, Daddy, I saw you 
the second you walked 
in. I saw the way you 
looked at me. I wanted 
you , too, Daddy, but 
you looked mean. I was 
afraid of you. I thought 
you might hurt me. 
I mean, hurt me more 
than I want to be hurt. 

Text by David May from Drumm~r #95 
Dan Lyons and Kyle Brandon ' ,. •·.:'""@~~-
photographed for Drummer by J.elfr~BoUdon ..... ---illlli111111111111111llllillll _________ _. 
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Oh, Daddy, its beautiful. I've never seen such a pretty dick. And that little 
drop of cum juice dripping from your pis slit. Can I have it? Can I lick it up 
with the end of my tongue? 

Your dick is bigger than ever, Daddy. Can I play with it, spread all that precum 
over my head? Yeah? You like that, Daddy? You like the way I may you feel? 
Want more good feeling in your dick, Daddy? Do you? Okay, Daddy. Just tell 
me what to do. 

·1 '·[F: 1 og 





•J,~?r:,•:"·~~,/· 
,/'<-

Like my ass Daddy? You're looking at it, checking it out. I feel your eyes mov
ing along the curve of it, your hand resting on my buns. I know you want it , 
Daddy. And I want it, too, Sir. Really I do. 

Can I take my clothes off now Daddy? I want to show you what you're get
ting. I've been working real hard at the gym, getting my body ready for you. 
See my back and shoulders, my arms, my legs? Yeah, and my ass. It's all 
yours, Sir. 
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Photographed at the Vortex, 1090 Lillian Way, Los Angeles 
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DRUMBEAT 
Men of Discipline Incorporated 

NEW YORK 

The Men of Discipline, an 
alternative fraternity for 
gay men who are serious 
about SM and the 
leather/uniform lifestyle 
and who believe in institut
ing discipline into their 
daily lives, was formally 
incorporated in the state of 
New York as a nonprofit 
corporation May 15. The 
fraternity was founded by 

,Tom Pessolano and Julio 
Toucet in January 1995 to 
provide an organization 
that is sensitive to both "old 
guard" and "new guard" 
leathermen. 

"We looked around the 
city and the nation and 
noticed that most leather 
clubs were having difficulty 
attracting younger men into 
their fraternities. We began 
the MOD to create a social 
environment for young 

men into the lifestyle," said 
Pessolano. "We hope to 
attract young men who 
dabble with SM and play 
outside the lifestyle into the 
club." 

The 11 current members 
recently accepted the new 
bylaws, which were written 
to accentuate the military 
flavor of the fraternity. The 
four officers have military 
titles and collectively form 
the Officers Council. Elected 
to the first Officers Council 
were: Tom Pessolano, gen
eral; John Thompson, lieu
tenant general; Pat Rasile, 
brigadier general; and Julio 
Toucet, major general. 

New members are 
known as recruits and are 
prepared for the secret initi
ation rite and acceptance 
into the fraternity by the 
drill sergeant. According to 

MIKE WIELAND, of San Diego, winner of the cover spot on 
the San Francisco Eagle Bare Chest Calendar for 1997. 

Toucet, 'The military focus 
of the bylaws is consistent 
with our militaristic uni
forms and our focus on dis
cipline, a key element to 
any military group and, in 
our eyes, a perfect SM 
scene." 

A person is accepted as 
an MOD recruit by complet
ing three steps: submission 
of an application form and 
two full-body photos to the 
general; an interview by the 
Officers Council in New 
York City; and, once 
accepted by the council, 
signing the Recruit Code. 
The organization then 
issues him a recruit manual 
and recruit shirt and assigns 
him to the drill sergeant for 
formation. Although candi-

dates are tested about their 
knowledge of and experi
ence in SM, MOD is open to 
teaching beginners who 
show a desire to learn and 
experience the leather 
lifestyle. 

"Our new recruit manual 
focuses on discipline," stat
ed Toucet. "We believe that 
discipline is both enjoyable 
and a way of life. We wel
come any disciplined per
son interested in SM and 
the leather/uniform lifestyle 
who has their act together 
and is in excellent physical 
form to apply for member
ship." 

The bylaws pave the way 
for the nonprofit social club 
to expand to other cities on 
the East Coast, and the fra-
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ternity hopes to 
establish chapters 
in Philadelphia, 
Washington and 
other large met
ropolitan areas. 
A minimum of 
three members 
from a city is 
required to form 
a local club. 
Upcoming activ
ities include a 
Boot Camp over 
Labor Day 
weekend, as well 
as occasional 
SM play parties 
and bar nights. 

For more 
information or an applica
tion form, call (212) 366-
0861 or write Men of 
Discipline, 18 Greenwich 
Ave., Box 177, New York, 
NY 10011. 

Dutch Leather Pride 
Scheduled 

AMSTERDAM 

The city will hold its first 
Leather Pride celebration 
Oct. 25 to Nov. 3. 
Scheduled events include 
a variety of parties, film 
program, daily specials at 
local leather shops and 
special menus at certain 
restaurants. Highlight of 
the 10-day celebration will 
be Arena Weekend, Nov. 1 
to 3, which will include 
selection of Mr. Drummer 
Europe '96. A former nun
nery(!), the Arena includes 
sleeping accommodations 
for 440. 

The festival will raise 
funds for the Buddy 
Project and Countdown on 
Spanner. Tickets for the 
Arena Weekend are avail-
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1997 Bare Chest calendar winners. Calendar goes on sale 
in September, 1996 at the San Francisco Eagle. 

able for NLG 270,000 to 
NLG 375,000 (approxi
mately $160 to $220 U.S.) 
For bookings and infor
mation, phone or fax 011 
+31 20 627 6467 or write 
Amsterdam Leather Pride 
1996, Postbus 16602, 1001 
RC Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. Enclose two 
international postal reply 
coupons for the program 
magazine 

Send for the Marines 
N E V A O A 

An organization has 
formed for men who prefer 
men in the Marines and 
Navy. According to its lit
erature, the Naval Network 
reveals secrets of how to 
meet Marines and sailors, 
offers private videos and 
photo sets, and plans par
ties, among other activities. 
For information, write to 
JP/NN, P.O. Box 1270B, 
Searchlight, NV 89046. 

Brazil Nuts Take on 
New Meaning 
R I O D E 

JANEIRO 

Planning a trip to Brazil? 
You might want to think 
about it. A survey by 
Globo newspaper reveals 
48 percent of respondents 
to a recent survey report
ed having sex a t least 
three times a week and 17 
percent reporting daily 
sex. Moreover, intervie
wees reported se x ual 
encounters last an aver
age of 30 minutes or 
more. Compare that to the 
Italians, who claim to 
spend only eight minutes, 
not to mention the 
British, who hang on for 
a mere three minutes on 
average. On the other 
hand, maybe you might 
want to think about orga
nizing a mercy mission to 
England. 

NLAto 
Establish New 

Chapters 
PORTLAND 

The National 
Leather 
Association of 
Portland, Oregon 
is looking to 
establish new 
chapters in 
Albuquerque, 
Anchorage, 
Colorado Springs, 
Cincinnati, Palm 
Desert, Calif., 
Philadelphia, San 
Jose and Seattle. 
If you are inter

ested in participating in for
mation efforts, send your 
name and contact informa
tion to Dean Walradt, 
Chapter Chairs Committee 
Representative, 710-A 
Fairview, Houston, TX 
77006-2806. 

Authorities Take 
Children from SM 

Couple 
NEW Y ORK 

Several organizations are 
helping raise funds to 
defend Selina and Steven 
Houghton, a heterosexual 
couple whose children were 
taken from them after 
authorities raided their 
home and removed a video 
tape that shows the couple 
engaged in SM. Case work
ers indicated they found no 
evidence of child abuse or 
of exposure of the children, 
aged 12 and six, to their 
parents' sexual practices. 

Police claim the tape, 
along with various books 
and magazines, are evidence 
of child neglect and reckless 



endangerment. Included in 
the material seized were 
copies of The Claiming of 
Sleeping Beauty by Anne 
Rice and Boudoir Noir, a 
Canadian SM publication. 
The couple have lost their 
jobs as well, been evicted 
from their home and had to 
sell their possessions to pay 
for their defense. 

Various gay leaders, 
including Guy Baldwin, 
author of The Ties That 
Bind, Race Bannon, author 
of Leaming the Ropes, and 
Jim Stewart, owner of 
Fetters, a leather business, 
have spoken out in the 
Houghton's defense. "Who 
could have guessed that the 
price of other people's fear 
about human sexual expres
sion might include losing 
one's children?" said 
Baldwin. 

For complete information 
on the case, see the web 
page at Http://www.the
wire.com/boudoir.noir/fund. 
Contributions are being 
accepted by the Society for 
Human Sexuality, 
University of Washington, 
SAO 141, Box 352238, 
Seattle, WA 98195 or 
Boudoir Noir Defense Fund, 
Box 5, Stn. F, ToroI).tO, 
Ontario M4Y 214. 

Chinese Go Heavy on 
Porn Dealer 

BEIJ ING 

A district court in the 
province of Shijiazhuang 
sentenced Zhang Xinwen to 
20 years in prison for selling 
pornographic publications. 
Zhang, his wife and several 
others operated an illegal 
bookstore from which they 
sold more than 3,000 sexu-

ally oriented books before 
the authorities closed them 
down. Zhang faced a poten
tial death sentence from a 
government well known for 
its official puritanical atti
tudes toward sex. 

Warning Issued on 
Dangerous Top 

NEW Y ORK 

The New York City Gay and 
Lesbian Anti-Violence 
Project issued a warning 
that several men, both in 
New York and elsewhere, 
have reported being held 
against their will by a man 
who they met in various SM 
pickup venues. The organi
zation believes at least sev
eral dozen additional men 
have been victimized by the 
man but refrained from 
making an official report 
due to embarrassment. 
Victims were held for up to 
several days, rendered 
unconscious both from 
strangulation and forced 
ingestion of drugs and in 
some cases scarred from 
burns. In no instance, 
according to the advisory, 
was the unsafe behavior 
consensual. 

The AVP said the offend
er, who introduces himself 
only as "Sir" and has a New 
York address at East 75th 
Street and Park Avenue, 
continues to pick up men 
from around the country 
under the pretense of an SM 
scene. He also appears to 
have homes in several other 
cities. The organization calls 
the man dangerous and 
believes the level of vio
lence is likely to escalate. 
The perpetrator is described 
as white, about 6'1", mid to 

RICK GUSLER, right, Mr. Rocky Mountain Drummer 1996 
and MIKE DE NISCO, Drummer Boy, on July 27, 1996. 

late 40s, attractive, clean 
shaven, of average build, 
with short dark hair. He typ
ically wears black jeans, 
black t-shirt, motorcycle 
cap, motorcycle boots, flog
ger or collar and keys on 
left. He is also known to 
present himself as kind, 
gentle and affectionate at 
initial encounter. 

AVP advises in general 
that men into SM take cau
tionary steps before becom
ing involved with strangers. 
If you are not willing to get 
to know your partner ahead 

of time and none of your 
acquaintances can vouch 
for his character, be sure 
someone else who can iden
tify both of you sees you 
leave together -- and that 
your potential partner is 
aware you both have been 
recognized. No matter how 
exciting, do not allow a 
stranger to handcuff you or 
tie you down if assured 
assistance from a third party 
you know you can trust is 
not available. Do not accept 
drugs and be cautious about 
accepting food or drink. 
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reopened leather Cum and Gay and Kinky. 
bar in the city's Charges were not dismissed 
South of Market on Bisexual Lovers, Shaved 
district, has . and two other tapes. 
instituted a free . 
shuttle service 
between the 
Castro and 
Folsom Street, 
site of most of 

Leather Dance 
Inaugurated 

NEW YORK 

KYETH FITZGERALD, Mr. Mid-Atlantic 
Drummer 1996, chosen on July 13, 
1996. 

San Francisco's 
leather bars and 
SM clubs. The 
shuttle, with free 
on-board video 
entertainment, 
operates Fridays 
and Saturdays 
from 9 p.m. to 2 
a.m. It leaves on 
the half hour 
from Castro and 
18th streets and 

Ganymede Productions and 
Romangaoli's Black and 
Blue Sunday have initiated 
regular Sunday evening 
dancing for men in leather, 
jeans and uniforms. 
Dungeon Dancing is held 
from 8 p.m. at Nanny's, 21 
Seventh Ave. South. A por
tion of the proceeds goes to 
a different nonprofit group 
each week. Major sponsors 
include Anheuser Busch, 
Condomania, the Gay Cable 
Network, David Samuel 
Menkes Custom Leatherwear 
and the International 
Leather/Beef Chatline. 

Anyone with information 
on the above violator is 
asked to call AVP at (212) 
807-0197. 

Leather Store 
Relocates 

l O R O N i 0 

Doc's Leathers, which spe
cializes in both new and 
used leather and bondage 

_ c~othing and gear, moved 
from its location on 
Parliament Street to larger 
quarters at 726 Queen Street 
West. The telephone number 
remains (416) 324-8686. , 
You can also reach .the busi~ 

) ness - on-line , at 
http ://www.asgo. net/Docs. 

Castro/F,olsom Shuttle 
Service Begun 

S A N 

- FRANCISCO 

stops at the Powerhouse. 
Public transit service 
between the two areas is 
awkward, requiring close 
to an hour for the two
mile trip. 

Porn Dealer Sentenced 
LOUISV ILLE 

A federal judge 
sentenced the owner 
of Leisure Time 
Entertainment to probation, 
2,400 hours of community 
service and a fine of 

· $850,000 for interstate 
transportation of obscene 
material. Leisure Time , 
owner Mark Carriere could 
have _ faced from 43 months 
. to 40 years in prison and 
fines of more than $2 mil-

.. lion. , _ 

Monthly Bondage 
Parties Scheduled 

SE ATTLE 

Seattle, WA 98122-3934, 
(206) 824-1226. 

Bound 8'.' Gagg_ed Goes 
Online 

NEW Y .ORK 

Bound a Gagged 
Magazine introduced a site 
on the World Wide Web in 
late May. Designed by 
Nick Blatchwee, who is 
responsible for the look of 
the magazine, the Bound 
a Gagged web page 
includes graphic and writ
ten material from the 
magazine and publications 
from Outbound ' Press, 
including the class SM 
novel, The Brig. The site 
also highlights various 
bondage products from the 
company's brother c9mpa
ny, KW Enterprise~. For 
additional information, 
contact Lee Channower, 
The Outbound Press, 89 
Fifth Ave., Ste. 803, New 
York, NY 10003, (212) 
727-2751. • 

A plea bargain, which 
followed a trial that resulted 
in a hung jury, allowed dis
missal of charges involving 

The owner of the several gay videotapes, 
Powerhouse, a recently . including Best of All-Male 

The Northwest 
Bondage Club 
now holds a 
men's bondage 
party the second 
Saturday of 
every month at 
the new NWBC 
Clubhouse . 
Admission is $10 
for members, 
$15 for others . 
Membership 
costs $20 a year . 
The events are 
alcohol and drug 
free. For infor
mation, contact 
NWBC, 1202 E. 
Pike St., #1212, 

Perry Echelberger, right, and Bill Karr, 
kneeling, Mr. Florida Drummer and 
Boy 1996. 
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Harsh and demanding inter
rogation with electric butt 
plugs and other electro-stim
ulator-toys. Hard, thick uncut 
meat; hot sucking of a Prince 
Albert decorated dick. 'Cell 
Shocked' shows a safe and 
kinky way to play with elec
tro-stimulators; the action is 
hard and cum-filled! 

, Hard hat sex: fucking, sucking 
· and prick up the butt as these 

hard hatted studs give a big 
thrill to the watchful eyes of 
an excited voyeur. Later, in the 
privacy of his own room, the 
voyeur flashes on the action in 
his fantasy and beats his big 
black dick to a full-on cum 
shot. 

A glimpse into two different 
sets of fraternity pledges and 
the fun they have with their 
hot studly pledgemasters. Hot 
sex, big dicks, waiting butt
holes, paddling, blindfolds, 
hard-ans and lots of 
cum-and a great cast of men 
with big cocks, beautiful 

, bodies and hard action. 

Big cigar smoking daddy Don- • 
nie Russo takes two slaves in 
tow and teaches them to be 
good slaves for their masters. 
Beer washing; double-headed 
dildo fucking; alt three shoot 
big loads. Later Donnie fucks 
Joe Romero and both release 
loads ofmanjuice. 

These intruders are two 
leather New York punks with 
big fat dicks who are looking 
for cocksucking action from 
the Brooklyn apartment 
owner. The sex is fast paced 
and great cum shots end the 
action 

Seven horny studs get it 
good at the great Faultline 
bar in LA. This is non-stop 
action-sucking and fucking 
in every room of the Fault
line including a hot suck on 
top of a pinball machine. 
Manhandling, licking, rim
ming and fucking-hot 
raunchy sex at its best! 

One of the all-time hot men 
to grace the video screen in 
gay erotic porn is sex star 
Donnie Russo. In this video 
he lets you have a look at his 
New York finds. The camera 
moves in dose to watch his 
hard throbbing cock shoot 
loads of cum just for you. 

After hours action at the 
Manhole in New York: hairy 
daddy and hard driving 
action. Whlps; upside down 
action hanging in boot 
stocks;, dick and balls pad
dled. Donnie Russo heads a 
cast of six: rimming, aggres

. sive fucking, ball torture and 
great cum shots. 



FALCON V125 Tough Guys 69 .95 V334 Caged (Tony Ricco) 59.95 
V126 Bondage Voyeur 59.95 V338 Roped & Pumped 59.95 

V401 The Abduction 79.95 V127 Shoot That Cum 59.95 V339 Shaved Down 59.95 
V402 Conflict 79.95 V128 Captive Slaves of Europe 69.95 V341 Roped and Drilled 59.95 
V403 Redemption 79.95 V130 Horny Novice Trainer 59.95 V345 Roped and Delivered 59.95 
V404 Working Stiff 79.95 V131 Walking on the Wild Side69.95 V347 Best of "Ropes" McGurk 1 59.95 
V405 The Backroom 79.95 V132 Car Wash Hose Out 69.95 V348 Best of "Ropes" McGurk 2 59.95 

PIG PLAY PRODUCTION V133 The Watering Hole 59.95 V349 Best of "Ropes" McGurk 3 59.95 

· V801 Handball marathon #1 69.95 V134 Steamy Bondage Hard-ons 59.95 V350 Best of "Ropes " McGurk 4 59.95 
V135 Slave from Berlin 69.95 V351 Roped and Dumped 59.95 V802 Handball marathon #2 69.95 V136 The Training of Cristophe 

V803 Handball marathon #3 69.95 V137 The Wharfmen 
V804 The Dildo Movie 69.95 V138 More Steamy Bondage .. . 

CLOSE UP V139 Horny Brothers 
V140 When the Boss is Away 

V100 Roughed Up in Boston 79.95 V141 Basket Balls 
V101 Roughed Up in LA 79.95 V142 Dragyn Underground 
V102 Hell Weekend 79.95 V143 Physical Exam 
V103 Slave Workshop LA 79.95 V144 Jail Cell Breakout 
V104 Slave Workshop Hamburg 79.95 V145 Alex's Leather Dream 
V105 Slaves Submission 69.95 V146 The Watering Game 
V107 Bondage Tease 59.95 V147 New York Pick-Up 
V108 Captive Men 1 69.95 V148 At Your Service 
V109 Captive Men 2 69.95 V149 Sex Play By Russo 
V110 Captive Men 3 69.95 V150 The Intruder Two 
V111 Captive Men 4 69.95 V151 New York Voyeur 
V112 Captive Men 5 79.95 V152 Daddy's Slave Induction 
V113 Slave Workshop Boston 79.95 V153 Cell Shocked 
V114 Daddies Boys 69.95 V154 Hell Weekend 2 
V116 Slave Camp 79.95 V155 Faultline Sextime 
V117 The Interrogation 79.95 V156 New York After Hours 
V119 Righteous Revenge 79.95 
V120 More Daddies Boys 59.95 
V121 Roughed Up at the Spike 69.95 GRAPIK ARTS 
V122 Roughed Up in Rotterdam 69.95 V324 Iron Tits (Butch) V123 Leathermen of Amsterdam 69.95 
V124 Leathermasters Pledge 59.95 V331 To Train Up a Pirate (Valens) 

VIDEO CODE / TITLE QTY PRICE 

1c.._ __ 

2 

3 

Name 

Address 

City 

69.95 V352 Seminal Bound 59.95 
69.95 V353 House of Bondage 59.95 
69.95 V354 Domestic Servitude 59.95 
69.95 V355 Electrocorrective Bondage 59.95 
79.95 V356 Bound to Rise 59.95 
79.95 
79.95 HOT HOUSE 
79.95 V450 Special Handling 
79.95 V452 Nothin' Nice 
69.95 V453 Laying Pipe 
69.95 V454 Bottoms Up 
69.95 V455 Dr. GoodGlove 
69.95 
69.95 NOTE: Defective video tapes 
69.95 are exchangeable within 
69.95 30 days of purchase 
69.95 for same titles only. 
69.95 No other returns are accepted! 
69.95 
69.95 $20 DISCOUNT 69.95 

FOR EVERY 
4 TAPES 

59.95 PURCHASED 

--- --------

State Zip 

~ -;=---_----~---~-
(California Residents add 8.5% sales tax) 

Check or Money Order in the amoun~ 

Charge Visa MasterCard American Express 

Card Number Exp. 

~ · 
I 

NEW RoB MERCHANDISE CATALOG (add $10.00) 

SUB TOTAL 

SHIPPING / HANDLING (Catalog $2, 
Video $5 . 1st tape / $1 ea . add. tape) 

DISCOUNT 
{Deduct $20 for every 4 tapes ordered) 

Ca Residents add 8 .5% sales tax 

TOTAL 

Signature 
I am at least 21 years of age (Signature required) 

By my signature, I certify: (1) I am at least 21 years of age, ordering these items for 
my own private interests; (2) I will not use them against RoB GALLERY, or any per
son whomsoever in any conceivable manner; (3) I will not permit any minor or any 
person who might find said items offensive to see/ use them in any manner (4) I 
have not caused my name to be put on any list being accumulated by the U.S.P.S. o; 
any other government agency forbidding sexually explicit material being sent to me; 
(5) Should I change my mind in this regard , I agree to notify you by registered mail; 
(6) I authorized you to mail me from time to time such materials/ circulars in which 
you in your sole discretion feel I may have an interest; (7) I believe my standards 
reflect those of the community in which I reside. 

Sony, we cannot ship to PO Bcxes or to the following states: AZ, F1., GA' NC, TN, UT 
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BOOK SECTION 
Sex line Reviews 
by Betty Pearl and Larry-bob 

Men in Boots Club International 
Published: quarterly, Subscription 
Info: $28 US, $35 Canada, 
International $35 US. Boots, Box 
93556, RPO Nelson Park, Vancouver, 
B.C., Canada V6E 4L7. 
Naturally, this publication is devot
ed to men who wear boots. 
Leather boots, tall boots, rubber 
boots, and so on. One issue fea
tures an interview with Tom of 
Finland Foundation president Durk 
Dehner. There's information about 
bootmakers , and personal ads. 

Men Into Underwear 
Price: $5.00, Published: six issues a 
year, Subscription Info: one year is 
$25 (U.S.} , $30 (Canada}, $60 (else
where} in U.S. currency checks or 
money orders to Ml Enterprises, 
2600 Hiway 230, Laramie, WY 
82070-8520. Subscribers receive a 
free two-issue Personal Ad. 
M.I.U. is put out by the same fel
las that brought you Cowpokes 
(see Drummer 197). Mark and 
John are still trying to make a 
buck marketing just about any
thing they can think of. An ad in 
the back of M.I.U. pitches a video 
of two guy in unionsuits getting 
off starring (guess who?) Mark 
and John. M.I.U. seems to feature 

Issue 198 
Sex Zine Reviews p. 5 7 

"Revenge is Sweet" 
Fiction by Tony Stuart p. 61 

, .. "The Adventures of Drum" 
Story & Cartoon by Bill Ward p. 67 

Illustration by Craig Esposito from "Nasty Boyz'' 

underwear in all its various forms 
above all else. Folks send in 
memorable undies stories replete 

with photos of them modeling 
their favorite skivvies. There are 
also personal ads, friction fiction 
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Illustration from "Holy Tltclamps" 

and the poorest production pho
tos of underwear-clad guys with 
dicks hanging out. Bottom line: it 
makes sense to fetishize the 
underwear as it is much cuter 
than the men. 

Mentor 
For Daddies and Those Who are 
Looking for Daddies, Price: $4.95, 
Subscription Info: two issues for 
$10.00 or four issues for $18.50 to 
Mentor 1278 Glenneyre, #140, 
Laguna Beach, CA 92651. 
At the front of Mentor, Daddy Bear 
Ken informs us that "There is only 
one reason for this magazine, 
that is to spread the word among 
gay men, it's OK to call or be 
called "Dad" or "Son." He also 
apologizes for the many mistakes 
throughout. Though I can not use 
a comma to save my own life I did 
notice an astounding number of 
typos, misspellings, grammatical 
and punctuation mistakes, not to 
mention poor layout design. All of 
those are probably par for the 
course when it comes to self-pub-
1 ishi ng a zine. Mentor includes: 
letters, feature articles, friction 
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BOOK SECTION 

fiction, personal ads, and pictori
als with no frontal nudity. 

Mud Mania Magazine 
Price: $5 sample, $25/year. US 
Postal Money Orders made out to 
Bro. Duke. Subscription Info: C.M., 
Box 2 77, Rio Nido, CA 95471 
Tel/707-887-RATS. 
The newsletter of Club Mud is 
devoted to guys who like to get 
covered in mud and other dirty, 
slimy substances (no scat, 
though). The layout is a little lo
tech, but that's compensated for 
by a page of color xerox photos of 
mud-encrusted guys. Naturally, 
there's a section of personal ads. 

Nasty Boyz 
The zine 4 consenting adults who 
have nonconsenting fantasies, Price: 
$4.50, Published: four issues a year, 
Subscription Info: Check, money 
order, AMEX, VISA, MC or Discover 
for four quarterly issues for $18 
(U.S.), $28 (elsewhere) with signed 
age statement and consent to ATKOL, 
912 South Avenue, 
Plainfield, NJ 
07062-1852, 
(800) 88-
A TKO L, 
atkol@aol.com. 
This zine is 
focused. They 
offer nothing 
but friction fic
tion which I 
found of supe
rior quality. The 
editor barks, 
"Hey, Fucker: 
Stop being 
embarrassed 
by what turns 
you on! Right 
up front, we'll 
say this: In real 
life we don't 
approve of 
rape, coercion 
and power 
games in sex." 
However, their 

magic recipe for fantasies is that 
"Tension, Fear, Nervousness & 
Power are Turn-ons." It works. I like 
it. Get it. 

The Polished Knob 
Price: $5, Planet 23 Productions, 
1230 Market St. #513, San 
Francisco, CA 94102 
email:pk@planet23.com web page: 
http://www.creative.net/~pk/ 
Most of this zine is composed of 
true sex stories in the tradition of 
Straight to Hell. A couple of 
issues even featured an interview 
with the late Boyd McDonald, 
founder of STH. Regularly fea
tured are wickedly funny Baby Sue 
comics and humor pieces such as 
"Fagegories," a list of different 
types of homosexuals. 

Pump It Up 
For Men Into Size, Price: $3.95 (US}, 
$4.95 (Canada}, Published: four 
issues a year, Subscription Info: $20 
(U.S.), $30 (outside U.S.) in U.S. dol
lars by cash, check or money order to 
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Mirza Inc., 139 West Fourth Ave., 
Roselle, NJ 07202, (908) 245-5323. 
Pump It Up includes video 
reviews, editorials, letters to the 
editor, personals, tips, tech
niques, demonstrations, surgical 
updates and feature articles pri
marily focused on cock pumping 
with less attention paid to ball 
and nipple enhancement. The pic
tures in the personal ads seem to 
emphasize that this group of 
fetishists is more concerned with 
sheer size than aesthetics or rec
ognizable morphology. 

PUP 
For men who need to be on a leash, 
Price: $5.00, Published: when we 
feel like it, usually four times a year, 
Subscription Info: Torn Bacchus, 382 
Lily, San Francisco, CA 94102. Send 
cash. No checks or money orders, 
except if they're made out to our sec
retary's name, which is CASH. Trust 
us. 
By far, the artiest of all the zines 
reviewed. This guy is a whiz at the 
art of cut and paste. It is not so 
much about a fetish as a sense 
of style. Sexy, humorous and 
political. 

Red Tails 
The Newsletter for the Spanking 
Enthusiast, Price: $6, Subscription 
Info: $40/year. Man's Hand Films, 

.,,,A~,~1• t1lM8f~ 
~[ H[Wsmm rn~ m SPAttKIM rnrnUSIAST 

633 Post St., San Francisco, CA 
94109. Tel/415-771-3918, Fax/415-
673-6023. email: rnhf@quake.net 
This publication for guys into 
spanking has spanking stories, 
clippings about spanking in the 
media, and letters and personal 
ads from readers. They don't 
seem to print photos much, most
ly drawings, with a few reprints of 
underwear ads. 

Southern Cumfort 
From Convicts to Country Boys, 
Rednecks to Ruffians the Magazine of 
the Ru.ff Et Rugged Male* (*Not much 
writin ·, mostly pictures!}, Price: 
$6.00, Published:Six times a year, 
Subscription Info: a six issue sub
scription costs $30 (U.S.}, $40 (in 
Canada and Mexico). Residents of the 
State of Georgia must add 6% sales 
tax. All subscriptions receive a free 
entry in Meat Swap for the length of 
the Subscription. Send to L. W. 
"buddy" Brown, HOT! Publishing Co., 
2625 Piedmont Rd., Ste. 56226, 
Atlanta, GA 30324, Tel/404-264-
1218 
This zine is pure genius. It con
sists of amateurish photos of 
over a dozen different guys. This 
particular group of gentlemen 
help redefine the phrase "aver
age Joe." The guys are all 
skanky white trash who look like 
they readily agreed to pose nude 
for a 20 spot and 6-pack of 
generic beer. Though the men 
are eerily reminiscent of the "Old 
Reliable" genre, the short intros 
the editor supplies for each are 
priceless. Take my favorite for 
exam pie: "David ... Strange 
Dude. He and a running buddy 
were shacked up in some dive 
hotel with a whore when they 
called. I shot his buddy, but he 
was so fucked up he couldn'd 
[sic] get it up. Then this guy calls 
and wants to bring his 'Old 
Lady.' I said no. Then I get this 
call - he's at another motel, can I 
come? OK. He tells me he's 
straight but will do anything for 

cash, then winds up moaning 
and groaning and taking my dick 
in every hole he's got, then says 
he feels like a 'Goddam faggot.' 
Wonder why?" 

The Smoke Exchange 
A Newsletter for Hot Men 
with a Cigarette Smoking 
Fetish, "Subscription Info: 6 issues 
$15. 
Smoking might be considered a 
bad habit by some, but for some 
people, it's a fetish. This newslet
ter includes stories by readers 
about their experiences with 
smoking and sex, and personal 
ads from guys into smoking. 

Tit Torture Technical Journal 
Price: $2.50, Subscription Info: 
Madman Industries , Inc , PO Box 
148044, Chicago, IL 60614-8044. 
This publication has suggestions 
for types of clamps and other 
hardware to pinch those nipples 
good, and includes a piece of T /T 
fiction. • 

Betty Pearl is the author of the 
"Severe Queer Reviews" of New York 
City and San Francisco. 

Larry-bob is the publisher of Holy 
Titclarnps and Queer Zine Revolution. 
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Revenge 
Is 
Sweet 
By Tony Stuart 

Scott's gaze moved across the 
carpet, up the burgundy sheets 
that hung carelessly over the 

hotel bed, and came to rest on the 
burly, naked male. Except for the 
long, deep swells of the muscled 
chest and stomach, the man's body 
lay nearly still. His powerful arms 
reached above his head, as if diving, 
the wrists wrapped in a doubled silk 
rope that stretched to the brass rods. 

Both strands wound in tight 
loops around the spools then disap
peared under the mattress and reap
peared at the bottom corners. Here 
they circled the posts, and then each 
extended to the nearby ankle, and 
ended there in a series of loops and 
hitches. The taut cord and the proxim
ity of his arms put serious limits to 
any head movement. A wide band of 
rubber around his shaved head held a 
curious device in his mouth. 

Standing beside the form , all 
bound, packaged, ready, Scott could
n't resist. He pressed his fingernails 
against the man's nearest leg, elicit
ing a muffled whimper. Then, etching 
a line along the tense inner thigh, 
which jerked to escape the touch, he 
whispered, 'Tm going to take my 
sweet fucking time. I'm going to enjoy 
this a lot." 

And, gripping the man's cock 
and balls in one hand and squeezing 
one of the heaving tits with the other, 
he added, "You can just lie there, 
Colin, and watch me while I strip, and 
try to imagine - with your tiny mind -
what's going to happen." 

As he was taking off his 
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shoes and socks, Scott jeered, "So, 
how do I know your name is Colin? 
Good question, tramp. I do my home
work. But you don't know squat about 
me. That's because you're a lazy slut. 
And 'slut' is the right word." And then 
he took both his 
socks and pushed them against 
Colin's shaggy mustache. 

"There. Have a whiff of 
things to come," and he laughed at 
the look in Colin's eyes, a mixture of 
alarm and confusion. 

Still watching the reaction, 
Scott peeled his shirt off lazily, enjoy
ing the darting of eyes across his 
chest and shoulders. He slid the 
leather belt out of his trousers, and 
smirked at Colin's startled face. 
"Later, cocksucker. Don't get greedy." 

Scott opened his fly and 
curled his jeans over his hips, keep
ing a steady 
focus on this well-built hunk. As his 
cock began to slide into view, Colin 
turned his head away, and Scott 
quickly grabbed the belt and brought 
it in swift descent to Colin's thighs. 
The crack echoed around the room, 
the body jolted upwards, and stifled 
moans escaped the mouth-gag. 

"Pay attention to me, fuck
face. Daddy's performing." Scott 
waved his growing erection. "Try to 
ignore this and I'll get very pissed off. 
Do you want it shoved down your 
throat? Maybe I will, but not until I'm 
sure you won't do something really 
stupid, like biting it. You have to learn 
who's boss, and I'm about to give you 
a lesson. You've got a prime body for 
that." 

Even as he said it, red welts 
were beginning to show on each of 
the hairy thighs, and he saw the 
swelling cock, the head pushing out 
of the foreskin. 

"My, my. Big butch gets 
turned on by a little pain, eh? Or is it 
just my hot body? Which is it, ass
hole? No answer? Okay, we'll ju~t 
have to explore that question, won't 
we?" 

Dropping his pants to the 
floor, Scott reached again for Colin's 
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crotch and tits, fondling his nuts and 
pinching each of his nipples. Colin's 
hips jumped, and his chest arched 
against Scott's hand. 

"You're sending mixed sig
nals. I'm going to have to be more 
methodical." He moved his hand from 
Colin's chest to holding the now-erect 
cock, and he lowered his mouth to 
Colin's groin. Squeezing the swelling 
testicles and bringing them to his 
mouth, he extended his tongue and 
licked the hairy sac in rough swipes, 
first from left to right and then up and 
down, finally ducking below his hand 
to explore the flesh beneath. The pun
gent smell only heightened his con
centration. Colin's body was jerking in 
spasms, his cock becoming even 
harder in Scott's palm. 

Lifting his head, Scott 
sneered, "You like that, don't you? 
Well, let ' s see what a little pain 
brings, shall we?" 

He knelt and spread his 
thighs, tucking his knees into Colin's 
armpits. His cock and balls hung 
against the prone man's face. The 
testicles draped over his nose. Then 
he placed his hands behind his own 
ass, feeling the massive chest and 
the mat of hair that covered it. Using 
the ends of his thumbs, he first 
brushed the nipples in short, quick 
strokes, then dragged the backs of 
his thumbnails over the erect nubs. 
Finally, he seized each tit between his 
fingers and thumbs and began 
squeezing, pinching, and twisting with 
slowly increasing pressure. Colin's 
chest was bouncing, lifting against 
the force, then trying to retreat from 
the pain. 

Bringing his hands up to the 
huge shoulders, Scott gradually slid 
his body down Colin's, gliding his own 
cock and balls against the mass of 
flesh and body hair, down until his 
mouth found the nearest nipple. He 
placed his lips around it, and sucked 
it in, closing his teeth to grip it, flick
ing his tongue across the tip, all the 
while maintaining a clasp on the other 
one. Colin was thrusting his chest in 
response, as if trying to push it even 
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further into the insisting jaws. 
Scott looked at Colin. "You 

like that, too? Well, aren't you a con
fused fag. Pain and pleasure. First 
one, then the other. As luck has it, 
Colin, I also like both. And you're 
going to give me both in just a 
moment," and Scott repeated the 
action on the other nipple, biting even 
harder, grinding it between his teeth, 
trying to suck it to the back of his 
throat before releasing his clamp. 
Colin's moans and spasms were now 
almost continuous. 

"The pig enjoys that, eh? But 
every pleasure has its price. You see, 
I know you've been fucking with 
Jason. And Jason and I are lovers - or 
should I say 'were'? It may be over 
now. We'll see. Meanwhile I want to 
teach you a thing or two about screw
ing around with forbidden stuff. Oh, I 
know all the shit about 'two consent
ing adults', but that doesn't matter 
fuck to me. You just took advantage 
of a situation to get your rocks off. 
Well, time to pay the piper. You 
already know that Jason is a great 
bottom, but he can't fuck worth shit. 
Well, now I can try some old stuff 
again , see if it still works - and who 
better than you? You fucked Jason. 
You can fuck me. But you're not in 
charge here, are you? Tough luck, I 
am - and here goes." 

With that, Scott lowered his 
face , first to inhale each of Colin's 
armpits , then to Colin's cock, now 
swollen out of its foreskin. Scott ran 
his tongue around the head, licking it 
and the thick shaft beneath. Dropping 
a great gob of saliva onto the white, 
veined column, he sucked back a 
good length of it in several gulps, 
then took it in one hand and parked it 
between his legs. He watched Colin's 
scared expression. 

"Not bareback, slut? Don't 
want my ass juices on that not-so-vir
ginal prick? Well, good for you. And 
guess what I just happened to bring?" 
and he leapt off the bed, reached into 
his backpack and extracted some 
lube and a condom, which he unrolled 
down Colin 's cock. From the tube he 

' 

squeezed a generous dollop of liquid 
into his hand, stroking the organ and 
applying the excess to his own ass, 
probing with one finger, then two, in 
preparation. He knew the sensation 
of his own fingers was only a minor 
taste of what was to come. How long 
had it been? Five years? At least. He 
had kept himself in good shape, so 
things were tight down there, and, 
now kneeling across Colin's hips, he 
held the cock to the entrance, sitting, 
slowly, feeling the giant head forcing 
the lips apart, demanding admission. 
This wasn't going to be easy. Colin's 
hips were jerking and twitching, as if 
searching for any hole to fill. 

"Hold still," Scott ordered. 
"Let's try that again." He gritted his 
teeth and shoved once more against 
the eager cock. His head was swim
ming, wondering if this was going to 
work, hoping his body's defense 
mechanisms would submit. But the 
focus was at his asshole, with the 
greased shaft attempting to drive its 
way into the tunnel. Scott next tried 
the trick of contracting his stomach 
muscles and pushing his bowels, and 
the head finally thrust past the rim, 
sending a stinging shock deep into 
his gut. 

"Son-of-a-bitch," he yelled. 
"Don't move." Both men stayed 
motionless while Scott took several 
deep breaths. Trying to ease his butt
grip, he moved his ass up and down 
the cock in a series of short move
ments, adjusting to the mass, and 
feeling the pain slowly subside. 
Clutching Colin's chest muscles while 
his ass adapted to the column, he 
gradually relaxed with the sensations 
as, inch by inch, his innards expand
ed to accommodate the invasion. Sev
eral times he lifted himself a short 
way up the length of cock, and then 
lowered his butt further down. Finally, 
in a burst of lust, he lifted his own 
balls with one hand, reached under 
Colin's ass with the other, and 
shoved the final distance. 

"Dear, holy, fuck," he mut
tered, and felt his whole body trying 
to repel this intrusion, then wrap 
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around this foreign object. Colin had 
remained almost motionless, flinching 
when his tits were grabbed, but only 
pushing when urged to do so. 

"Good boy," said Scott. "It's 
starting to feel good." And he began 
sliding his ass, in longer motions, up 
and down the shaft, contracting and 
relaxing. Taking the lube again, he 
squirted some along his own cock 
and let his hand roam its length, 
squeezing and pulling, all the while 
lifting his own butt cheeks higher and 
higher up Colin's prick, each time 
sinking back to the base in a steady 
rhythm. He let his other hand explore 
the muscles, hair, and tits on Colin's 
chest, and then leaning forward, he 
brought his body against that expanse 
of flesh. The action almost freed 
Colin's cock, but by arching his back, 
Colin managed to keep it in, and by 
careful positioning of their hips, the 
two men set up a steady rhythm. With 
his face buried in the fur pelt, Scott's 
own erection was sliding between 
their two sweaty bodies. He reached 
with one hand for Colin's balls, urging 
them up, fondling them, and then 
becoming aware that Colin was com
ing close to a climax. 

"Oh, yes. It's very tempting 
to cum all over your chest while you 
shoot up my ass, but I have another 
plan. Who knows though? I might 
return to this later." 

Lifting slowly up the length of 
Colin's cock, Scott felt the head again 
near the rim of his ass, and with a 
series of careful lifts, he brought the 
crown into the brow of his hole, feel
ing it spread, extending its borders to 
rare dimensions. Wanting to prolong 
the feeling, he held it there, tighten
ing his muscles around it, and then 
plunged for one last thrust, down its 
full length and a slow return back to 
the tip. With sudden determination, 
he finally let it spring free, gasping a 
loud "Fuck" and encountering a huge 
emptiness inside his body. 

When his heavings slowed, 
Scott announced, "We're going to 
take this next step slowly. Don't give 
me a hard time or I'll think up some-
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thing new - and I promise you won't 
like it." He lifted himself off Colin, 
removed the condom, now rank and 
slick with juices, and started unwrap
ping the man's ankles. When both 
were free, Colin remained motionless, 
legs splayed. Scott reached into his 
backpack again and tossed a couple 
of condoms on the bed. Then he knelt 
between Colin's thighs, letting his 
hands run from the thick calves to the 
muscled butt, first on the outside, 
then along the inner flesh, coming to 
rest behind Colin's knees. In a quick 
move, Scott lifted these up, throwing 
the legs back and exposing Colin's 
ass. Holding both ankles in one hand, 
he was reaching for the silk cord 
when Colin gave a mighty kick with his 
hips and legs, freeing himself from 
Scott's grasp. 

"You idiot," Scott snarled, 
lunging for the belt at the foot of the 
bed, and he brought it swiftly down 
across Colin's thighs. And then, 
extending one arm under the knees, 
and being wary of any more sudden 
moves, he lifted the legs again and 
flung the strap against the hairy but
tocks. Colin let out a smothered 
scream. Now in his more comfortable 
role, Scott grabbed the ankles and 
held them against the rail at the head 
of the bed, exposing Colin's ass even 
more to the succeeding whacks of the 
leather. The welts were glowing. He 
was jerking his head and hips, implor
ing with his dark eyes, and moaning 
from behind the gag. 

Trickles of moisture were 
running down Scott's back and chest. 
He was taking long, deep breaths 
between each stroke, relishing the 
energy rising in his groin, turned on 
by the look of this trembling figure. 
And then he let the legs fall back to 
the sheets. 

"Had enough? Or does big 
butch get off on this as much as I 
do?" and he stood glaring at the 
form. "Know what?" he continued, "I 
lured you here and you took the bait. 
You thought I was just another easy 
make, but you were the willing one. 
Now I want to hear you say 'yes' 

again. I want to hear you beg for it." 
Scott knelt over the powerful body, 
held one hand on his neck and, with 
the other, partly eased the rubber 
band, the butt-plug attached, off the 
anxious mouth. 

"Thank you," Colin gasped, 
and he took several giant gulps of air. 
"I'm sorry, sir. I just didn't want you 
to tie my legs there. I'll cooperate, sir. 
You don't have to force me. I won't do 
that again," and he looked pleadingly 
into Scott's eyes. 

"Body by God. Mind by K-Tel. 
Fuck with me, jerkface, and I'll have 
your balls for bookends," and he let 
the butt-plug snap back into Colin's 
mouth. Scott now had a raging hard
on, pumped up from the action of the 
last few minutes. He knelt again 
between those thighs, feeling again 
that delicious coat of hair as he 
reached for Colin's knees, bringing 
them up slowly to rest on his shoul
ders. The eyes of the prone figure, 
now full of anticipation and apprehen
sion, watched as Scott rolled on a 
condom and squeezed some lube into 
a hand, which he applied to his cock 
and then Colin's. Squeezing another 
gob out of the tube, Scott applied this 
to Colin's anus, letting his fingers 
trace paths over the rim and into the 
chute below. Holding his thumbs 
together, Scott sank both into the 
pulsing hole, separating them, then 
letting each run arcs around the inner 
walls. Colin's hips and ass bounced 
in response, his sphincter seizing 
Scott's thumbs and then releasing 
them. 

"That pussy looks ready 
now," Scott said as he parted the 
taut cheeks and peered at the open
ing, which was almost vibrating in 
expectation. The man was eager: 
twisting, lifting, wanting it, bad, and 
Scott was turned on by this. "What a 
fucking animal you are. You really get 
off on this, don't you?" Colin's head 
was bobbing in reply. But Scott contin
ued, "So why fuck around with Jason? 
He's no top. Never will be. And sure 
as hell two bottoms can't make it 
together." He was placing the head of 



his cock against the entrance when 
he realized he wanted to know some 
of the answers before he went fur
ther. And again he released enough 
tension on the mouth-gag for talk. 

Colin took a deep breath. 
"You don't have to worry about this 
gag or the rope. I'm not going any
where. You can fuck me, you can do 
anything you want with me. I'm so 
turned on by you, I could eat your ass
hole and return for seconds. Sorry I 
made that mistake with Jason. That 
night, I just wanted to fuck, and he 
seemed willing. Sorry. I can be a top 
or bottom. I let you tie me up 
because I wanted that from you. But 
now? I just want my hands and 
mouth free to feel and suck your 
body." 

Scott inspected Colin's 
face, searching for any sign of 
deception. He was almost ready to 
relent and really enjoy this m.an's 
own obvious skills and attributes, 
but something else kicked in at that 
moment. 

As he released the plug 
back into Colin's mouth, Scott said , 
"Sorry slut. There's such a thing as 
justice, plus I don't think I could 
trust you yet." And lifting Scott's 
legs around his shoulders, he 
aimed his cock at the greased hole 
and drove it steadily down to the 
hilt, feeling those hairy butt-cheeks 
and thighs against his body. He 
could also feel Colin's ass muscles 
squeezing his prick, as if trying to 
suck it even further in. Withdrawing 
to the entrance, he plunged it, 
again and again, into the waiting, 
anxious hole. Increasing the pace 
and bringing himself to a near peak, 
he rammed one last time in a slow, 
deep descent. Then pulling out in 
one sudden and resolute motion, 
leaving his target sucking wind, he 
ripped off the condom and sat 
astride Colin's crotch so that the 
man's cock and balls were pushed 
up under his own. Gripping his own 
prick, he gave it two firm strokes 
and shot streams of cum over 
Colin's belly and chest. One strand 

decorated the lower part of his face. 
Scott's hips continued jerk

ing, even as he slowly sat back on 
his heels, letting the spasms sub
side, inhaling deeply. "Jesus, fella, 
you are one good fuck," Scott said, 
his pulse still racing, sweat running 
down his body. After several more 
gulps of breath, he eased himself 
off the bed, dried himself with the 
loose sheet, and started to dress. 
Colin was jerking his head and utter
ing short whimpers. His cock was 
still hard and vibrating. 

"Sorry I can't stay. Gotta 
get home to tend to Jason. Maybe 
the bellhop can look after you. Shall 
I let him know you're here?" And he 
grabbed Colin's ankles and tied 
them , in spite of the kicking and 
thrashing, back to the foot-posts, 
using shorter bits of cheaper rope 
from his backpack. He used another 
length around Colin's wrists to 
replace the silk cord. "I want to 
save this for Jason. You don't mind, 
do you? " 

In a flash of inspiration, 
mixed with desire, he lowered his 
mouth to that tantalizing crotch, ran 
his lips along the shaft, feeling its 
velvet texture. He then let his 
tongue trace the rim of the swollen 
crown , before wrapping his mouth 
around it to feel again its size and 
warmth. He sucked it back, engulf
ing it in his throat. When he knew 
Colin was close to blowing his load, 
he took his mouth away, reached 
for the extra condom, and rolled it 
slowly down Colin's throbbing erec
tion. 

"There. Now you're ready 
for your next visitor," Scott said, 
admiring his handiwork almost as 
much as the body. Picking up his 
backpack, he walked to the door, 
opening it slightly to listen for any 
noise, and turned to Colin: "That 
was as smooth as silk, wasn't it, 
fella? Pleasant dreams." 

Grinning, he placed the Do 
Not Disturb sign on the outside han
dle, closed the door, and made his 
way to the stair exit. • 
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ANCO 
BAR & HOTEL 

01~ ,·oorburj!Wal 551012 EJ .\mstudam 
Phone: +31 20 62-' 1126 Fax: +31 20 620 5275 

TONY STAR AND BRYAN 
DERBYSHIRE WELCOME YOU TO 

THE STABLEMASTER HOTEL 
HOTEL•APARTMENTS•BAR 
Rooms w ith cable TV. cofffe-making facilities . 
Two minutes from leather bars . 
Warmoesstraat 23 
1012 HT Amsterdam 
Phone 010-3120-625-0148 
FAX 010-3120-624-8747 

MASTER LEATHERS 
LEATHER• RUBBER• SPORTSWEAR 
SHOP NOW OPEN : MON-SAT 11am-6pm 
Warmoesstraat 32 
1012 JE Amsterdam 
Phone 010-3120-624-5573 
FAX 010-3120-624-8747 

STABLEMASTER BAR 
OPEN Mon-Thurs 20.00-24.00 

Fri-Sat 20.00-01.00 
Warmoesstraat 23 

1012 HT Amsterdam 

JACK-OFF 
PARTIES 

EVERY 

LOTTERY! 
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 

Where I R·B I Leathermen 0 
Meet! 

ARGOS 
Warmoesstraat 95/Phone 622 6595 

Open Sunday 8p.m.-2a.m. 
(Happy Hour until 10) 

Tues. t/m Thurs. open 9p.m.-2a.m. 
Fri. & Sat. open 9p.m.-3a.m. 

SINCE 1957 

17 years 
Frankfurt·s oldest leather-bar 

STALL 
Frankfurt - Stiftstr. 22 
phone 069 / 29 18 80 

Daily open 9 pm - 4 am 

Meeting point for leather-clubs 

WALK THRU THE 

WILDSIDE 
FINALIY! A vo1a-AD SERVla 
FOR MEN INTO LEATHER SEX! 

CATEGORIES FOR: 

• Every Kind of Sleazy Leather Sex 
• Domination and Submission 
• Mouth Fucking and Ass Fucking 
• Phone Sex• Let's Cum on the Linel 
• Big Dick Lovers • TV's and TS'sl 
• Chubby Chaser! • Daddies and Mommies 
• Every Kind of Fetish You can think of 

1-900-937-3322 
$2.99/min. 18+ 

INCWDES DIRECT-CONNECT! 
for INSTANT CONNECTIONS 

TALK LIVE 1-ON-1 
WITH LEATHERMEN IN 

YOUR AREA USING 
DIRECT CONNECT 

CONNECTIONS.USA, 
FT LAUD, FL 

INFO: 954-525-5433 

INSTANT CONNECTIONS 

MIN 
uper_-otf CONNEC'DONI V8ll 
ver/ FOR )UST $19.911 

1 ;;§00-420-SA'VE 
Must be 18+ 

ConnUSA, Ft Laud, FL 



MEN FOR MEN ONLY! 

THE LEATHERMAN'S 
PLAYGROUND 

YOU KNOW 
WHAT 

YOU WANT! 

FULL SERVICE FOR LEATHERMEN 

OPTIONS: 
• Hot Live 1-on-1 Studs 
• Live Group Stud Party 
• Hot Man-Stud Fantasy 
• Hot'N Nasty Voice Ads 

1-800-937-COCK 
VISAMC 

1-900-435-HORNV 
Phone Co. B111111\J 

18 t From $2.49-$3.99 111111. 
IDPpl!!Hls Oil OptH>ll 5,,1,,, t,•d) 

OR, FOR REALLY CHEAP LEATHER-SEX 

011-592-572-384 

011-592-572-389 
F"r Filthy Stt>rll!S 

Lonu Distance Rates Only 

CALL I HIJO :i-1'1 INl'O. TOLL f"l(l:J: tu, " 
c:()llq1!t·li· LJ11ectrnv of 1101 Pli0111 __ •Sex N1111tlJ1'1•;' 

PLAYGROUND, Ft Li.nu!, Fl 

VIDEO CLUB 
CRUISING PLACE 

BANQUE 
C:: L LJ E3 

23, rue de Penthievre - 75008 Paris 
Tel. 42 56 49 26 - M 0 Miromesnil 

TRANC 
~FERT 

3, RUE DE LA SOURDIERE • 75001 PARIS• 42 60 48 42 

connect 
on the drummer 

tough line 



LEATHER & RUBBER ===---------7-- • 

ALL 
GAY VIDEOS 
ADULT TOYS 

UNDERWEARS 
& 

MORE ... 
208 rue Saint-Maur 75010 Paris 

Metro : GONCOURT or COLONEL FABIEN 
Open 10.00 to 19.30, closed on sunday 

FOR INFORMATION CALL : 
(33-1) 42 41 21 41 

Fax: (33-1) 42 41 86 80 

Ask for our free mail order catalogs 
or wholesale information 

IEM • B.P. 276 - 75464 Paris Cedex 10 - France 

M,ke. Robert&. all the Stalfoffer a Wann Welcome to 

Bromptons 
294 Old Brompton Road. Earrs Coun. London SWl 9JF 

•0171-370 1344 

Stiffys Cocktail Bar 
open from 

Monday - Friday 5.00pm 
Saturday• Sunday 7.00pm 

Bromptons Nightclub 
Open from IO 30pm Mon-Thurs. 10.00pm Fri - Sun 

till 2.0Dam every night (Sunday Midnight) 
Entrance Free before 11 OOpm (Sun IO 30pm) 

Door Cover charge £200 Sun-Thu. £3 .00 Fri-Sat 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Frida) 
Saturday 

Sunda} pm 
Sunday night 

Mad Cap Cabaret 
Chaps Leather Night ... u ~ .. M,Jn,p 

01sco W1th top DJ's 
Various top Cabaret acts 
Disco with top D J ·, 
D,sco with top D J 's 

3 00- 7.00pm Della's Tea Ranch Balhoom & C-oonuv Danc,ng 
Disco with top DJ 's 

Also mcorporatmg "Energy Express" Record Shop 
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International 
Drummer #198 

Classifieds 

GLOSSARY 
G gay 
S straight 
Bi bisexual 
M male 
F female 
Cpl couple 
W white 
B black 
L latino 
A Asian 
J Jewish 
Btm bottom 
Slv slave 
yo years old 
'f' feet/inches 
# pounds 
cm centimeters 
kg kilograms 
LIL leather/levi 
masc masculine 
muse Muscular 
BB body builder 
VGL very good 

looking 
UC uncut 
hung big dick 
NS non-smoker 
POB post office box 
ISO in search of 
SKG seeking 
SM sado 

masochism 
JO masturbation 
BD bondage/ 

discipline 
WS water sports 
scat shit 
FF fist fucking 
VA verbal abuse 
SS safe sex 
elec electricity 
CBT cock/ball 

torture 
TT tit torture 
FR alp French (suck) 

active/passive 
ml alp Greek (fuck) 

active/passive 
CP corporal 

lllislment 
MIS master/slave 

BEWARE Desmodus, Inc., does not 
make any warranties, claims or 
guarantees about our advertisers. H 
you respond to an ad and meet with 
the person who placed it, you do so 
at your own risk. Be aware that not 
evel)one plays safe or respects your 
linits. EXERCISE ALL DUE CAUTION 

NATIONWIDE 

"EAGER BOY SEARCHING" 
For tough Master to serve/worship/cherish. Call 
515-532-3707 before 10pm CST. 88354 lF 

15 INCHES ON 2 TOPS 

looking for 3-way bottoms who know how to 
obey, serve and please his men. We wont a bot· 
tom to give us what we want. Do you like it 
from both ends? PDB 973, Oakbrook, IL 
60522. South Florida and Nationwide. Write 
w/ photo now! You know you want all 15 inch
es. 9902 lF 

A REAL MASSIVE MAN 
I'm looking for a real massive man to serve. I 
want to give what no one has given you before -
pleasure of being my man. I want to make love 
to you and fulfill your fantasies of a man. Use 
me, tell me what you want. I will be there for 
you. I'm 5'10", 160#, very cute Brazilian for· 
mer dancer w/round bubble butt. Your picture 
gets mine. 20324 

ASIAN MASTER WANTED 
Obedient, submissive, WM, late 40s, seeks 
dominant Asian to serve & worship. light SM, 
humiliation/VA, crotch/ass/pit service & grove~ 
ing. POB 426655, San Francisco, CA 94142. 

ASS-EATER DAD SEEKS LTR 
Dad, 48yo, 5'r, 152#, BRN/BRN, seeks long 
term relationship w/masc., butch, trim, HIV· 
GWM, 30-45yo. love to sniff Levis and hole. 
Guys, send photos of your rear in Levi 50 ls. 
Relocate to the sun. GA, Box 78443, Tucson, Al 
85403, (520) 888-8785 11289 lf 

BEEFY SADISTIC SICILIAN 
5'9", 210#, 40's, 7" cut, HIV- seeks stocky, 
chunky slave into heavy VA, whipping, WS, rim
ming, TT, CBT, humiliation, degradation, booze, 
smoke, aroma ok. Photo to POB 1141, JHQ 
Queens, NY 11372. No limits, bearded, balding, 
hairy, cut, heavy whipping, torture pluses. 987 4 
lf 

Bl-WM SUBMITS TO YOU! 

Inexperienced, 36yo boy available for use by 
25-4Syo top who enjoys SM, domination, con
trol, WS, bandage, discipline, CBTT worship, psy
chological abuse, assplay, etc. Please send 
orders to: Steve, POB 50004, St. Louis, MO 
63105-5004. 11266 LF 1t 

BIACKMEN AND TOILET SEX 

WM, 34yo, ST, 160#, good shape with bub
ble butt! To meet similar blockmen with inter· 
ests into hot leather, Speedos, briefs, aromas, 
toys, role play & most freaky scenes, etc! 

Absolutely no fats or fems! Call (313) 527-
2965. 9876 lf 

BOOT DISCIPLINE 
WM, dominant, demanding, big, mature redneck 
wants contact with a submissive who is ready 
for abuse and total control. Outdoor scenes will 
include weapons, whips, spurs, ropes, cigars, 
uniforms, boorlicking, discipline, physical and 
verbal abuse. 5861 lF 1t 

BOOTLICKER NEEDS MASTER 

large, bottom, WM, 6', 285#, 43yo, ISO Mas· 
ter Daddy lover. I am very well trained. I wont to 
spend the rest of my lfo in service and love. Any 
age or race, smokers a plus. Must be thin to 
muscular. Photo/phone to Barton: POB 
730386, Ormand Beach, fl 32173-0386. 
11252 lf 

BOXING GLOVES 

GWM, 31yo, 5'10", 170#, seeks a husky, 
chubby Daddy or BB who craves the look, smell 
& feel of the gloves for scenes of tough-talk, 
hours of humping, sniffing, heavy bag workout, 
sole boxing lessons. I'm a non-fighter into sole 
fantasy, relationship possible. 20189 lf 

BOY NEEDS DISCIPLINE 
I need an older authority figure to take me to 
the woodshed. Spank, paddle, strap this 26yo, 
WM. I am 5'7", 165#, in good shape. Also 
bandage, CBT, light SM. I om in Cincinnati but 
travel nationwide. I am waiting with a white 
butt, can you fix that? 11265 lF 1t 

BUZZ CUT WANTED 
Are you ready to buzz my head and maybe 
more? GWM, gdlkng, 32yo needs a barber. Con
tact me: POB 471, Cape Canaveral, fl 32920. I 
travel entire country. 

DAD SKS SUPERIOR HIV+ BOY 

Muscular, healthy HIV+, professional, tap/Dad, 
5'9", 170# with firm hand ond ample uncut 
tool seeks trim, submissive, bottomboy who 
knows his place is to please & serve. Be honest, 
smart, eager boy w 2 tight holes. find ideal 
man/bay intensity. security, love & a whole lot 
of fucking. 8940 lF 

DAD SEEKS MUSCLEBOY 

Dominant, generous, fit, handsome, stable Top 
(successful professional, 48yo, 5'9", 170#, 
BRN/BRN, hairy chest· great pees) wants Mus· 
cled boy/man for long term relationship. Provide 
home + support while you build your body. Must 
relocate to NC. Bottoms only. This is for real -no 
games. Apply with photo to 20198 

DARK, MUSCUIAR TASKMASTER 
Hairy Italian BB, 5'9", 43"ch, 28"w, 16"a, 8 
1/2'x5 1/2" cut. Wants full or port time slave 
for pig & other training. LL, uniforms, WS, BD, 
Ff, (BT, VA, JO, spanking, worship. You: built, 
nasty, eager to please. You will work for the 
privilege of serving me & possibly 1 addl stud. 
9993 lF 

DO YOU DREAM OF BEING 
Stripped naked and tortured beyond description 
solely for the pleasure of on audience? Seeking 
sophisticated exhibitionist / voyeur SM devotees 
to participate in scenes of elegant decadence 
involving all kink. TX, LA, CA, NY. 3659 lf 1t 

DOMINANT COPS 
Submissive white male, 40yo, wants Top Cop 
for arrest, interrogation, confinement done your 
way. Travel poss., complete discretion, special 
interests include uniforms, weapons, control, 
cuffs, etc. This prisoner needs incarceration. Call 
(412) 421-8252 or write to Box 9892 lf* 

DROP OUT PERMANENTLY 
Into the country. Master, 40's, big, w /beard, 
tattoos, ISO slave willing to move to rural farm
house. latex/rubber/leather, BD, hoods, 
chains, gags, piercing. Total obedience. Short 
term trial OK! (423)471-2920 anytime. 
20323 lf1t 

ENEMA EXTREMIST SEEKS BOY 

GWPM, muse, 50yo, 6'0", 200#, HIV·, hairy, 
balding, 'stache, smoker, fanatic about extra· 
soapy (1/4 · 1/2 bar) aggressive, hot, full
belly butthole enemas. ISO trim 
(smooth/shaved a +) "boy" 18-45yo. Want to 
supervise you on potty after/fuck your clean 
tender hole, bowels still cramp/aching. ONLY 
TOO MUCH IS ENUF. No scat. Photo/Ill to: POB 
53, Georgetowm, TX 78627-0053. Call: 512· 
930-4934. 20177 lf 

EXPERIENCm MASTER 
Seeks to train and tame athletic studs. Begin
ners and shy guys welcome. Phone (203)261· 
6355. 11293 

FUSHMATE FOR MISSION 
Searching infinite spirit, heart of bodily ecstasy. 
Gdlkg 5'11", bottom/versotile, 175#, HIV-, 8" 
cut, 50yo WM. Can mekl with Top or 
Master/versatile esp. black, slim-trim, religious 
in mutual worship of ever deepening sex. Travel 
nationwide. 20199 lf 

GWBEAR 
'Stache, mature, caring, experienced guy into 
mutual bal~play, stretching, genrle-heavy, cud
dling-kinky, incl: catheters, prostate mossoge, TT, 
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I CLASSIFIEDS U1iillllil.•• ... 
How to 

Respond to 
an Ad 

ADSWITH 
BOX NUMBER 

1. Compose your response and 
seal it in an envelope on which 
you have written the box num
ber on the back flap. 

2. Add correct postage. Domes
tic U.S. rquires 32c for the first 
ounce, 23c for each additional 
ounce. Canada and Mexico 
require 40c for the first ounce, 
23c for each additional ounce. 
Overseas requires 50c for the 
first half-ounce, 45c for the 
second haH-ounce, and 39c for 
each additional half-ounce. 
Over-seas vouchers or money 
cannot be used. Foreign country 
responses: If U.S. postage is 
not available, we will provide 
postage. For 1-5 letters, send 
an additional $2. For 5-10 let
ters send an additional $5. 
Postal rages are subject to 
change without notice. 

Letters not properly prepared 
will be returned to sender. 
Inter-national Drummer will for
ward responses to ads in back 
issues. However, we cannot 
guarantee that old addresses 
will be valid. 

3. Put sealed letter(s) and a $2 
(per item) forwarding fee 
(include a note if you are a LF 
member) and mail to: Interna
tional Drummer Clas-sifieds P.O. 
Box 410390 San Francisco, CA 
94141. 

TOUGH LINE SYMBOL 'a' 

· l. Using a touch-tone phone datl 
1-800-959-8684. $1.98 per 
minute will be filled to your 
credit card. Or, call 1-900-468-
6844. $3 per minute will be 
billed to your telephone bill. 

2. Follow the Tough Line voice 
instructions. for 1-800 calls, 
have your credit card number 
and expiration date ready. Also 
have ready the four-digit num
ber which appears at the end of 
the ad you want to contact 
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safe, mutual, top/bottom. POB 563, Brookline, 
MA 02146. 9835 LF 

HAIRY SF BEAR 

GLM, mid 40s, 5'8', 165#, BRN/ BRN, uncut, 
HIV+, good health, honest & sincere. Looking 
for fun loving men to cuddle with. Into uniforms, 
leather, orol sex, (I like them BIG, I hope you do 
too). Could lead to relationship with right per· 
son, but not a must. Easy going & quiet, but 
enjoys good friends and good times. 9978 LF1r 

HANDSOME HUNG MASTER 

Gdlkg GWM Moster, 38yo, 6'1', 190#, 
BRN/BRN with moustache, HUGE 9"x6" cut 
cock, shoved bolls, clean, healthy, HIV-. Seeks 
gdlkg HIV- ~oveboy bottom for possible lover 
relationship. ISO sexual variety (lontosy, kinky 
& vanilla), incl: L/L, BO, nudity, uniforms, jocks, 
hi-tops, rimming, and rope. BL/BL a • +·. POB 
88789, L.A., CA 90009 3643 LF 

HANDSOME WTHER PUNISHER 
WM, 47yo, 6'2', 220#, BRN/HZL, 
beard/moustache, manly, HIV-. ISO beefy-thigh
ed boy (any age) seriously into SM, BO, who 
will submit his butt and bock for punishment and 
his emotions to a coring protective Moster. 
Respect & loyalty from you gets monogamy 
from me .. . Texos. 20178 LF 1r 

HOT WTHER CIGAR BOY 
GWM bottom boy, gdlkg, 35yo(looks 25yo), 
5'10•, 135#, BRN/BRN, 'stoche, hairy, hot 
ass, vry honest, rounch, kink, romantic. Me: 
SM, BO, WS, wax, VA, Gr/p, Fr/a, toys, 
leather, cigars, FF, gags, gongs. Seek Top/Dad: 
dom, rough, under 55yo, biker, hvy leather, cig
ars, hung. Plus: ltolion, Germon, Hispanic. Rela
tionship poss. Live A~onto. Travel. John. 20320 
LF 

HOT LEATHER SlAVE 
Hot slove, lote 40s, 5'10', 165#, leon, mascu
line, gdlkng, seeking top quality leather Moster 
for heovy, sole scenes or relationship. Travel 
often. 5943 LF 

HOT MUSCULAR BOY BUTT 
Work out 2 HRS doy, 6 days a week and hove 
big chest, arms, rippen obs ond bubble butt. 
Looking for tops and fellow bottoms for FF, CBT, 
TT, WS, L/L, mask, etc. I om 5'4", 140#, 
36yo, con travel, also interested in doing kinky 
videos. 11270 LF 1r 

I AM A TRUE SADIST 

But I om coring and very experienced. If you ore 
21 +yo and interested in developing your talents, 
I con help you make friends with SM and the 
poin. I will hurt you but I will never knowingly 
harm you. POB 7126, Boca Roton, FL 33431. 
3621 LF 

LASHMATES 
Notional whipping/spanking club. Info: Rick 
Ent., 332 Bleeker #H-24, NYC, NY 10014 

LEATHER, RUBBER, ROI'£, AND ... 
Steel to keep you controlled in your position os 
my slave. Your objective: total service to hot 
leather/rubber Top; 38yo, 5'8', 180#, BB, s• 
dick. You con expect ~erdng, chastity, shoving, 
WS, torture and more. Slaves to age 45yo 
opp~. 9969 LF 

MAS1IR/DAD ISO SlAVf/SON 
PGWM Moster, 38yo, 6'3', 215#, ISO GW boy 
21-35yo. boy will be HIV-, Fr/o, Gr/p & into 
BO, shoving, CBTT, toys, LL, chores, boots, 
orgasm control, training & total service. boy will 
foce bore oss discipline for eoch rule infraction. 
Moster is sole/sane/strict with boy, but 
demands boy live to his potential ot oll times. 
Help with schooljwork/relocotion for right boy. 
Moster will develop boy's mind, physique, emo
tional state with love and diS{ipline. LTR only/no 
BS/games/lots/fems tolerated. Write detailed 
letter including needs/goals w/phone I to: POB 
4266, Pittsburgh, PA 15203. 

MASlDt SKS MUSC SlAVES 
Moster, 47yo, toll, well-built, hairy, Ital., cleoll
cut, sued, educ sks slaves, 18-35yo, smth, hard, 
defined. Jocks, MJ1 & BB o+. U need Moster to 
guide your life. Will train inexper with superior 
physique. Live in large S.NH house. HIV· only. 
603-425-6659 weekends. 20190 LF 

MUSClESTVO SlAVE 
Wonted by sadistic Big Bear. Heavy physical 
labor - heavy punishment & torture. MUS{les o 
must. Letter, photo, phone#. 20319 

REFORM SCHOOL 
Correction and discipline. Strip search exam, 
enema, catheter, restraint and shoving os need
ed. Punishment with institutionol strop on bored 
buttocks. Strict, formol and serious. Coll (201) 
635-9196. Box 9049 LF 

ROUGH LEATHER SEX 
Very MOS<./MUS{, 27yo jock into wre~ing, box
ing, full body contact. Write: POB 690041, 
Oriondo, FL 32869-0041. 

SATANIC SS KOMMONDANT 
Aryon Godmoster son of lucifer J)lovides extreme 
torment to those scumbags worthy of my 
efforts. You exist only for my needs. flogging, 
coning, branding, electric, modifications on surg~ 
col table. Ultimote trips. Phone/photo to: SSK 
MRC, POB 340529, Tompo, FL 33694-0529. 
9811 

SEEK BUCK WARRIOR 
Playfully lustful, intense GWM, 42yo, 5'7", 
170#, muscular, hairy, r cut, seeks serious 
safe-sone-firm-in-shope Demigod Block Moster 
for body-mind-soul M/S ownership/domino· 
tion/worship. When ~ave is ready, the Moster 
will be present! 11280 

SIR! 
Boo~icker begs to serve hot, verbal Leothermos
ter. Versatile WM, 45yo, 5'6', 135#, mUSOJlor, 
nice body. Needs humiliation, bondage, piss, 
shoving, TT, spooking, mind control, obedionce, 

dog training. Slave will worship cock, oss, feet, 
body and submit to your control and abuse, Sir! 
3-woys, travel OK. 8346 LF 

SI.AVE BOY EXHIBITIONIST 
Slave boy loves forced public sex, exposure, kid
napping scenes, BO, WS, (BT, TT, AP, lingerie, 
garbage, devices, piss post for group, body 
pointing, outdoor BO/SM, video. ISO imogino· 
live Masters, got wild ideas? Try me. All 
answered. 20148 LF 1r 

SUGAR DADDY SlAVE WANTED! 
32yo Leothermoster·Sodist, muse., mosc., 6'1', 
180#, BRN/GRN. I wont ~aves or ~gs for total 
ownership. Into kink, BO, shoving, Ff, WS, 
groups. MoS{. ond reol men on~. not into gay 
scene/life. Pluses: police, military, BB, hairy, 
athletics, bi, married. No smokers. Pager: 800-
652-6590. 9867 LF 

fflANIC BB BOY WANTED 
Truly massive, smooth, hard, hot, submissive, 
exhibitionist, ripped muscle to serve, grow and 
show by prof, lean, tight, smooth, boyish BB 
5'9", 157#, BRN/GRN, 31yo. Row, hot sex, 
BD, TT, CBT, SM, con support, sponsor & moti
vate right boy. Photo/phone. 8852 LF 

TRUCKER· US & CANADA 
38yo, overage build, beard, tattoos, pierced & 
prefer bottom. Love all ossploy esp. fis~, toys & 
slings. Also like TT, VA, BO, WS & other hot men 
into wild nosty ~g sex. 9220 LF 

TRUCKER SEEKS SON/SLAVE 
Looking for young man for long-term relotio!l
ship, who is proud to serve o man not ashamed. 
Must be into shoving and be fit. I om 54yo, 
6'2', 210#. Work with me & be port of my 
fomi~. You, me & 3 dogs. No wonttobe need 
apply. This is for real. Coll weekends, (209) 
298-6527. 20146 LF 1r 

TRUCKER'S DELIGHI' 
Hot mole bottom, tight MUS(, smooth body, 
hord MUSC oss, loves to toke GR and give FR to 
well built trucker. Love to show off my ass, ond 
hove it fucked. I love to cum and piss. You must 
be cleon; prefer morned men, but will consider 
all. Coll: (860) 674-9887. 20173 LF 

ULTIMATE SlAVE WANTED! 
By extraordinary 35yo, 6'0' Moster. No 
novices. You must be reody to hove your identity 
replaced with your love of your Moster. ~ you're 
serious and reody, send photo/phone to: SIR, 
POB 3607, N. New Hyde Pork, NY 11040. 

WRESTLING MEAT 
Toke it to the mo~ and lers wre~e for the top. 
6', 215#, 44yo chomp seeks worthy oppo· 
nents. Leather wimps need not opp~, but if you 
hove the bolls, I will pull them bock behind your 
butt on make you my pussy boy. 8407 LF 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

HOUSEBOY/SI.AVEBOY/BOYTOY WMTm: 
GW, CPL, retired, portly disabled, in late 40's, 
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both HIV- seek boy for sexual and domestic 
needs. Also to help one of the CPL in walking, 
etc. Bay must be GWM 18-35yo, HIV- only 
(with proaO, no drugs, no alcohol, smoking ok, 
but no cigars, homebody person, small frame 
body, bubble bull (firm), hung nice, cut, short 
hair. Boy must be total~ obedient and eager to 
serve both, discipline, submissive, ownership, 
affectionate, companionship, and into BO, hand
cuffs, jockstraps, L/l, toys and most of all trust
worthy and honest. This is a full time, live-in 
position only. Permanent for right boy. Roam 
and board, no solary or money offered. No hus
tlers either. Write with photo and detailed letter 
of why you wont this position. Ta Sirs (Northern 
California) 9869 lf 

MUSC.MASTERIMENTOR 
Skg boy to train, develop 8. discipline. Very 
masc. demanding, well built BB GWM, 40yo, 
6'0·, 195#, HIV- will work 8. mold you. Safe, 
sone, responsible, development BO, SM confine
ment, discipline 8. control. You: GWM, 20-30ya, 
HIV-, gdlkg, serious, no games. Gd letter, pho
tos, phone a must. Central CA. 9153 LF '!r 

PIGITOILEJ/DOGIOTHER 
GWM 47yo, 5'6•, 163#, NS, btrn. BRN/BLU. 
Healthy HIV+. Bearded, ~erced, hairy, UC, affec· 
tionote/playful. Needs extensive training. Into 
WS, mansmells, booze, heavy rimming/ 
raunch/kink, shaving, nudity, kissing, cigars/ 
cigarettes, groups, humiliation/ degradation. 
11300 

Pl.EASE SIT ON MY FACE 
l~hape WM, 49ya, needs regular sessions with 
unwashed, dominant man. Will submit to 
dog/toilet/locker roam training and tongue 
clean funky shorts, jacks, socks. Please write to: 
Chuck, PO Box 51201, Pala Alto, CA 94303 LF 

PLEASURE TOlffllRE EXPERT 
LeveHieoded and intelligent 41 yo sodist, short, 
built and very muscular, clearKut and hand
some, seeks muscular, in-shape committed 
masochists. tt you crave imaginative, excruciat
ing testicle torture, ore in great shape physically 
and mentally, call a ~ow and sensual but ulti
mately brutal expert. I like to play with built, 

CLASSIFIEDS 

together men who need to hear themselves 
screaming. (415)626-3034 Dan. NOT interest
ed in verbal or emotional SM, asswark, damage, 
drugs, or fluid exchange, rape, 2am calls, phone 
sex, conversotions about sex, or verbal mastur
bation of any kind. If this ad doesn't fit you per
fectly, and you aren't serious about getting your 
nuts racked, don't call 

POTENTIAL PORN STAR 

Lived all over U.S. but like East Coast. Live with 
family but ready to move out! Just want a real 
guy who likes mixing lave, sex, and leather. Will 
go anywhere for right guy. Serious only reply 
with photo to: POB 652, Hayward, CA 94541. 
Must lave to leave leather on. 5918 LF 

SAN FRANCISCO BOY/SLAVE 

Ale you a Daddy/Master in need of a boy/slave 
to serve, obey 8. please you? Can you proper~ 
train a boy/slave expanding any limits? Are you 
strict but loving? I am 33yo, 6'0", PA 8. pierced 
nipples. My interests include CBT, TT, BO, spank
ing, etc. I am eager to serve and make you 
proud! Photo 8. phone. 20327 LF 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

BLACK GYM RAT-TOP 

6'0", 160#, 30"w, 42"c, 6% BF, lean, hard, 
tight. Looking for other athletic well toned bud
dies for play .... sometimes rough. Mike, POB 
881521 , San Diego, CA 92168. E1n0il: sthrn
mon@ool.com 844 2 LF 

BUZZ CUT 8D SM 

J<Kks, military, bad boys, hardbody slaves. Cre
ate a fantasy or live reality. WM, 53yo, 6'0", 
200#, experienced Top to work you hard, no 
limits. Sadistic toys, strenuous restraints, kinky 
arousal, tightly controlled release. Casual or long 
term assoc. Phone/fox: 619-271-1754, Major. 
3696 lf '!r 

COUPLE SEEKS MASC. TOP 

GW couple - 1 top, 1 bottom seeks 2nd Masc. 
top into GR, FR, 8D, SM, etc. (818) 244-0886 
lf 

:i62 PARLIAMENT ST .. TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA 

416-324-8686 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

HOT WHITE TOP NEEDED 
WM beorcub seeks hot WM Top for friendship, 
play, and/or possible relations. I am 45yo, hot 
btm, into SM, BD, WS, tit play, levis, boots, 
leather, etc. Hairy a plus! Relationship poss,ble 
for right person. If serious, write to: JS, POB 
67E06, Los Angeles, CA 90067. 5917 lf 

I SPANK BAD BOYS 

If your behavior has become a problem, there is 
only one way to take care of it. Los Angeles 
mal e, 44yo, understands what you need. 
(213)660-5550. 

I GIVE SEVERE WHIPPINGS 
Very severe, take it like a man. Your place on~. 
POB 1051, Studio City, CA 91614 

URINAL WORSHIP/ASS SUCKER 
Masc. urinal rimmer seeks some. 6' 4", 42yo, 
210#, new to S.CA. Enjoy aroma/intense. 
20329 

COLORADO 

40YO MASTER SEEKS BOY 
I am 40yo, 5'11 ', 185#, Masc, hot, Muse, 
hairy, Dad. Boy is smooth, toned, obedient and 
needs to give up control. Send ~cture and letter 
on why I should consider you to reloc. to Denver. 
20317 

DC METRO 

GENTLE BOTI'OM 
Handsome, 35yo, 6'0' , 185# GWM, well
endowed w/extremely sensitive erotic zones. 
looking for a Top w/ a gen~e touch. I'd love to 
be tied up and slo~ milked. Not into ass ~av. 
but I'd appreciate a catheter, electricity and 
other forms of torture/ pleasure w/the right 
man. 20318 

WM BODYBUILDER MASOCHIST 

lean, muscular, attractive, hardbody. 46yo, 
5'10', 170#, 45• chest, 31 ' waist, Fr/a, 
Gr/p, androgynous. Seek lean, nonsmoker, HIV
' Dominant. Whatever use/abuse, whipping, 
rules, attire required. I relate to Story of 0, 9 
1 /2 Weeks, Beauty's Punishment. JW, POB 
44029, Ft. Washington, MD 20749. 9838 lf 

FLORIDA 

DADDY WANTS HIS BOY 

leather Daddy, 46yo, demanding, strict, loving, 
affectionate, is searching for his lost boy. Boy is 
20-35yo, submissive, playful, loving, obedient, 
in to leather, BD, SM, WS, and being in his 
Daddy's arms. Daddy is waiting for you, boy. 
Miami. 11282 LF 

GOOD LOOKING 
44yo, BiWM, solt & pepper hair, 5'11 ', 175#, 
ton and fit. Would like to meet other adult moles 
for B&D and other games for mutual fun and 
pleasure. Broward or Palm Beach counties. Must 
include pix and EZ way to contact or no rep~. 
20147 LF tr 
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LIVE-IN BOY WANTED! 
Moderately sadistic and caring Daddy, 44yo, 
average endowment, seeks big dicked, naked 
slave, 28-38yo, for live-in. WS & paddles a 
must. Serious only. No phone sex. Platonic 
friends also wonted for social gatherings. Smok
ers OK. Coll (904) 388-2421. 3556 lf tr 

MATURE BOTTOM 
WM, 62yo, 5'8', 140#, in-shape, 39• chest, 
32' waist, 7' cut, smooth swimmer's body, 
heod and torso entire~ clean shaven, dancer, 
educated, submissive, craves strict top or master 
to obey, serve, and pleasure. POB 8543, 
Ju~ter, Fl 33468 3693 

ORAL PLEASURE 
45yo attroctive WM, 5'9', 170#, enjoys suck
ing and rimming masculine men or poddling a 
nasty boy's behind. Serious on~, ~ease. 9824 
LF 

PISS BUDDY SOUGlf1' 
by goodlooking, bearded Daddy, young fifties, 
slim & fit. Seeks some for mutual raunch. Into 
WS, ~ts, monsmells, eating ass, and more. Trav
el US. letter with photo gets re~. A_ Rainmak
er, PO Box 37934, Jacksonville, Fl 32236. 
B8339 lf 

GEORGIA 

SHAVING-MANLY TO GET-GM 
Man to man shaving by expert with sir. razor. 
Shoves body, head, both, tidy up body or head 
hair, military cuts too . Us alone or group. 
Founder of 'Hair Raza~·. love to chat & share 
videos. Coll Ed Johnson, (770) 578-5003, or 
write: POB 725044, A~anta, GA 31139. I'm 
discreet. 9813 lf 

HAWAII 

ARE YOU NEW TO THE SCEE 
Master provides SM, BD training and instruction 
for novice bottoms/slaves. Safe, sone, consen
sool. Limits respected. 20315 lf 

IWNOIS 

IMIRNYTOPMEN WANTED 
Incl Nofl'White topmen, to fuck the hungry holes 
of this 6', 220#, 38yo GWM; SS, en~ys dldos 
and being fisted. V'1Sitors OK. Need training in 
BD, SM. Write to John, 3023 N. Clark Street, 
Suite 289, Chicago, IL 60657. E-mail : bot
tom4u3@AOLcom 3533 lf 

VERY DOMINANT DADDY 
6', 200#, 7 1/2' cut, mid 40s, ciga~, wonts 
very submissive boo~icker for WS, raunch, CBT, 
torl\Jre, spit, shaving, enemas, toilet training, 
heavy hu1TI11iatian. Big + if boy is into tongue 
cleaning the toilet, infantilism, dog training & 
dogfood, or serving as ashtray. 9810 lf 

WANNA PMTY IN MY HOl£? 
Tattooed, hairy-chested, construction worker, 
6'2', 175#, 36yo, with iron-clad hole for 
rough, tough gang-bangs/elboWileep FF~ 
boll bat rape, outside and other unlJSU(JI ~ces. 

let's party hearty! Mike, (312) 472-1912. 
9804 lf 

WANTED: HOT 40ISH CUT, 
dominant Daddy to spread my round, smooth, 
tanned butt cheeks and tongue lube my tight 
shaved hole, of cou~ leading to the main event 
of plowing my chute and shooting your load. 
(312)878-1278 anytime. 20316 LF 

MAINE 

WOOOSHm STYLE PADOUNGS 
Long, hard, bore-ass poddlings/stroppings. 
Top/bottom, friendship/relationship oriented. 
Dove, POB 2004, Bangor, ME 04402. (207) 
947-2329. No JO calls/phone sex. 8892 lf 

MASSACHUSETIS 

IIUTl1IOl£ SPECIAIJST 
Hot FF top in Boston, 47yo, 5'11", 160#, mus· 
culor, masculine, medium erotic hands with 15 
yeaij experience. Expert with novices. Comfort· 
able, safe, clean setup with stirrups, video, hose. 
TT, (BT, BD, gear, rimseat. (617) 267-5629. 
Cord E-mail: cordc@world.std.com 3614 LF tr 

PIG BOTTOM SKS TOPS 
28yo, GWM, very submissive pig bottom, 5'9', 
150#, w/tight pussy deep throat, into cock wor· 
ship, BD, groups, toys, porty, very open. I like 

truckers, construction workers, masc., muse., 
moustache & hung A+. Bi-married OK. Mike 
(617) 325-6410, leave message.20149 LF tr 

SI.AVE ISO ASSWHIP MASTER 

Rough master wonted by kinky sex slave. 5'7', 
160#, masc. I am into SM, bondage, gags, 
wox, heavy ass whipping. All aspects of leather
sex can be considered. Big, hot though masters, 
one on one or groups wanted. 8795 LF tr 

MICHIGAN 

MUTUAL carm/GENITAL KINK 

Handsome HIV- WM, 31yo, ISO same 18-36yo 
for safe, sone, respectful & mutool kink. Special 
interests: cock whipping/BO, vacuum pumps, 
hot wax, electricity, sounds, catheters. My dick is 
hungry to be fucked by one who knows the 
techniques. Lers probe together! Photo please. 
3680 LF 

MISSISSIPPI 

LEATHERLOVE & RUBBERI.UST 

Harold's a bold, bearded, boated engineer who 
lives in man-hugging leathers and nut-tugging 
jocks. Enjoy muddy wate~ports in heavy rubber 
jocks to suits. Our hot gropes and hearty groans 
may bring deeper male bonding! leather Oaks, 
Box 5172, Bnoxi, MS 39534. B8472 lf 

OPEN CALL! 
DRUMMER MAGAZINE invites you to participate in our 
open call for fiction, non-fiction and images, as we prepare our 
next four issues in 1996_ We encourage you to call and 
arrange mailing or fax of our Publication Guidelines, before 
you prepare your work for us. NEVER SEND ORIGINAL 
MATERIAL. PHOTO NUDITY WITHOUT SIGNED 
MODEL RELEASES AND PHOTO I.D. WILL BE 
DISCARDED. For each future issue to which your work is 
closely related, please arrange delivery to the Editor by the 
following deadlines: 

ISSUE 
#200 
#201 
#202 
#203 

SUBJECT 
WATER SPORTS 
BATH HOUSES 
BEARS 
MEN OF COLOR 

DEADLINE 
September 6 
October 4 
November 1 
No\'ember 29 

DRUMMER CONTINUES TO BE THE MAGAZINE 
BY, FOR, AND ABOUT ALL ITS READERS. 

BE A PART OF IT! 



tiilMD;IN~M~•- CLASSIFIEDS I 
NEW JERSEY 

YOUNG SLAVEBOY WANTID 
32yo Moster in Philo/ S. NJ area ISO 18-28yo 
~ave{s) for occ. fun or perm ownership. Exp or 
novice welcome. You will exp. 80, SM, torture 
8. humiliation. lkg for cute, bo~sh, bosicolly in
shape boys with few/ no limi~, who know how 
to toke orders 8. what happens when they mis· 
behove! For consideration, send photo 
(req'd)/phone to: JFC, POB 2573, Ventnor, NJ 
08406. 

NEW YORK 

ARE YOU TlCKUSH? 
Dominant, educated, HIV· GWM, 56yo, 5'10", 
195# seeks intelligent, ticklish, HIV· GWM, 21 · 
55yo for tickling, spanking, other light, sole, 
consensual kink. Hugs, kisses, cuddling, mos· 
sage. Doting, relationship possible. No drugs. 
POB 462, Murray Hill Station, NYC, NY 10156· 
0462. 9084 LF 

BARE BOTTOM SPANKING 
. GWM-37yo, 5'6", 155#. Guys 18-45, jackknife 

me over your knee, then blister my naughty 
peach-fuzz bore bottom till it burns 8. blushes. I 
spank too. Rep~ to Bob Newhouser ot 10 Plozo 

St.E. #7(, Brooklyn, NY 11238, or coll (718) 
398-4811 . LF 

MASTER SEEKS SLAVE/SON 
6'1", 195#, 41yo, blond, goodlooking ex{oot· 
boll player. Seeks ~av81lbedient, with nice, big, 
smooth oss, 18-29yo. Write to Duke: POB 
20004, LD-TERR-STATION, NY, NY 10011. Son 
or stepson considered os well. 11286 LF 

NEED YOU 

62-yeor-young, understanding Top or obedient 
bottom ISO someone special to shore needs. 
5911 

PIECE OF SHIT 
Begging for humiliating abuser. Booriicking, cock 
sucking whippingboy to serve sadistic, kinky 
Masters. Public scenes, groups especially 
desired. Also serve os naked slave at parties. 
6'2", 165#, 39yo. NYC (212) 678-4405. 
20194 LF !I' 

SKS MASTER FOR SLAVEBOY 

I om seeking Moster to control me os your boy! 
Me: 6'2", 180#, 45yo. For you and more true 
ownership. 20325 !I' 

VERBAL• AGGRESSIVE 

Commanding, demanding, sensual, sensitive 
Ooddy·Moster·Sir, seeks •Yes, Sir", · pJeose, 
Sir", 'Thank You, Sir" boy toy (18+) to please 
my eyes ond satisfy our needs. Oean~, discrete
ly, my place in Brook~. Send phone 8. photo. 
POB 2043, NYC, NY 10159-2043 LF 

VERBAL TOP· 39YO 
Seeks total service · head to toe • front to bock. 
POB 2043, NYC, NY 10159-2043. 

WRESTLE FOR DOMINANCE 
Put you dominoce to the test. 32yo, lean, 
MUSC, 6'0", 190#, scfe, healthy GWM cho~ 
lenges moster to wresrie. Photo requested. POB 
30008, NY, NY 10011 . 

OHIO -
ENGLISH TRADmONAI. SPANKING 
Sole opportunity to lulfnl disci~ine fontosy with 
super fit British pro, 45yo, 175#. Adept with 
belt, strop, paddle, cone, towse. Limi~ respect· 
ed, sensitive to first timers. Colonial butts with 
cocky attitude bend over and toke it to your lim
i~. POB 14056, Cleveland, OH 44115 3658 LF 

HOUSEIOY/SUVE WANTED 
for weekend use. You ore slim, short, preppie 
type. You will be kept nude or in skimpy bt'kinis 

PENIS & NIPPLE 
ENLARGEMENT 
DR. JOEL KAPLAN 

Professional Vacuum Pumps 
Permanent and Safe 
Electric or Manual Systems 
Gain 1 " to 3" 
Resolve Impotence tJJ!I 
Surgical/Non Surgical 

' ______ -~i v-. -~- ·~ . ......__ 

1-312-409-5557 
Free Photographs and Brochures 

1-900-976-PUMP 
Latest Enlargement Info. S2.95 /min. 

Check Out The Hot New Menus 
When You Call These Numbers 

Talk LIVE To A Top! 

l 900 745 4004 $2-$3.50/ min. 
• • • WPA, Pgh., PA, Be 18+ 
Talk LIVE To A Bottom! 

1-800-827-DICK :!~~ 
Slaves Waiting To Serve! 

1• 900-HOT-TIME $2,50-$3,99/ min, 
WPA, Pg!!., PA, Be 18+ 

Your Master is Waiting! 

1·800-933-HORNY ~so;:,;.9,n: 
Leather Talking Personals!! 

l-900-879-7555 WP;~J~,:!~·18• 

- ' , ' : ' . .. . .. . ' : ;... . ' . .. . . . 

for lite pain, humiliation ond some exhibitionism. 
Must like floppy mocs ond loafers, lite SM/BO. 
Cleveland. Photo, phone for interview. 8686 lf 

l'M A KINKY SLAVE BOTTOM 
Muscular, WM, cocksucker, into being fucked by 
o dog, SM, BO, FF, catheters, etc. Display me 
naked in hon! of your friends with o funnel my 
mouth 8. piss in it. Con travel. Send letter 8. 
photo. Ken, POB 146 Blaine, OH 43909. JO OK 
(614) 633-3577. 9053 LF !I' 

SM, BODY SHOTS & TORTURE 
Ohio intelligent professional, 46yo, 5' 1 o·, 
175#. Lers explore SM with artful, controlled 
op~icotion of elbows, knuckles, knees to crotch, 
gut, obs, ribs, or TT, BO. Submission wins my 
affection. Thin, defined to BB or overage A+. No 
gut or over 210#. Sole, sane, kinky, role-iever· 
sol, one night or o lifetime. Topless photo and 
desires to SMC, POB 19830, Cincinna ti, OH 
45219. 

OREGON 

PORTLAND AREA 
Goodloolcing leather bottom WM, 5'8", 158#, 
42yo, needs hooded tops for abusive rope 
scenes. Coll evenings ond weekends @ (503) 
697-7345. 9830 LF 

WHITE SLAVE HOUSEBOY WANTIO 
You: over 18 under 36yo. I om 56yo w/ 30 
years SM Moster exp. I will train you to be loved 
ond appreciated by mysea ond my love slave. 
Longterm/ or lifetime. Only serious need apply. 
You need to obey, serve, be honest ond true to 
your ~ave self ond submit to my love ond our 
lifestyle in Oregon. Send application, letter 
w/photo ond phone# to Master Ron. 20313 LF ir 

TENNESSEE 

EXPERIENCED WlllERMAN 
Young looking Daddy - kinky, wet, wild. WM, 
5'11 •, 175#, B"cut, red hoir/ beord/pubes, 
HIV·, mutual hot, creative, WS, FF, dildos, ene
mas, ivory soap, SM, CBT. Photo exch. 8. octuol 
meetings (423)579-3058 (Born till 9pm EST) . 
No phone JO. 20175 LF !I' 

STRIP-BOY 
6'0", 155#, 36yo, experienced, submissive, 
pierced, tottooed, LL, rubber boy seeks forced 
stripping, nudity, ond rope scenes. Into WS, 
munch, toilet sex, CP, BO, humiliation ond heavy 
VA from aggressive, dominant, LL. Men, groups, 
outdoors o+. 20196 LF 

TEXAS -
BARK FOR ME 
Wont to be treated like o dog? Beaten when 
you ore bod, stroked when you ore good. Mus· 
culor, good-looking master, 38, seeks muscular 
~ave. 9955 !I' 

GOODLOOKING 26YO BOTTOM 
Masc. gdlkg bottom, 6'1 ", 190#, blond seeking 
in TX or LA. I enjoy many scenes; light to heavy 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

BO, boots, cops, firemen & other hot tough 
guys. Phone & photo to Mike, POB 20537, 
Beaumont, TX 77720-0537. 

OLDER SM BOTTOM WANTED 
WM, 34yo, toll, dominant SM Top. I enjoy abra
sion, whipping and Daddy/boy fantasy. You 
must be short, stocky, grey, balding boy. No 
smoking or drug use allowed. I prefer a perma
nent partner. Write today if you ore the one. 
20144 LF tr 

TEXAS LEAntER/CBf ACTION 
Leather CBT, TT, BO action by hot hunks in Texas 
& surrounding states. I'm 36yo, 5'4", 140#, 
with a good body. Switch scenes, tied cock & 
bolls, hoods, gags ore turn ons. Write with 
phone & photo. Or coll: (806)353-9452. 8440 
LF 

INTERNATIONAL 

ARMY TRAINm BOOnlCKER 
Boll-busting training Sergeant sought by lit, thir
ties Brit for the heavy stuff. Escape/evasion, 
interrogation resistance, bootcomp regimes. 
Combat uniforms, pointboll weapons preferred. 
Travels US, Europe, hos access to authentic UK 
undergroup nuclear bunker. Legionnaires 
(onciens ou en service) bienvenus ovec honneur 
et lidelite. Eilloil to SQUAODIEJH@AOL.COM. 
20322 

B8 & COP WORSHIPPING SLUT 
Swedish bubblebutt, well trained leather slave, 
32yo, 6', HIV-, r fat, shaven, hungry hole. 
Into VA, BO, SS, CP & pimp/slave rel. Skg real 
cops/BB masters for own use/rent-outs. Dis
creet/will travel. Johan Tor, Brevio Box 377, 
11479, Stockholm, Sweden. 20172 LF 
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HOT BOY TRAPPED IN JAPAN 

29yo, 175cm, 73kg, shoved head, athletic 
build, hairy, novice. Looking for mutuol scenes 
with leather obsessed future fuck buddies. Open 
mind. Asian or Latin, BB is a+. Also TT, oss~oy. 
Send photo & letter. 20326 

U.K. SENSUALIST 

Discrete contact is offered (physical and/ or writ· 

ten) with Masters/slaves, Topmen/bottoms, 
Dads/sons, 0.1.s/recruits, Bears/cubs, etc. For 
the mutual fulfillment of our sexuality. Age, 
color, race, health status, etc ore unimportant. 
All detailed, uninhibited letters, with o photo
graph/phone#/ will be onswere8 by on Experi
enced Sensualist 20127 tr 

WET ME & SPANK ME, TOO 

Germon bottom into fetish rubber and titploy 
wonts horny Tops to dominate me and ploy with 
me. I like boot service, WS, ass/tit ploy. I'm 
33yo, 180#, 6'2", BLU eyes, crew cut BLNO 
hair. Travel, sex, 3woys, exchange, toys, pen

pols. VA & ~ctures a plus. Geil Monn! 20328 

CANADA 

RW. SLAVERY IN ALBERTA! 

Canadian Moster, academic bockground, SO's, 
strong, BO interest, requires youthful live-in 
slave. Preston's 'love of o Moster" is my scene. 
Retiring soon. Slave will accompany travels. 
Tired of scorns and fantasy-slaves without 
courage to act. Oo it now! THIS IS THE REAL 
THING! B8462 LF 

INTERNATIONAL 
DRUMMER 
The world's choice for men 
into robber, leather 
and fetish action. Raunchy 
photos, erotic fiction, news, 
classifieds and more. 

U.S. Subscription: 
6 Issues $29.00 
12 issues $59.00 
International Subscriptions: 
6 Issues $59.00 
12 issues $119.00 

DRUMMER TOUGH 
CUSTOMERS 
70 pages of photo 
personals. Men from 
the real world. No 
touch-ups, no models, 
just guys looking 
to connect. 
U.S. Subscription: 
4 Issues $19.95 
International Subscription: 
4 Issues $39.95 

a 
b 
I 
e 

$10.00 

Custom Leather 
B&D Equipment 

Electrical Toys 
Novelties 

and 
Much 
More! 

DRUMMER HARDCORE FICTION #1-$7 .95 

MARCH TO A DIFFERENT BEAT 
YES, I WANT International Drummer _ Tough Customers _ 
Name __________________ _ 

Address __________________ _ 
City/State/Zip _____________ _ 

Payment: Check__ Money order __ 
Visa__ Mastercard__ American Express __ 
Card number ________________ _ 

Exp. Date ________________ _ 
Signature _________________ _ 

Signature requirtd on all orders. I am at least 18 years of age. 

MAIL ORDERS: Desmodus Inc. Box 410390 San Francisco CA 
94141 FAX: 415-252-9574 CREDIT CARDS: 415-252-1195 



MAIL ORDER 

!!ALL SCATMEN/RAUNCHMEN!! 

Brown/yellow honky wearers? You need JACK'S 
SHlnlST! 14th year of biggest-newest1ounch~ 
est-hottest & best artwork, stories, articles, ads, 
oddressess & phones. Som pie copy $10 w / 21 
statement. Jock's #2, POB 5422530, Houston, 
TX 77254. 

~NG VIDEOS 
40 tapes of clean action. SASE to: T+T, POB 
536-0, lo Jolla, CA 92038-0536. 

BIGDUMP! 

Hot and hung men like to make BIG BROWN! 
1 HR VHS $5(}New, Top Quality! Brochure: $5-
Scorpion, 11225 Magnolia Blvd. #287, North 
Hollywood, CA 91601. 

DRAWINGS BY REX 
Hot, horny, unrelenting, front-line stud action 
captured in ex~osive drawings by one of the top 
erotic artists of our time. Send $10.00 for five, 
8 1 /2 by 11, block and white samples plus full 
information on how to receive more. Send check 
or money order mode payable to DRAWINGS BY 
REX, 920 Larkin Street, Son Francisco, CA 
94109. Stole that you ore over 21 years of age 
and wish to receive this material. 

NUDE SM SLAVES WANTED 
I'm looking for men and boys who wont to be 
nude slaves. Metropolitan Slave magazine is 
already hel~ng 100s of ~aves to serve and is 
matching Masters with slaves. Free info: METS, 
POB 4597, Oak Brook, IL 60522. Inquiries 
from Masters welcome. 

POPPAS FAMOUS BROWN BOTTlE 

AROMA 

Let our pure sweet liquid incense rock your 
world! Only $3.99 each. Heaven Sent Me, Inc. 
POB 6288, Denver, Co 80206. (303) 331-
8000. COO/MC/Visa/Oise welcome. Send 
$3.00 for catalog of lOO's of items we sell. 

MODELS NATIONWIDE 

HARDCORE BRUTE MUSCLEST11D 
Ex111orine verbal, virile Top, handsome, domi· 
nont, hunkbod, tough discipline. WS, BO, SM, 
hung Butch God: (702) 387-0118. 

STIWGHT MAN BIKER 

Moster mother fuckin' Tony. Coll for my free XXX 
~x & olotmore!!! (818)837-1859. 

MODELS NO. CALIFORNIA 

SM SENSUALITY 

4ong & iliw- my specialty. 6'2", 185#, muscu
lar Moster into ALL aspects of leotherploy: SM, 
BO, FF, WS, rounch, discipline. In Son Froncisco 
coll LORD at (415) 431-0959. 

"IT MAKE CONTACT ON THE DRUMMER TOUGH LINE 1-800-959-
TOUGH SI 98/111111 billed lo yoUI c1ed1I card • I 900-46-TOUGH $3/111m. billed lo your phone CLASSIFI.EDS 

ORGANIZATIONS 

GAY-MAL£ SM ACT1VISTS 
Dedicated to safe and responsible SM since 
1981. Open meetings with programs on SM 
techniques, lifestyle issues, political and social 
concerns. 8:30 PM, 2nd and 4th Wednesdays, 
Sept-June, 208 W. 13th St., NYC. Also special 
events, speakers' bureau, workshops, demos, 
affinity groups, newsletter, more . Write: 
GMSMA, Dept. D, 496-A Hudson Street, #0-23, 
NYC, NY 10014. (212) 727-9878. 

PHONE SEX 

CAS11IATION!! 17141 240-2220 
Expert-consultation, VISA-MC. 

KURT OH PATROL! 

Real Cop! Real badge! Real man! V/MC/ 
AMEX. Any scene!! (307) 760-1121. Coll 
now!! 

WYOMING COWBOYS! 
The real thing! Tough 'n sweaty! 24HRS: 307· 
721-2027 ! Credit cords/pr&1JOY. 

SERVICES 

EXTRORDINARY TATTOO WORI(! 

CustorTHlesigned. One-of-o-lcind. Blockwork and 
color. By appointment on~. MAD DOG TATTOO. 
Son Francisco. (415) 552-1297. 

USE OUR CHICAGO ADDRESS 
Hove your moil sent here then discree~y for
warded to you wherever you ore (even over· 
seas}. Chicago voice moil available, too. The 
Moil Post, 2421-B Pratt, Chicago, IL 60645; 
(312) 764-0100; Toll free: 1(800) 890-3199 
for opplkotionjbrochure. Established 1981 . 

VHS VIDEO CLASSIFIED ADS 
Quarter~ VHS video lope of personals & com
mercial ads. Single issue $35, one year subscrip
tion $85. Send in your ad of 50 words or less 
and a photo (optionol) with $28 per ad, com
mercial ads $75. To: Future Star 
Publicotions,POB 538, Holbrook, New York 
117 41-0538.Enclose signed statement you ore 
at leost 21 yo. Videos 

FISTING, WHIPPING, TOYS! 

Hot fist, whip, piss video. SASE: MTS, Box 187-

0, 2261 Market St., S.F., CA 94114. 

SHff le PISS! 
Brown & Gold Video Action! HOT guys into 
WHIZZ & DUMPS! World's largest selection. 
Send $5 for 28 pg photo illustrated Catalog. St!
Videos, 82 Woll Street, Ste.1105, New York, 
NY 10005-3601. lnternotionol orders/Yes. • 

THE BRONX 
l(erlutraat 53 - 55 

101 7 GC Amsterdam 

Holland 

phone: 31-20-62 3 1 548 

fax: 31-20-62 5 91 08 

we h..-1vc everything for our 

l<rnl<y customers: 

* LEATHER VIDEOS fEUROMEN) • 

* PIERCING .JEWELLERY * 

• LEATHER MAGAZINES • 

• CLOTHING * BOOl<S • PUMPS • • 

TOYS • DILDOS • BONDAGE • 

* CINEMA * FLAGS • PINS • 

AERO HOTEL: f31 J-(0)20-622 7728 

.. .... .., 
0 
.... 
0 
1111' 

Londons 
only 7 
night a 

week dress 
code bar! 

Open Mon • Wed 
8.30 • 1am 
Thurs• Sat 
8.30 • 2am 

Sunday 
2pm • 11 pm 



CLASSIFIEDS o' MAKE CONTACT ON THE DRUMMER TOUGH LINE 
1-800-959-TOUGH SI 98/mm. billed to your credit card • 1-900-46-TOUGH S3/mm. billed to your phone 

THE 

DUNGEON 

UNINHIBITED 

From leather Moster to pig boy ~aves, we 
hove assembled NY's most talented men. 
Tru~ into their fetish life. For serious men 
with specific desires fulfill your most unin
hibited fantasy in our fully equipped 
playpen. 48 to 72 HR. notice recommend
ed. To schedule on oppt. coll: 212-242-
3152. Asl::lor Gino. 

BACKSTREEl: 
Wentworth Mews, London 

England's Largest 
Leather/Rubber Bar 

Telephone : 
081-980-8557 (Club Hours) 
081-980-7880 --...-.~ 
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SIMON'SEZ 
YOU WANT IT! 

ODYSSEY MAGAZINE 
is your one-stop, non-stop, hot-spot bible! 

Tum to ODYSSEY for all the latest Filth 
AND 

Left Coast Party Debauchery 

If it's happening in San Francisco, Hawaii or the 
Southwest, we highlight the lowdown on Wandering 

Male Behavior for ALL SCENES. Whether you visit 
or just enjoy dirt from someone else's yard, ODYSSEY 

MAGAZINE has the pix, the pees and the personals for 
ALL MEN. You'll never know who's been seen where, 
doing what with whom (or how many), until you've got 

ODYSSEY! 

CHOOSE FROM ODYSSEY 
San Francisco Southwest Hawaii 
(Bi-Weekly) (Monthly) (Monthly) 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
$45 Annually or $25 Semi-Annually (U.S. Domestic) 
$85 Annually or $65 Semi-Annually (Outside U.S.) 

SEND ME ODYSSEY: S.F. HAWAII SOUTIIWEST 
NAME: ______________ _ 
ADDRESS: _____________ _ 

CITY/STATE/POSTAL CODE: --------
COUNTRY: ------

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO ODYSSEY 
584 Castro Street #302 

San Francisco, Ca. 94114 



THE ONLY 
REASON 

:r MENTION 
THIS 

THE DADDY 
BO~ ,oLLECTION 

$12.95 
Plus $3 Shipping 

CA residents add sales tax 

Order Now! 
The Leather Journal 

7985 Santa Monica Blvd. #109-368 
West Hollywood, CA 90046 

Fax: (213) 656-3120 

lNTERN.A TJON.AL 

'l:.A THERM.AN 

HARD SEX 
HARD FACTS 

HARD MEN 
CUMS 6 TIMES A YEAR 

FOR JUST $36.00 
Sample Copy $7.50 Incl. shipping 

ra 
Smut and literature II Good ideas from dirty minds! 

TO SUBSCRIBE CALL 
( 415) 55!.1506 or 1.800.!34.3877 



TIT WEAR 

TURN ON 

$39.95 

ALLIGATOR 

T026 (adJUStable) $12.00 

RUBBER 
RUBBER SINGLET 

R344 Size: S/M/L/XL $48.00 

RUBBER TIT 
FLASH VEST 

R346 Size : S/M/L/XL $48.00 

MORE RUBBER ? CRUISE 84 PAGES LOADED WITH 
RUBBER, LEATHER, DILDOES, HARNESSES, BUTT-PLUGS, 
WHIPS, CLAMPS, RESTRAINTS, HOODS, GAGS AND MORE IN 
THE NEW RoB CATALOG. ORDER FROM RoB GALLERY, NOW! 

ELASTRATOR 

M301 (compl.set) 
M302 (scissors) 
M303 (100 rings) 
M304 (pliers) 

CLOVERLEAF 

$40.00 
$12.00 
$ 3 .50 
$27.00 

SUCKER 

T055 (large) 
T056 (small) 

$14.00 
$12.00 

T028 (w/out chain) $15.95 

RAZORBACK 

T022 (plain) 
T023 (adjustable) 

$13.00 
$14.00 T031 (with chain) $17.95 

I 

RUBBER T-SHIRT 

R338 Size: S/M/L/XL $55.00 

RUBBERY-BACK VEST 

R346 Size: S/M/L/XL $48.00 

QUANTITY 

Mail check/ money order to: RoB Gallery 
30 Guerrero Street, San Francisco, Ca 94103 

Credit Card Orders may call: 

_smone (415) 252-1198 fax: (415) 865-1470 
~- _EDDE & SIZE PRICE 

CA RESIDENTS ADD 8.5% TAX 

SHIPPING $5.5_Q_ 
I I 

~---------------------- TOTAL --------------~--- j 



The Onl~ Magazine in the World 

~liAliliED 
Devoted Exclusively 
to Male Bondage 

Visit our website! http:/ /www.nycnet.com/bound&gagged 

Get six issues of BouND & GAGGED a Year! 

Make checks payable to THE OUTBOUND PRESS 

US Funds Only 
Sample Issue (US Only): • $9.50 

Subscriptions: • $36 United States 
• $42 Canada & Mexico 

• $51 Overseas Surface • $72 Overseas Air 

CITY, STATE, ZIP ____________ _ 

COUNTRY _______ PHONE ____ _ 

SIGNATURE _____________ _ 
By my signature 1 certify I am 21 years old or older. 

method of payment: D Visa/MC D Check/Money O,dec 

Credit Card# __________ Exp. Oate _ 

send to: The Outbound Press 
89 Fifth Ave, Suite 803 

New York, NV 10003 
fax: 212-243-1630 tel : 212-727-2751 



PERSONAL ADS 
Text only. Fill out grid below ond reod ocross to 
the amount in the right margin of the lost line. 

MODEL/ESCORT & COMMERCIAL 
Text only. Fill out grid below and read across to 
the amount in the right margin of the lost line. 

PHOTO CLASSIFIEDS 
For models / escorts ond commerciol advertisers 
only. Totol price equals word count cost plus 
$50. Enclose photo with o signed statement 
stoting you ore at least 21 years of age. Photo 
will sized to a one-inch square. Indicate cropping 
preference. We reserve the right to size or crop 
at our discretion. Block and white photos repro
duce best. Photos for personal ads ore not 
accepted. 

DRUMMER LEATHER FRATERNITY 
A SPECIAL OFFER Includes one 12-issue subscrip
tion to International Drummer, one 12-issue Per
sonal Ad (l O lines max), a free Box Number, 
three free ad changes, free t~lephone number 
verification, and free forwarding of messages. 

BOX NUMBERS 
Use on International Drummer moil box to hove 
your moil forwarded even ofter your ad expires. 
let us know if you move. One time charge $5. 

PHONE NUMBERS 
You con get on immediate response to your ad 
by using a phone number. You MUST verify your 
phone number by colling us at 415-252-1195, 
about two weeks ofter you moil your ad. Be at 
the phone number in your ad so we con coll you 
bock to verify the number. (One time charge 
$2.00) 

BOLD HEADING 

Business hours ore 10:00 o.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific time, Monday through Friday. If you hove 
not verified your ad within three months, we will 
publish the ad with a box number only. We ver~ 
fy phone numbers one time. If you renew your 
ad ot a later time and use the some phone num
ber, just attach a copy of the printed ad to your 
new ad. We will not publish voice mail number 
in personal ads. Don't forget to include your 
area code. 

DRUMMER TOUGH LINE VOICE MAIL 
Classified advertisers may coll us at 415-252-
1195 and receive a voice moil poss code. You 
con then respond to classified ads (flogged with 
the phone symbol) on the Drummer Tough Line. 
Current box holders and Drummer leother Froter
nity members may coll us to receive a voice 
mailbox number and pass code for their current 
ad. Your printed ad will be flagged with a phone 
symbol and the voice box activates with the next 
available issue of International Drummer 
magazine. 

CHANGING YOUR CLASSIFIED AD 
Changes must be submitted in writing along with 
a payment of $10. · 

CANCELLATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS 
We will not refund money if you cancel your ad. 
We reserve the right to edit or to refuse any ad 
for any reason. We will not publish references to 
minors, animals, prostitution or drugs. Your clas
sified ad will go into the next available issue. 
Allow at least 60 day for your ad to be pub
lished. Classified rotes shown here supercede 
any previously published rotes. 

AD COPY One character per box, including punctuation and spaces. 

NAME ____________________ _ 

ADDRESS ___________________ _ 

CITY/STATE/ZIP __________________ _ 

PHONE ____________________ _ 

TYPE OF AD 
Personal Ad __ Model/Escort __ Commercial __ Photo Classified __ 
CATEGORY 
State _ Notional _ International _ Commerciol (indicate heading) _____ _ 
DRUMMER TOUGH LINE VOICE MAIL 
__ Check here only if you do NOT wont to be connected to the Drummer Tough Line. 

CALCULATE COST OF AD: 

WORD COUNT Enter amount from grid below $ ___ _ 

PHOTO CLASSIFIEDS Model/escort & commercial only. Add $50 
BOX NUMBER (optional) One time charge $5.00 

TnEPHONE NUMBER VERIFICATION (optional) One time charge of $2.00 -----
FREQUENCY __ number of insertions multiplied by totol of first four lines ____ _ 

DISCOUNT Deduct 1 0% for 4 or more insertions 
TOTAL PRICE CLASSIFlm AD 

DRUMMER LEATHER FRATERNITY 
$1B5 (U.S.) and $240 (Foreign) 

TOTAL AMOUNT THIS ORDER 

$ ___ _ 

$ ___ _ 

PAYMENT Check __ Money Order __ (Poyoble to Desmodus Inc.) 

CREDIT CARO PAYMENT Viso Mastercard__ American Express __ 
Cord Number ____________ Expiration Dote---'--

SIGNATIJRE REQUIRm 
x _________________ _ 
I dec~re ihot I om 11 yeo" of oge or ~der ond !hot the rlotn;, my od • true onrf correct. I atnnd !hot no proof of my od will be 
supplied In me IOI oppiovol ond I wcive oR doims regarding occurote reproduction dt.o lo m•tokes or te<hnicol loilure. I unrfe~tonrf thot 
Desmodus, Inc., • m no woy respoo,i~e for ony tronsoctioos !hot occur between mysef one! ony persons I contoct lhrough !heir ptJ~ic~ 
lions. Desmoclus, Inc., hos the ",!ht lo P<J~•h my advertisement ond photo (where opplcoble) in lhe classified section of lntemotionol 
Drummer mogolile or in Drummer Tough Custome" mogozine. 

MINIMUM AD COST 

.(; ·e 
"' .., ~ t:: 

~ C, .; 
<[ ... '-' -~ "' .; .. 

~ C .. .. 
C, ; .. E 
~ "' 

.., E .. .. C, C, 
Cl. .... :;; u 

S12.50 Free S18.75 S25.00 

NEED MORE SPACE? Print rest on a separate sheet. For every 25 characters/spaces odd: $3.50 for Personal ads, $42 (3.50 x 12 issues) for leother Fraternity ads; $5 for Models/Escort ods; $7.00 for Commercial ads 

SEND COMPLETED FORM TO: INTERNATIONAL DRUMMER CLASSIFIEDS • P.O. BOX 410390 • SAN FRANCISCO CA 94141 
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BACK ISSUES ORDER FORM 
I is.sue $5 (NLG 15,00) 3 issues $10 

(NLG 40,00) 8 is.sues $25 (NLG 95,00) 
18 issues $50 (NLG 85,00) 

40 issues $100 (NLG 350,00) 

AVAILABLE ISSUES Circle your selections 

9 II 
17 21 
27 28 
34 35 
44 42 
49 50 
57 58 
65 66 
72 73 
79 80 
86 87 
93 94 
IOI 102 
110 Ill 
120 127 
133 134 
140 141 
149 150 
156 157 
164 165 
171 172 
178 179 

12 13 
22 23 
29 30 
36 37 
43 45 
52 53 
59 61 
67 68 
74 75 
81 82 
88 89 
95 96 

103 104 
112 113 
128 129 
135 136 
143 144 
151 152 
158 159 
166 167 
173 174 
180 181 

14 
24 
31 
38 
46 
54 
32 
69 
76 
83 
90 
97 

105 
114 
130 
137 
145 
153 
160 
168 
175 
182 

15 
25 
32 
39 
47 
55 
63 
70 
77 
84 
91 
98 

108 
116 
131 
138 
147 
154 
162 
169 
176 
183 

16 
26 
33 
40 
48 
56 
64 
71 
78 
85 
92 
99 

109 
118 
13 2 
139 
148 
155 
163 
170 
177 
184 

Name __________ _ 

Address, _ ________ _ 

City• ___________ _ 

State. ______ Zip, ___ _ 

CA residents add 8.50/o sales tax 
Country, _________ _ 

U.S.A.: Check or money order$ ___ _ 
Europe: EuroCheck or MO $NLG __ _ 

CHARGE (check one) 

Visa MC American Exp._ 

Card Number _ ______ _ 

Exp, Date _________ _ 

x. ____________ _ 
SIGNATURE 

I am at least 21 years of age. Signature required 

MAIL ORDERS,~ 
RoB Gallery 30 Guerrero Street 
San Francisco CA 94103 
CREDIT CARDS 415-252-1198 
FAX 415-865-1470 
MAIL ORDERS, EUROPE 
Desmodus, International 
Postbus 16602 
1001 RC Amsterdam 
FAX +31 20 627 3220 



CALENDAR Edited by Wade Crosson 

To List Your Event 1 Seattle First Sunday 4 Biker lnternatianal leather Meeting, Thuringer Leder Club, KC Mou- 37 Whortdole Rood, King's 
Ride The Anvil, 88 Toaletstreet, MSC Rotterdam, Postbus rice, logerstrofle 24, Erturt, Cross, London, England 

Send press releases and Border Riders MC, Seattle, London, England 22184, 3003 DD, Rotter· Germany 12 Defender's Busi-other information to: WA 4 Biker Meeting dam, Holland 8 Skin 4 Skin At The ness Meeting 
International Drummer 1 Skin 4 Skin At The Sussex lancers MSC, The 6-8 NEW ENGLAND Barracks Defenders, San Francisco, CA 
Calendar, Barracks Marlborough, 4 Princess DRUMMER CONTEST Skinhead Sex Porty, Start 12 Fetish Night 
24 Shotwell Street, Skinhead Sex Party, Start Street, Brighton, England Boston, MA 21.00h. Central Station, 37 Attitude, at the Trafalgar, 
San Francisco, CA 94103 21.00h. Central Station, 37 4 aass: Eleclriclty 7 BeerBust Whortdole Roodd King's Cross, Junction of Trafalgar Ave. and 

Whortdole Rood, King's Cross, Atlanta SM Solidarity, A~anto, Defenders, Son Francisco, CA London, Englan Sumner Rood, Peckham, Lon· 
London, England GA 7 Beer/Soda Bust 8TheSling don, England 
1 SM Party 4FlreMen Northwest Bears, Seattle, WA Fetish Slinf orty, Central Sta· 12 Hot Jocks 
The Boss (Info: +31 20 42 l' Arene, 80 quoi de l'Hotel 7 European Rubber- tion, 37 W ortdole Rood, The Anvil, 88 Tooleystreet, 
02117-Entronce at 15h), de Ville, Paris, Fronce menclub Peckham, London, England London, England 
Riiswiikseweg 536, Den 4 Leather, Unlfonn, Club Siinderhonnes, Swolmen- 9 Black Monday 12 Manstink 

1 Beerbust 
Hoag, Hollonij Rubber Party stroot 42, Roermond, Holland Zwitscherstiiben 5, Olden- Central Station, 37 Whortdole 

Zit, Hohe Plorte 15, 
1 SM Party Silks 95, Hopgood Street, 7 One Day Ride burg, Germany Rood, King's Cross, London, 

5 67 6, Kain/Cologne, Ger· Hands, Motthiosstrofle 22, Shefcherd's Bush, London, Constontines, Son Francisco, 9Bunkerll England 
Koln · Entrance: 16-17h · Eng and CA Club 180, 180 Earls Court 12 Rubber Night many LSMA, Postfoch 290341, 4 l.olterles 7 Rubber Party Rood, London, England Keller's Bar, 14 rue Keller, 1 Biker 50525 Koln, Germany Argos, Wormoestroat 95 / Vo~evuur (+31 40 44 27 9 Fetish In The Dalil 75011 Paris, Fronce The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, 

London, England 1 Spanking With CLEF The Web, St. Jocobstraat 5, 44 , Hemelriiken 18, Eind- Silks 9 5, Hopgood Street, 12 Skinheads Only 
1 Biker Meeting 

Keller's, 14 rue Keller, Paris, Amsterdam, Holland haven, Holland Shefcherd's Bush, London, Silks 95, Hopgood Street, 
MSAmsterdom, CofE West· 

Fronce 5 Altemathe Party 7SnaxClub Eng and Shefcherd's Bush, London, 
lndie, de Ruyterkode 110, 1 Youngsters SM Key West Wreckers, Key Bunker · Albrechtstr. 2 4, 9 Military Men Eng and 

Party West, Fl Berlin-Mille l' Arene, 80 quoi de l'Hotel 12 Special Meeting Amsterdam, Holland De Schow (+31 55 333 5 Fetish Nllht 7 Vulcan Night de Ville, Paris, Fronce The forum, Son Francisco, CA 1 Cigannen UK 249), Spodeloon 8, Ape~ Attitude, at the Trafo~or, Rubber Porty at The Anvil, 88 10 Bar Night 13 Alter f.go Meeting doom, Holland Junction of Trafalgar ve. and Tooleystreet, London, England NY Renegodes/SigMo, Wash- The Block, 5 Parkfield Street, The Anvil, 88 Tooley Street, 2 Black Monday Sumner Rood, Peckham, Lon- 7-9 Round-Up ington, DC London, England London, England Zwitscherstiiben 5, Olden- don, England Spearhead, Toronto, Ontario, 10 Chaps Night 13 Beer Bust 1 Club Meeting burg, Germany 5 Hot.locks Canada Brampton's, 294 Old Bromp- Golden Gate Guards, Son Leder Club Nord West, Bronx, 2 Bunker II The Anvil, 88 Tooleystreet, 8 Beer Bust ton Rood, London, England Francisco, CA Bohnenstrofle 1 B, 28203 Club 180, 180 Earls Court London, England Sandia leather, Albuquerque, 10 Night Manouvers 13 Black Jack Party Bremen, Germany Rood, London, England 5 Skinheads Only NM Uniform Porty, The Anvil, 88 SMtotion, Alter Markt 4-6, 1 Counby & Western 2 Deviation Silks 95, Hopgood Street, 8 Beer Bust Tooleystreet, London, England Koln, Germany Bromptons, 294 Old Bromp- The Anvil, 88 Tooleystreet, Shefcherd's Bush, London, San Francisco GDl's, San 10 Movie Night 13 Club Night ton Road, London · Square London, England 
Dancing, England Eng and Francisco, CA Renegade Bears, Seattle, WA Icon Detroit, Detroit, Ml 

2 Fetish In The Dalil 5-11 lnfemo XXV 8 Beerbust 10 Play Hard 13 Jack Off 1 Cruise In The Dalil Silks 95, Hopgood Street, 
Attitude, at the Trafalgar, Chicago Hellfire Club, Chica- Z~p's, Hohe Plorte 15, The Manhole, 28 Ninth Ave, Stablemaster, Warmoesstroot Shefcherd's Bush, London, go, IL 5 67 6, Kiiln/Cologne, Ger· 9pm-2om, New York, NY 23, Amsterdam, Holland Junction of Trafalgar Ave. and Eng ond 
Sumner Rd., Peckham, Lon· 6BeerBust many 10 Skin 4 Skin At The 13 Las Vegas Night 
don, England 2 Leather Meeting PS/LOD, Palm Springs, CA 8 Biker Barracks Centurions Of Columbus, 
1 Cruising Behind 

LFRR, Ga-In, Steelerstrofle 6 Biker Leather Meet- The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, Skinhead Sex Porty, Start Columbus, OH 
Closed Doon 

83, Essen, Germany Ing London, England 21.00h. Central Station, 37 13 Leather Party 
Afternoon sex party for all 2 Meeting And Social MSC Belgium, Duquesnoy, le 8 Black Sunday Whortdole Rood, King's Cross, 0815, Jokobstrofle 122, 
fetishists, Start 15.00h, (en- Key West Wreckers, Key Duquesnoy 12, Brussels, Be~ Chains, Stephonstrofle 4, London, England Aachen, Germany 
trol Station, 37 Whortdole West, fl gium Kiiln, Germany 10 Skinheads Only 13 Peiversion 
Rd., King's Cross, London, 2 Military Men 6ClubNllht 8 Cigannen UK Meet- Silks 95, Hopgood Street, The Anvil, 88 Tooleystreet, 
England l' Mne, 80 quoi de l'HOtel A-Men'~ Club, Box 370, DK· Ing Shefcherd's Bush, London, London, England 
1 Educational SM de Ville, Paris, Fronce 81 00 Arhus (, Denmark The Anvil, 88 Tooley Street, Eng and 13 Red Hanky Social 
GLSM (+49 40 31 35 40), 3 Night Manouvers 6 IMC Special Party London, England 10SM Night 13 Sadie Mosie Club 
Eichholz 56, Homburg, Ger- Uniform Porty, The Anvil, 88 ltono Motq Club, Box 370, 8 Cruise In The Dark Smart Rhein-Ruhr, Discothek Club 180, 180 Earls Court 
many Tooleystreet, London, England DK-8100 Arhus C, Denmark Attitude, at the Trafalgar, Unit, langendreer, Alie Bohn- Rood, London, England 
1 Leather Daddy's Boy 3 Program: Caning 6 Leather Bikers Junction of Trafol~or Ave. and hofstrofle 121-123, Bochum, 13SM Party 
Contest NLA: Dallas, Dallas, TX MSR, The Shaft, Sumner Rd., Pee horn, Lon- Germany Qu•lrt, FSC ( +4 9 30 211 
Son Francisco, CA 3 Safer Sex Party Schiedomsesin~el 137, Rot· don, England 11 Biker 825 ), Hosenheide 54, 
1 Macho lime Boniue Club, 23, rue de terdom, Hollon 8 Educational Work- The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, Berlin, Germany 
M&S Connexion, Angelstrofle Pen ievre, 7 5008 Paris, 6 Ol Club Nllht shop London, England 13 TOUGH CUSTOMER 
33, 68199 Mannheim, Ger· Fronce · Doors open: 20 /21 h Outer Limits, Seattle, WA CHAPS, Portland, OR 11 DC Eagle Bar Night PARTY 
many · Entrance: 40/60ff 6 Unlfonn Meeting 8 Fist Fuck Meeting SigMo, DC Eagle, Washing- Drummer TC & Catalino 
1 Meeting 3 Skin 4 Skin At The Hands, Mottiasstrofle 22, Vo~evuur {+31 40 44 27 ton, DC leather Men Search, @ The 
South Sound leothertolk, Barracks Koln, Germany 44 , Hemelriiken 18, Eind- 11 Fire Men Foul~ine, 4216 Melrose Ave., 
Olympia, WA Skinhead Sex Porty, Start 6 Uniform Party haven, Holland r Arene, 80 quoi de !'Hotel Los Angeles, CA 
1Powerpaty 21.00h. Central Station, 37 Chops, Woltmonnstrofle 24, 8 Get Lost SM Party de Ville, Paris, Fronce 13-14 Black Leather 
SM for men up to 35yo · Whartdale Rood, King's Cross, Homburg, Germany Club Joecques (Info: +31 20 11 Leather, Unifonn, & Black Rubber Week-
CO(, Assenstroot 15 l, Deven- London, England 6 Uniform Nllht 4 20 2177), Wormoesstroot Rubber Party end 
ter, Holland 3 Skinheads Only Quiilgeist, Hasenheide 54, 146, Amsterdam, Holland Silks 95, Hopgood Street, The Boots, Von Aerdstroot 22, 
1 Queen Of Heaven: Silks 95, Hopgood Street, Hof, 5th Stock, Berlin, Ger- SGoldensi-r Shefcherd's Bush, London, Antwerp, Belgium 
Exhibitionist Party Shefcherd's Bush, London, many Keller's, 14 rue Keller, Paris, Eng and 13-15 Run To Pagosa 
DNA lounge, Son Francisco, Eng ond 6-7 Golden si-r Fronce 11 Lotteries Springs 
CA 3 Trannyshack Weekend · Rubber X- 8 Koln Ollv Uniform Argos, Wormoestroot 95 / Motorcydemen Of NM, Albu-
1 Real SM Party Tronsgender Dance Club, 339 treme Party / Body Art Party The Web, St. Jocobstroot 5, querque, NM 
MSM, G-force, Oudeziids · 9th St., Son Francisco, CA The Boots, Von Aerdsrtoot 22, LSMA, Hands, Motthiosstrofle Amsterdam, Holland 14 Bear Beer Bust 
Armsteeg 7, Amsterdam, Ho~ 4 Bar Night Antwerp, Belgium 22, Kiiln, Germany 11 Unifonn Night BC Bears, Vancouver, BC 
land Menomore, Wilmington, NC 6-8 £uroport Weekend 8 Leather Meeting London Blues, Central Station, 14 Biker Meeting 
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LC Nord West, Bronx, Bohen- 146, Rotterdom, Hollond 16 Skinheads Only London, Englond 
strofle 1 B, Bremen, Germany 15 Cigannen UK Silks 95, Hopgood Street, 20 Pigs In Paradise 
14 Biker Meeting Meeting Shelcherd's Bush, London, Why Not, liefer Groben 22, 
MSC Limburg, Bar Siinder· The Anvil, 88 Tooley Street, Eng and Wien · Info: LMC, Vj~nno, 
honnes, Swolmerstroot 4 2, London, England 17 Meeting Postfoch 24 Wien, Osterreich, 
Roermond, Holland 15 Cruise In The Dal1l lnter{lub fund, Son fronds· Austria 
14 Biker Party Attitude, at the Trafalgar, co, CA 20-22 Anacortes Run 
East Mercio MSC, Leicester Junction of Trafalgar Ave. and 17 Night Manouvers Border Riders Motorcycle 
Place, 24 Dryden Street, Sumner Rd., Peckham, Lon· Uniform Por1y, The Anvil, 88 Club, Anacortes Run, WA 
Leicester, England don, England Tooleystreet, London, England 20-22 Bear Hollow 
14 Black Leather 15 Diaper Meeting 18 Biker Campout Fall Snuggle 
Night NVSH, Schiedommersingel The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, Renegade Bears, Seattle, WA 
Eogle, Mozortstrofie 51, 1390, Rotterdam, Holland London, England 20-22 Leather Club 
Stuttgart, Germany 15 fist Fuck Meeting 18 Dildos, Ass Toys & Run 
14 Dungeon In The Vo~evuur (+31 40 44 27 fisting Border Riders MC, Seattle, 
Sky/SM Pride 44 , Hemelriiken 18, Eind- A~onto SM Solidarity, Atlanta, WA 
SM Gays, University of Lon· hoven, Holland GA 20-22 Leather Club 
don Union, London, England 15 Get Lost SM Party 18 fire Men Run 
14 Fetish Night Club Joecques (Info: +31 20 l' Arene, 80 quoi de l'HOtel Centurions Of Columbus, 
Betty Page Social Club, Von- 420 2177), Warmoesstroot de Ville, Paris, Fronce Columbus, OH 
couver, BC 146, Amsterdam, Holland 18 Leather, Unifonn, 20-22 Palmetto 
14 Gay Olympia 15 MR. DRUMMER Rubber Party Adventure '96 
Pageant Victory Party And Beer Silks 95, Hopgood Street, Levi/leather Br~ode, Spar· 
sr,ectrum Association, Bust Shelcherd's Bush, London, tons LL( and Tri ent Kings, 
Oympio, WA Catalino Video, @ The fault· Eng and Columbia, SC 
14 Golden Shower line, 4216 Melrose Ave., Los 18 Lotteries 20-22 Pike's Peak Gay 
Vo~evuur (+31 40 44 27 Angeles, CA Algos, Wormoestroot 95 / Rodeo 
44 , Hemelriiken 18, Eind· 15 Scat Party The Web, St. Jocobstroot 5, IGRA, Colorodo Springs, Co 
hoven, Holland Keller's, 14 rue Keller, Paris, Amsterdam, Holland 21 Ass Play Workshop 
14 Hot & Heavy Fronce 18 Meet And Greet VASM, Vancouver, BC 
The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, 15 Skin 4 Skin At The Border Riders MC, 21 Bear Potluck 
London, England Barracks Seattle/Vancouver Northwest Bears, Seattle, WA 
14 Jack Off Skinhead Sex Por1y, Start 18 SM Brabant 21 Biker Meeting 
Stoblemoster, Wormoesstroot 21.00h. Central Station, 37 Vo~evuur (+31 40 44 27 Panther Kain, Station, Alter 
23, Amsterdam, Holland Whortdole Roa~ King's Cross, 44 , Hemelriiken 18, Eind- Markt 4-6, 50667 
14 Leather Night London, Englon hoven, Holland Kiiln/Cologne, Germany 
The Boots, Von Aerdstroot 22, 15 Skin City 18SMGays 21 Biker Night 
Antwerp, Belgium Strict Skinheads Only Porty, Educotionol SM · Club 180, Block Angels Kiiln, Bar Siin· 
14 MR. SOUTHERN Central Station, 37 Whortdole 180 Eorls Court Rood, Earls derhonnes, Swolmerstroot 
CALIFORNIA DRUM- Rood, Peckham, London, Eng- Court, London, England 42, Roermond, Holland 
MER/DRUMMER BOY land 19 Beer Bust 21 Boots & Jockstrap 
CONTEST 15SM Party Constontines, Son froncisco, Night 
Catalino Video, @ The fault· Vo~evuur (+31 40 44 27 CA SLM Copenhagen, Studies· 
line, 4216 Melrose Ave., Los 44 , Hemelriiken 18, Eind- 19 Business Meetings troede 14, Copenhagen, Den-
Angeles, CA hoven, Holland Defenders, Son Francisco, CA mark 
14 One Day Ride 15-17 Bearadise 19 Club Night 21 Bulk 
California Eagles MC, Son Red Earth Bears, Oklahoma BC Bears MC, Binghamton, Big men and their admirers, Skinhead Sex Por1y, Start NLA: Portland, OR froncisco, CA City, OK NY Club 180, 180 Earls Court 21.00h. Centrol Station, 37 22 Cruise In The Dal1l 14 SM Pride/ Dun- 16 Biker 19 Fetish Night Rood, London, England Whortdole Rood, King's Cross, Attitude, at the Trofo~or, geon In The Sky The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, Attitude, at the Trofolgor, 21 Club Dinner London, England Junction of Trofol~r ve. and SM Gays, University of Lon· London, England Junction of Trafalgar Ave. and Melbourne leather Men, Me~ Sumner Rd., Pee om, Lon-don Union, London, England 16 Black Monday bourne, Australia 21 Underwear Party 

Sumner Rood, Peckham, Lon- Ill don, England 14 SM Pride Party Zwitscherstiiben 5, Olden- don, England 21 Club Trash The Seattle Eogle, Seattle, 22 fist Fuck Party location tab, London, England burg, Germany 19 Glory Hole Hard fetish Club, Oosteliiue WA LSMA, Hands, Motthiosstrofle 
14Special 16 Bunker II Central Station, 37 Whortdole Hondelskode 21, Amsterdam, 21 Unifonn Party 22, Kiiln, Germony A-Mens.Club, Box 370, DK· Club 180, 180 Earls Court Rd., King's Cross, London, Holland Vogevuur, Hemelriiken 18, 22 Leather Meetic'A 8100, Arhus (, Denmark Rood, London, England England 21 Dress To Drill Eindhoven, Holland Thuringer Leder Club, KC au-
14 Strict SM 16 Fetish In The Dal1l 19 Hot Jocks (Army & Unifonn 

21 Wol1lshop: Ass rice, logerstrofie 24, Erturt, 
GLSM · Eichholz 56, Hom- Silks 9 5, Hopgood Street, The Anvil, 88 Tooleystreet, Meeting) 

Play Germany 
burg, Germany Shelcherd's Bush, London, London, England The Boots, Von Aerdstroot 22, VASM, Vancouver, BC 22 Real SM Party 
14 Uniform Party Eng ond 19 Skinheads Only 

Antwerp, Belgium 
22 Beerbust MSM, G-force, Oudeziids 

Vogevuur, Hemelriiken 18, 16 Leather Meeting Silks 95, Hopgood Street, 21 Hot & Heavy Zipp's, Hohe Plorte 15, Armsteeg 7, Amsterdam, Ho~ 
Eindhoven, Holland lfRR, Go-In, Steelerstrofie Shelcherd's Bush, London, The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, 5067 6, Kiiln/Cologne, Ger· land 
15 Beer Bust 83, Essen, Germany London, England 22 SM Session 
Defenders, Son Francisco, CA Eng and 

21 Jack Off 
many 

Eogle, Mozortstrosse 51, 16 Meeting 20BeerBust Stoblemoster, Warmoesstroot 22 Biker 
15 Beer Bust NSWG, Seattle, WA Knights Of Malta, Son Francis· The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, 70180 Stuttgart, Germony 
Pacific Bears, Son Francisco, 16 Military Men co, CA 23, Amsterdam, Holland London, England 22-29 INTERNATION-
CA l' Arene, 80 quoi de l'HOtel 20 Biker Meeting 21 Mannerfabrik 

22 Black Sunday 
AL LEATHER PRIDE 

15 Beer/Soda Bust Alhambra, Hermonnstrofle WEEK de Ville, Paris, Fronce MSC Rurols, Vogevuur, Heme~ Chains, Stephonstrofle 4, Son Francisco, CA Northwest Beors, Seattle, WA 16 Skin 4 Skin At The riiken 18, Eindhoven, Holland 83, Oldenburg, Germany Kiiln, Germany 
15 Biker 21 Powerpaty 23 Black Mondal 
The Anvil, 88 Tooletstreet, 

Barracks 20 Montana Corona- SM for men up to 35yo · 22 Cigannen UK Zwitscherstiiben 5, 01 en· Skinhead Sex Por1y, Start tion Meeting burg, Germany London, England 21.00h. Central Station, 37 Imperial Court of All Montono CDC, Assenstroot 151, Deven- The Anvil, 88 Tooley Street, ter, Holland 23 Bunker II 15 Biker Meeting Whortdole Rood, King's Cross, 20 Perversion London, England Club 180, 180 Eorls Court MSR, DeBok, Schiedomsevest London, England The Anvil, 88 Tooleystreet, 21 Skin 4 Skin At The 22 Club Night Barracks Rood, London, England 
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loP1N10N I 
The Golden 
Gallery 
A toast to men and boys! 
Excerpted from "The Only 
Reason I Mention This" 

BY DADDY BOB 

I've often said: though my dungeon 
is lined with multiple thousands of 
dollars worth of equipment, until 
that man goes to his knees and begs 
for the insufferable, it's all trash. 

Trash? Not on my walls. Because 
next to all the cats, crops, harnesses, 
studded gonad stretchers and pink 
rubber things, is spread the colorful 
pantheon of beautiful men who have 
taken their pants off, and allowed 
Daddy's magic to touch their lives. 

I am indeed a very lucky Daddy. 
And so, let's raise our glasses. A 

toast! A toast to: M'boys. 
To men. 
To the bawdy hairy simians who 

could stuff, weekly, sofa pillows with 
the products of their follicles. To the 
smooth polished statues with just 
three or four long hairs at the base of 
the dong, but since they curl it looks 
like more, and as long as Daddy gets 
it all with his razor, it's 1000/o and 
that's all that really counts. 

To the young sweating stallions, 
drooling snorting sex animals, 
stomping semen-producing ma
chines. And to the older men who 
have had a long, long time to study 
trashiness and develop it into an art 
form. 

To the loud, overt practitioners 
who make their presence known with 
the raspy voice of demented passion. 
And to the quiet ones. The men who 
have a "maiden auntie" living inside 
of them, and can't look at a men's 
underwear advertisements without 
blushing. When they come to Daddy 
for tawdry recreation, Queen Victoria 
has to wait outside. 

To the whippet slender men who 
can eat like a reincarnation of Henry 
VIII and never gain an ounce. To my 
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chubbies who bring a roly-poly 
brazenness to the scene, with ass 
cheeks that jiggle seductively when 
they're slapped. To those who are 
rejected elsewhere because they carry 
too much adipose tissue; in Daddy's 
dungeon they give out the fullest 
measure of erotic effort because, all 
too often, there's no where else to 
give it. 

To the body builders. And to the 
little spiders who have skin stretched 
over bone. To men who regard defin
ition as something you find in a dic
tionary. 

To the Holland Tunnels, with "No U 
turn" tattooed somewhere near the 
rosette, with an arrow pointing to the 
love hole. And to the boys who 
scream when I take their temperature 
with a rectal thermometer. 

To the arms that come about me 
tightly, and to the voices that whis
per, "I belong to you, Daddy." And to 
the legs that spread wide without 
shame or reservation. And to the 
tears and sweat and nourishing milk 
that has seeped into my indoor/out
door carpeting. 

To the unclipped wangusses with 
enough wrinkled flesh about the 
glans penis to slip cover New Jersey. 
To the bald bulbs that signal their 
intent with pulsating pink fatness ... 
livid desire. 

To men with long legs who dance 
to the rhythms of Daddy's savage 
incantations. And to the "Wheely," 
the man who crawls into my dun
geon from a wheelchair. 

To men. To real men. To all kinds 
of thrilling men. To the wrinkles, 
sags, hang-ups, love handles, blem
ishes and natural functions of very 
real men. 

I love them all. Big, little, hairy and 
hung are all words with very lost 
meanings to me. I'm interested only 
in how strenuously m'boys are will
ing to sweat, strain and sacrifice to 
make me a night. 

To them, my varicose veins, fallen 
arches, receding hairline, a chipped 
front tooth and a healthy beer gut 
that doesn't quite disappear when I 

FROM "THE MASTER CONTROLS' 
BY CLOSE-UP PRODUCTIONS 

stand up don't appear to matter much 
in the equation ... as long as the equal 
sign is followed by SM Nirvana. 

"The Golden Gallery" was originally 
published in Daddy Bob's Leather 
Journal Column entitled "The Wear
ing O' The Hides" and was featured 
in "The Only Reason I Mention This" 
by Daddy Bob, which is available at 
local bookstores as well as: The 
Leather Journal, 7985 Santa Monica 
Blvd., # 109-368, West Hollywood, 
CA. 90046. Cost: $ 12.95. Or call: 
(213) 656-5073. • 
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